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There is always a la between the increase of the unem-
ployment level and it• intensive analytical atudy. Thi• is 
conceivable. Pirat, there ia alwaya a shortage of at"4enta 
of unemployment; second, it takes ti e to aee t e true emerg-
ing pat tern of unemployment. A• aoon aa the uneaployment 
rate rises, the market mechani•m •• well as t e automatic 
atabillzera and other public policiea beuin to overate. If 
the rise in une ployment i• cause~ by ild wariation• of 
aggregate demand and aupply, the &bo\e regulator• of employ-
ment will ellainate the rlae ol unemvloyment. However, if 
full e•ployment cannot be reached, policy eatara •• well •• 
economiata start atudylng unemployaent. Thia situation pre-
vailed in the oatwar erloc1, ~articularly in the late 19SO'•· 
During the period 1946-1966, although there were aany 
buaineaa cycle fluctuat~~na, they were aoderate. 'fowever. 
each fluctuation alwaya produced a hiah•r unem loyment rate 
than before the receaaion. Thia e erging vattern of une•-
ployaent la a major c•u•e of concern. T~e central queation 
ia to explain why unemployment alwaya increaaed after each 
recesaion While other econocic variable• recovered1 or to put 
it in term• of etaployment, why full eaployment caaoot be 
~eached. 
Inveatigatioo of the problea ia Juatlf ied aince full 
eaployment is one of the important goals of any aodern 
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ecoDOllJ. The acadeaic debate of the qveation revolve• 
around tt,e queatlon of whettter the rlae in "recover:y-
uneaployment0 la caused by inadequate aggregate demand or by 
atructural ch•nsea. The other poasible form of t~e debate 
i• to take into account the above hypothetical cauaea. but 
to concentrate the analysis of une11tp loy-nent on the decompoai-
t lon of the unemployment rate. T~is last type of study h•a 
been done by Prank T. Denton and Sylvia Oatry (21) in their 
"Analyaia of Postwar Uum~lopent, 8CODOl\lc Council of can• 
ada Staff Study J, 1964. u 
The present atudy, Which e~aminee t~e 1946-1966 unem-
ployment, !a not primarily concerned with a particular type 
ef analyaia or a particular hypotheai• to .,. teated. Ita 
firat object ive la to examine the unemplo)'llent problem of a 
particular economic region of Canada, na~ely the Province of 
Quebec. ~erefore, a groaa plan can be as followa. An 
lnveatlgation will be aade of t~e unemployment p~oblem of an 
econo11tic region within the national econ011y, more apeelf-
lcally taking the l' rovince of Quebec aa a '1om.oseneoua 
econo...!c region of t~e Canadian economy. The object ' vea are 
•• followa: 
1) To deacrlbe the unemployment of thia region, ita 
level, its behavior, ita c01nvoaition, as well aa 
ita cauaea and ita com onents. 
2) To derive the policy implications. 
J 
The Praaework 
It ia impoaaible to aak a ain4le queatioa an4 get a 
single answer in analyzing uneaploya'.ent. An overall frame-
work has to be given. Ble entary principle• of acleutlfic 
ethod atate that the reaulta of any reaearch project depend 
priaarily upon the original queatlona. The recent litera-
ture on unemployment aaked one central queatlons What are 
the cauaea of the unemployaent patterns (aecular aa well 
•• cyclical)? But the qaeation was aaked in two different 
foru and, therefore, two diffel'ent •n•wera were possible. 
Whet er the present higher unemploy nt la due to •aaregate 
demand or whether it la doe to struct~ral ohanges i• depend-
ent on the form of the queatlon aaked about the cauaea of 
unemployaent. It la quite different to aak Whet~er the 
cauae tttat led men to becane unecployed and pr•vented the 
from ettlng anot er Job ia their capacity of becoming em-
ployed or the capacit1 of the economy to e ploy them. It 
ia not ~cauae econoalata uae the same data to investigate 
the queation that they ahoUld arrive at the same reaulta. 
The available figure• of une ployment give atatiattcal lnf or-
mation _,,lch la obviously biased toward the asaregate demand 
hypot eela, since uneaployn:ent aa meaaured in atatiatical 
aerlea i• akin to a ~eaidca1 phenomenon. Variatlona in the 
demand for labor do not "per ••" produce une111ployment, though 
there can be a 0 atatiatical unemployment... It ia neceaaary 
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to take into account the needs, the attitudes, and the capac-
ities of peo lea to have a meaningful unemployaent rate. 
Uneaployment f igurea should be the reault of variatlone in 
needs, attitudea, and capacities of •ember• of the labor 
force aa well aa the variation• of deaand. 1'he cauaea of 
une~loycent are al10 dependent on how full employaent, labor 
force, labor market, supply of labor, and demand for labor 
are def lned and aeaeured . 
full eavloyment la not the maxla ue ~oura a labor f oree 
can work, nor the &•P between the capacity of production 
and the maximum labor input Which can be uaed in the pro-
&a ction function. It ia a queatlon of the nu•ber of indi-
viduals not at woTk but ln the labor force allowing for 
aeaaonal variations and frictional ope ration• of the labor 
market. In other words, economiata aa well •• policy maker• 
have to be aatl1fied with "a workable full employcent" to 
adopt a word of J. M. Clarck. Aa far aa t e concevt and 
•e•aureeent of une ployment are concerned, there are three 
poaalbllltiea. Une ploy ent .can be considered as an activity, 
that of •eeking work; aa an attitude, that of dealrlng a Job 
Rnder certain conditions; or ae a need, that of needing a 
Job. Aalde from theae Jpoaslbilitiea, a apecifid frame110rk 
of analyale can be siven in terma of deaand for and supply 
of labor. 
For conalderatlon of the demand for labor, no leaa than 
a general exploration of the level and composition of output 
s 
would auffice. In addition to tl'teae ~ •riables included in 
the uaual atiort-run, closed econ y, heyneaian and classi-
cal analyaia , it would be neceaeary to consider and mention: 
1) The stage of economic develo~ment of the Pro•ince 
of Quebec. 
2) Ita rate of industrial growth. 
J) The nature and aagnitude of lta cyclical and 
seasonal fluctuations. 
4) Its changing industrial structure. 
5) The path of technologlc•l progr••a , lta effects on 
productivity and on the kind of labor demanded. 
6) Finally, the ehenging pattern of regional trade •• 
we11 •• the regional status of Quebec wit~ln Canada 
which are important topica. 
Thia lengthy enumeration, undoubtedly lncoriplete, provides a 
baaia for apvreciating the dif f icaltiea in any attempt to 
isolate the specific causes of une111~loyment of the re&ion 
studied ea far as the de and is concerned. 
On the supply side, t he study will have to take into 
account the development and growth of the labor force of the 
region. Thia requires detailed conaiderationa of 1 
1) Demographic factors, factor a determining the auppl .J 
of alea, femalea, youth, and aged "Orkera . 
2) The effects of ch•ngiag economic condit i.DB8, 
particularly the wage level, ~ours worked, the 
availability of work, the number of persons seeking 
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work, a well as he s rcwth of trade unionia and 
the influence of various institutions. 
3) The factors determinina the proportion of •killed 
and un•kllled labor in the labor force (education, 
vocational, and apprenticeahip training) and the 
anpower productivity ~ich are part of t e 
analysis. 
The Main ttypotheaia and the Plan of the Study 
The analysis of unemployment will reveal that there ia 
a different level of une ployaent from oo year to the other 
and t at it has alao a different co poaition aa far •• the 
personal characterlstiea are concerned. It should be ob-
vious, owever, that although theae aapecta are very impor-
tant to the policy maker, they do not explain the une ploy-
ent level. Aa la well- own, t e une•f loyr.ent level can be 
decomr oaed by type of unemvtoyment, that ia, in seasonal 
unemployment , frictional une~ployment, cyclical unemyloyment , 
aecular unemployment, and long-term unemployment . In formulat-
ing the aet of main hypotheaea it ia oeceaaar1 to take int o 
account the above aapeeta of une•ploymont, but they uat be 
coupled wit~ ao e pre-conditioning com ent1. In general, 
given a problea, the first atep ia to identify and to deliait 
t e sub)ect , the second atep ahould be to try to find ita 
aec~aniaa, and finally to find the aolutioa. In the preaent 
analyai a of une ployment, •• in any analyai• of total 
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unemplop.ent, lt does not take "oag to aee teow complicated 
the problem la, though it aeema very al•ple to be identified. 
lJnnployaent la the aurplus of the aupply of labor over the 
demand for labor. Tbis i• • clear economic etatemen't, bUt 
the underlying variables are not •o clear and not so we11-
defined. A• a reault, the proble of unem loyment ia, in 
fact, no~ very weil identified and not very well delimited. 
Thi• analyeia i• not an exception. As stated earlier, total 
unemploytDent ttaa dlf f erent components and eacb of them can 
be a aub ject of analy•la. The p rl ary copeern ii with the 
overall unemployment of a region, the Province of Quebec • 
.even with this first deli ltatlon of the analyaia, it la 
obvious that the une~ploJU!ent of the Province of Quebec can 
also be decomposed into any co poncnta, or coDtrlbutora, 
to t otal unemployment and t ypea of une ployment. In order 
to ctiooae the beat olnt of view of the phenon:enon at the 
regional level, we formulate a useful hypothesia . This 
hypotheai• la baaed on the oat lntrlcating type of unem• 
ployment - the one with the oat lntricatin amount , level, 
behavior, and component. A s rosa examination of unemploy-
sent t:ate by aex, age, and type of wi~11ployaent re,·eal.a that 
the moat intricating unemployment la the eecular unemployment 
rate . It alao fill• two other condltiona. Pirat • J.t covera 
all other typea of ~ncmployment anda aeeond, it h•• a partic-
ular pattern o,ver the entire petiod analyzed, 1946-1966. 
Until recently the aecular unea~loyment waa not a 
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subject of study becauae it did not ahow any particular 
patteTn , but since 1953 it has ~ad a tendency to increase. 
Given its level, its behavior, and the other uneaploy ent 
ratee, it is ~••Y to hypothe•ize that the secular unemploy-
ment h•• increaaed because one of the components of unni-
ployment ~aa lncreaeed, one type of unewployaent haa 
iacreaaed, or because the behavior of the une ployed haa 
changed. It la ~ypot eaized that the rise in secular unem-
ployment la due: 
1) To t e increase in aeasonal une ployment during 
the period . 
3) To the increaae in frictional wiemployment. 
3) To t~e incapacity of t~e econoa:iic agent• to behave 
rationally with a full cmplo ent policy, which 
requires a production capacity in equilibriuM with 
the aggrecate de~and. 
4) To the inadequate csobility. 
5) To the changing structure of the econo y. 
lUth t?'!eae hypotheaea the major aourcea of one ployment will 
be explored to find the poaaible cauaea of the aecular 
increaaing unemployment rate. 
However, before thia aet of hypotheaea can be teated, 
the specif le character of the analysla muat be examined. The 
neit dtapter of the analyaia ia devoted to thia aubject. In 
order to 1tat~ carefully thi• character, that le the regional 
cha~acter, the following are neceaaary: 
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1) A grosa analyaia of the natlooal econOllic perfor•-
ance during the period. 
2) An examination of the r~lationship between the 
level of econo.ic activity of the Province of 
Quebec and the national economic perforaance. 
ntla information peralta an underatand.1ng of the particular-
ity of the unemployment in Quebec Which exl•t• aa the 
product of the level and be~avlor of other economic Yari• 
ablea. The particular level, behavior, and compoaition of 
t e unewtployaeat in QueWc la the subject of the third 
chapter. The following five ehaptere are concerned with 
the aet of hypot~eaes. The tlnal chapter will examine the 
policy implication• Whic~ can be derived from the analyaia. 
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TnB .BCONQ.UBS AND TifB BOIONAL CTTAAACl'BR OP THB ANALYSIS 
Characters of the Bconomic Development of Canada, 1946-1966 
The following pagea provide a review of the economic 
development in Canada durina the period 1947-1966, aalnly 
within t e framework of gross national variable•. Thia aum-
mary has been largely inapired fro the Annual Report• of 
the Bconocnic Council (15, 16) and from the firat and aecond 
review of the Council (17, 18). 
The main characteristlca of the development are revealed 
by a rapid analyala. Pirat, the anadian econoay h•• not 
been able to reac~ all goale at the aaae time. There h•• 
been either inflation or unemplo,.ent, and aometi .. a mild 
inflation and above target uneaployaent, or no inflation but 
unemploysent and alow rate of growth. Anothe~ characterlatic 
of the Canadian econ01Jy i• lta dependence. There are aOlle 
atudenta -"o think that thia i• the crucial probl ca of the 
economy, but •• far aa la known there are no atudiea tlfhich 
analyzed the more important proble• of the evolution of thia 
character of the Canadian economy. Ia the altuation woroe in 
196? than it waa in 19467 ~hat ia the impact of the evolu• 
tion? Although it la true that there ia no economy coapletely 
autonomous, it eeeaa that the Canadian econoay la leaa inde-
pendent than it ahould be. A third characteriatic of the 
development la the aixture of the Eeaulte over the period. 
The caaadian economy h•• experienced aose ood periods of 
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expanaion but there have been wany short buaineaa cyclea. 
The i .. ediate poatwar period 81'tcwed a relatively high level 
of eaplo,.ent and prOductionJ however, thia level waa due to 
a deferred doaeatic demand. The ~echaniam of the lncreaae 
wae econOllic but the cauae of the iucreaae was external to 
the economy - World War II. The nex peri04 of expanaion, 
the Korean War period, waa alao due to aome external eventa 
coupled with a rapid and vlgoroaa lnterventlon of the govern-
aent. When the korean war waa over and •• aocn •• tbe 
Burop••n countrle• had rebuilt their econo•lca, ~h• Canadian 
econoay began to feel the new co•petition and to experle.nce 
higher uneaploJl'le.nt. In fact, lt experienced a aerie• of 
ahort buaineaa cycles •• well •• acme •tructutal ahifta due 
to the aaaaive external iaveataent. Naturally the problem 
of th• balance of payment reappeared. nowe\ler , the preaent 
expanalco which began in 1961 aeema to be baaed on a large 
foreign and doaeatic demand. 
Aaide from theae main characteriatica and thia brief 
1umaary of the develo •ent, there are some intereatins co•-
.. nta .ttich have to be ade about certain variable• auch aa 
uneaployaent, indicator• of the econOlllc growth, pricee , 
wagea, and balance of pa711ent. Aa far aa the uoeavloyment 
la concerned, the laat expanaion did not aolve the problea. 
'nte problem appear• to be ao~• lntricating than ever, and 
it aeema that Canada ia confronted with a ''proeverity uoea-
ployment". P110 1946 to 1953 the average rate of 
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unemploy ent in Canada was 2.8 per cent. Pro 1954 to 1957 
it increased by more than 50 per cent or to a level of 4.3 
per cent. Proa 1958 to 1962 it increaaed again to 6.7 per 
cent. Since 1962 it haa decreased. During the same period 
the employment continued to increase year after year and 
the unemployvient increased froM one peak uneaploYf!tent to 
the other and fro one trouah une,,~loy ent to the other 
between 1950-19£1. 
The Canadian ncono~lc Council gave four lndicatora to 
show the ecohot:d.1; growth. (a) The total real production 
has core than doubled. (b) The real production per capita 
has increased by JO per cent. (c) nenl production per 
e ployee haa increased by 50 per cent. (d) Peal production 
product ion per l&Uln-hour h a increased by 70 per cent. How-
ever, t~e analyala of the rate of growth of these variables 
ehow• that the rate of srowth haa decreaaed for all theae 
indicators. Thia le the source of the une11plo,.eat problaa. • 
Table 1 ahowa the average percentage change for certain 
periods and variables. 
Inflation ia one of the iwportant preoccupations of the 
Canadian people, •• well •• goveroaent• and econoalata. Can-
ada experienced many aueceaalve peiioda of rapid increase in 
pricea: 1946-1948, 1950-19,1, 19S8 aud 1966. Price in-
ereaaea had profound effects on the C&na.dlan econoay and on 
Canada ' s competitive position in t~e international aark.et. 
There are alao effects on the diatrib~tlon of income. Durins 
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Table 1. Canadian average percentage change for selected 
variables and perioda8 
1946-1963 1946-19SJ 19 .. U-1963 
-
Groaa national product 3.9 4.$ l.!S 
Populatt> n 2.6 a.1 2.4 
Per capita GNP 1.3 1.7 1.0 
Domeatie production 4.2 s.1 3.6 
Per ewaployed J.3 J.4 1. 
Per ••n-houra J.J 4.~ 2 .4 
•source: (17, P• 13). 
1946 and 1966, consumer price index rose from 77.SO to 143.90 
or by 85. 6 per cent, while the wholesale price index went up 
fro 138.90 to 259.60 or by 86.8 per cent. 
One of t~e maj r factors in the increase ln price ia 
t~e level of wa9ea, considered as the price for labor. The 
Bconotlic Council advanced the hypot eals that unit cost of 
labor paid waa a ajor factor in the decline of the interna-
tional competitive position. This pheno non la a own in 
Table 2 . 
The problem of the balance of payment aeema to t>ecane 
more acute over tlme and except for the im ediate postwar 
period, 1946-1952, there was always a deficit. In t ls brief 
review of. the Canadian econcaic develop ent there is not 
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Table 2. Canadian average percentage change in unit coat 
for aelected perloda• 
Canada 
canada (unadjusted) 
1946-1953 
50 .6 
62.0 
•sources (11. p. 31). 
1953-1963 1960-1963 
11.6 - 1.3 
11.6 -11.3 
apace to examine thi• problem although it le very important 
in itaelf and in the aolution of t e unemvloyment problesn 
since the external demand is part of t e a cregate demand. 
However, the concern ia not with the national aggregate 
demand but with t e de1n.And and the econo y of one Province, 
the Ptovinee of Qu bee. The rem inlng para rap • of the 
chapter present a brief •u••ry of the level of economic 
activity of this re ion. Aside fro this brief aummar1 of 
the regional economic development. the character of the 
analyais ia given. 
The Bconoaic Development of t e Province of Quebec, 1946-1966 
During the period 19•6-1966 the econo y of the Province 
of Quebec experienced a tremendous growth ae shown in Table J. 
over t e a1-year period the personal inco e increased by 384.0 
per cent while the disposable income increased by 350. 0 per 
cent, but the t xes (direct) went up by S50.0 l'er cent. The 
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Table 3. Province of Quebec, selected economic indicators 
of growth, 1946 and 1966• 
Income 
Personal income 
Disposable income 
Per capita 
Taxes 
Income tax 
Bxpenditures 
Consumer 
Capital (new) 
Provincial government 
Municipal government 
Total 
Production 
Gross value 
Added value 
Costs 
Wages 
Total inco~e (wages) 
Average weekly 
Hourly 
Prices 
Consumer 
Wholesale 
Hours 
Demography, employment 
Population 
Labor force 
Participttion rate 
Employment 
1946 1966 Per cent 
000 
$2,339 
2,141 
645 
198 
1,342 
1,oos 
313 
246 
553 
3,473 
1,786 
1,686 
1,493 
($34.44) 
( o. 74) 
(77.50) 
(138.90) 
(46.10) 
3 ,636 
1,337 
(54 . 00) 
1,282 
000 
$10, 830 
9,652 
1,885 
1,188 
5,610 
4,.509 
2,072 
809 
2,881 
15,443 
6,505 
8,939 
7,792 
($90.62) 
( 2 .16) 
(143 . 90) 
(259.60) 
(41.80) 
5,810 
2,116 
{SJ .30) 
2,016 
change 
384.3 
3.50.8 
292.2 
-'SO.O 
318.0 
348. 6 
561.9 
237. 0 
420.9 
344.6 
264 . 2 
430.1 
421.9 
163.4 
191.8 
8.5.6 
86.8 
-9.3 
60. 0 
sa.a 
-0.1 
.51.2 
•source: {31, pp . 1, 3 , 22, 25-30, 34, 37). 
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lncreaae in inco e la reflected in the consumer expenditures, 
eatl ated by t~e retail stores expenditures, Which increased 
by 318.0 per cent. Between governments, municipal go e rn-
ment expenditure• rose more alowly (237.0 per cent) than the 
provincial expenditurea ("61.9 ver cent). Unfortunately, the 
amount of federal expenditure• in the Province of Quebec la 
not available. As far aa investment expenditures are con-
cerned , they increaaed by 348.6 per cent. It ia nearly 
aatc ed by the increase in roaa (value) production (344.6 
per cent). nowever, the added valve did not have t e aa e 
rate of growt~ aince the coat• increased more rapidly than 
t~e groaa production. Total wage income increased by 421.9 
per cent , While average weekly wage increased by 163.4 per 
cent . A certain part of the increaaea in wage income ia due 
to the lncreaae in ployaent and to the f aG't that different 
concepts are represented. Avet•ge wer. ly earning la a com-
poaite index, while the totnl wage inco e la the estimation 
of a type of income aa given in the National Account. Te 
increase in wagea took place while there was a decrease of 
-9. J per cent in houra worked. Conau er price index went 
up by 85.6 per cent and the Wholesale price index by 86.8 
per cent . 
Given thia information on the agsregate demand and on 
the resulting income, the aupply of 1 bor can be conaidered. 
The populat io.n increaaed bJ 60. 0 per cent, the labor force 
by SB.2 per cent and there waa a decrease of -0.1 per cent 
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in the participation rate. The etnployment s~owed an incre••• 
of 57.2 per cent, t~at la, a a aller increase than the 1n-
creaae of the labor force. There waa one per cent difference 
between the rate of crowth of the demAnd for labor (e ploy-
ment) and the supply of labor (labor force) during the 
period 1946-1966. nowever:, it cannot be inferl'<£~ That thia 
resulted in a one per cent une~ployment due to the aggregate 
demand aince a too rapid growth of the aupvly of labor can 
be due to the rapid growth of t e population. 
The negiooal Character of the Analysis 
Given thla information of the econo ic development of 
the national and regional economy, it remains to apeclfy the 
regional character of t e analyaia. The specification of 
the regional character of the analyala ia concerned with: 
1) The problem of eati ation of th• regional economy. 
2) The sociological character of the region and !ta 
econOllic characters. 
3) The regional labor aarltet. 
The objective of the following paragraph• is to eliminate 
aome pit£alle. Thi• ia done by the introduction of different 
types of aaaumptic:ma about the measures uaed, the sociolog-
ical character of the region, and the labor market. In 
other word•• the apeeification of the regional character is 
concerned with the aet of assumptions. 
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!.?!! problem g_f eatimatlon 51!. !h!. geglonal econOllt 
In regional eati•atiOD, a number of baalc conceptual 
probleea artae Which are not encountered in •• aeriou• for• 
ln national estimation•. Thia la true for income, output, 
and expenditure• eatlmaticma. Theae problem• ewerge because 
the region ia an open economy. Furthermore, because the 
nation ia a cultural-political unit• which for policy con-
aiderationa is distinct f rOll the rest of the world, doeeatic 
transactors diatinguiah between hame and foreign aperationa. 
nowever, even if their facilities and organization• are 
entirely contained in the region, the aaae trao.aactor doea 
not differentiate between tranaactiona with ~~rtle• in the 
... e region and thoae in other r•sions. Moreover, many 
organization• cannot be aaid to be located in a given region1 
t~i• ia the caae of governeeat . It i• difficult, if not 
impoaalble, to determine •hat fraction of government•! 
operation ia internal to the region. In addition, aany 
national data are derived fro sampling procedures. Sam-
pling procedures Which yield result• valid for the nation 
may not yield reliable data for a region. 
Related but apart from the problea of data and eatiaa-
tion of the re ional economy, there ia the more important 
problem of the im act of external agenta. Thou1h one can 
be aatiafled with the available Quebec atatiatica, the prob-
1•• of evaluation of the i act of external agent• arises. 
The heroic •••U111Ption haa been eade that there ••• 
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no such uncontrolled im~act, that ia, the asau ption that 
Quebec ' • econo y la an autonomou• economy. The proble• 
neceaaitatea .ome comment& or at leaat the aaauavtlon haa 
to be justified. Pirat, the available data do not permit 
thia type of evaluation. Thi• is an external conatraiot. 
The aecond constraint atems fro t~e fact that the •tudy ia 
the preli•inary research of a larger project Which will 
lnve1tigate the poaaibility for the Province of Quebec to 
control ita labor market aa well •• to have ita own aet of 
aanpower policlea. Therefore , the analyai• i• reat r icted to 
ita reglcm.al aapect by uaing regional variable• tfb•n poaalble . 
!!:l!. ,ociological environment 
Given the economic aaaur.ptions, some comments are 
neceaaary on the aociological environment of this regional 
oconomy. It la believed that there ia acme gap in the 
knowledge of the readera as far aa thia sociological envi-
ronment la concerned. Plret, it ahould be noted that all 
economies have a 90ciolosical environ ent (defined very 
broadly) wtdc h•• a tre ndoua i pact on the economy. How-
ever, it does not determine the level of econo ic activity 
•• auch, but it providea the fr mework within wtilc the 
regional level of activity ia deter11ined. Hiator1cally, the 
Province of Quebec haa a very particular sociological envi-
ronment. The Province ta a a a different language (about 85 
per cent •peak French), a different religion, a different 
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ayate of education. and a atrong vrovincial •entiment of 
nationalism. It i• obvious that theee differences can be 
a source of differential uneaployaent rate (religion, lan-
guage, etc.) but theae aspects are i po••ible to analyze 
eince there are no data on theae aabjecta. It ahould be 
obvioua that there la no direct relationahip between the 
peraonal characteriatic of an individual and hi• unemploy-
• nt experience . However, through discrimination, tt\at is, 
throuah one form of the sociological environment, there i• 
an indirect relationship. Apart from the problem of diacrim-
ination •• a source of unemployment, there la the problea of 
a difference between the ••pirationa of the people• of the 
Province of Quebec to become a nation and ita economic capac-
ity to r each thia implicit goal. A eneral knowled e of the 
social and political evolution la deemed easeotial to uDder-
atand t e effort of economic development made by the Yrovlnce 
and t~e conaequencea of thla effort in terma of unemployment. 
In the hiatory of the Province a dcf inite pattern can be 
identified in the political evolution ""ich can be coupled 
with a leaa clear ~attern of aocial evolution. Both evolu-
tions are tranalated in ter a of the economic development. 
!.h!. resional labor arket 
Labor arkets are more talked about than seen, for 
their dimensions moat frequently are set by unknown and ver-
~apa ayatic ideas in economiata• minds. At one extr~e it 
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is aaid that e ch worker always ha ~is own arket area and 
each cm loyer ttaa his. At the other extre e there uat be 
aam addin of worker ' awl e ployera' jJteferencea to t.et a 
deaiainated E r~et. The scales of vreference of individual 
work.er na employer ate unique. They vary fro peraou to 
person and fro ti~e to time for t~e sa e person and wtten 
they are totaled, the ' arket" they constitute haa vague and 
varyln contoura. The arket la by no means a aelf-contained 
one with preciae lialta. Labor ma£keta are also indefinite 
in t eir specification of the aellera and the buyers. Sue~ 
• labor market ia merely an area with lndiatlnct geo raphioal 
and occu ational liaita. The above eharacteriatica are 
coa on to all aarketa. Depending on one more propoaitlon, 
t~e labor market can be qualified aa a free c olce ~•rket 
When any single worker and any alngle ea loyer may decide to 
enter in another market, or a r regulated market if worker 
and employer cannot chance from one ma.rket to the other . 
Between theae two extre ea there are 4iffereot types of aar-
keta Which can be croup~d under the title of io•titutional 
labor marketa. Their dillenatona are oot aet only y the 
pref ereneea of worker• aod eaployera or by rule•• both for-
mal and informal, but by a alature of them. 
Thi• •ixture atatea W1'tich workers are preferred io tb• 
••rket or can be ln t'hia urket. ttulea take the place of 
l.ndlvidual preference in aettiag boundariea. Inatitutiooat 
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labor aarketa are a characteristic of induatrlal econoay. 
Therefore, any analyaia of the unemployment or of the dia-
equilibriua in t~e labor market has to take into account 
t,,e type of market. aconomi•t• apealt of •ttt,e" labor urket. 
Do they eean a market wt,ere each worker coapetes with all 
other workers for jobs, and each e vloyer wit~ all ot,,er 
employers for workers? It ia a1aumed that there are no 
institutional factor• or, if they exlat, that they are 
negligible. That ta, pure economic analyaia can be done 
even lf institutional factor• exiat. Thia latter poaition 
alght be correct if it la a lons run analyaia. In other 
worda, the longer the period of anal ya is, the better the 
above propoaitlon since in the iong run, defined •• the time 
it takea for t e great occupational ahlft to work itself 
out, "the" labor market may be aaid to exl•t beeauae all 
indlviduala compete with all other, regardleaa of the in• 
atitutlonal rules. 
ttowever , in the ahort run moat lndividuala are not in 
competition with each other. ln fact, at any inatant of tiae, 
the standard case ia one worker faced by one job. Thia orie 
job is available to only thia one worker, and thia worker h•• 
only t~ia one job available to him. The job ran e 1• 
limited. An aaalyaia of unemployment in teru of labor 
market examines these aapecta. nowever, it ia obvloua that 
more qualification• of the labor market are needed aince 
une•gloY1Jent for a certain type of job can exiat While 
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there 1• a ahortage in certain other types or even an over-
all shortage. 
The f irat qualif lcatlon about the labor market to be 
atudied i• concerned with the apatial range of the market 
and the forlD lt takea. A• f a r •• the spatial range ia con-
cerned, an ·exaaination of the overall labor ~•rket of the 
Province of Quebec will be made and not the aubaatketa Which 
exist within the Province. The c• rovinc• of Quebec aay not 
constitute a "'1omogeneoua economic labor ark.et" but in 
ter•• of public or sanization, it i• considered aa auch. 
The analyala aaaumea that the Province conatltutea a ho•o-
geneoua labor ••rket. Thia market i• characterized by the 
mixture of a free choice labor market and public, trade 
union, and employer regulationa. Therefore, it takes the 
fora of an lnatitutional labor market. But one can aake the 
objection that the labor arket as a type of sarket ia an 
institution lf?lich exiata in a • •rket econoay. Thia say be 
true to a certain extent fr a aociological point of view, 
but it ia not What econo•lata mean When they ••Y that they 
are studying "an inatitutional labor market". The Quebec 
labor ••~ket la inatitutionalized from an economic point of 
view, not because it ia part of the aet of t~e social in-
atitutio~a, but becauae it is free to o erate and yet not 
perfectly free aince the society and other group• draw the 
line of this freedom. The present analysis, however, while 
taking into account the reatriction of freedom, aaaumea 
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that thi• is not important. It is aasumed th•t the co plex 
of economic and social forcea involved in the proceaa through 
wt,ich employer• recruit workers and work.era aeek employment 
la not weakened. Therefor~, the de and and the sup~ly, aa 
well as the unbalance between them (unem~loyment and short-
age) are influenced by each other, influence each other, and 
are responsive to wages, ho~s, structural ahifta, mobility , 
working conditlona, nd other major economic variables aucb 
aa productivity and Oroaa National Product. 
Until now the study h•• introduced the problem, aet up 
the main hypotheses, clarified in detail the fra ework of 
analysis, atated the level, and be avior of the national 
econOllly aa well aa the level of the re~ional economy. In 
other worda, a set of ajor econo ic variables have been 
studied. The process now ia to ex ine the result of the 
behavior and level of theae variable• in terms of unemploy-
ment. Since unemployment ia not an economic variable itself 
but a residual of a set of variables (the dom•nd for labor 
and the supply of labor), the next atep of the nalyala ia 
to describe its level and behavioi. 
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LBVBL B.B'ftAVl<Jl AND DBCOMPOSITION OP UNEMPL01MSNf 
AD Overall View 
During t~e period 1946-1966, the unemployment rate of 
the Province of Quebec •howa a clear increasing trend. A 
year to year analyala reveal• a continuous chanae in the 
level. It lncreaaea frOll 1948 to 19$0, decreaae• 1n 1951, 
bUt again increaaea fro 1952 to 19,5. The year 1956 •howa 
a decreaae in the total rate of unemployment but it increaaea 
to a peak of 9.13 per cent in 1960 and decreaaea in 1959 and 
from 1961 to 1966. Between 1947-1953, the total uneaploy• 
11ent ~ate ••• always below 4 per cent except in 1950 (4.J? 
per cent). Por the reat of the period it wa• alwaya above 
4 per cent. Two yeara, 19~6 and 1966, have a rate between 
4 and 5 per cent (4.9' and 4.72 per cent reapectively). Two 
year• have a rate between ~ and 6 per cent (19.54, 5.72 per 
centr 1965, ~.39 per cent) W1'ile 1955, 1957, and 1964 have 
a rate between 6 and 7 per cent (19'5• 6.15 per cent1 19,7, 
6.0a per cent; 1964, 6.35 per cent). The year 1959 h•• a 
rate of uneaployment of 7.87 per cent and the year 1962 haa 
a rate of 7.49 per cent. Also between 7 and 8 ver cent waa 
the year 1963 with a rate of 7.40 per cent. finally the year 
1960 h•• a rate of 9.13 ger cent. 
It •ttould be obvious fro11 the abo .. ·e enuaeration and the 
following table (Table 4) that there i• a clear pattern of 
aecular ae well aa cyclical une~ploy~ent. aach recea•ion h•• 
produced a lgher level of unemployment wt\ile each expansion 
l• character !zed by au 11 decreaaes in winployment from the 
previous recession but ahowing always an increasing trough 
(except in 1966). 
Table 4. Selected total unemployaent rate in percentages• 
Receaaio!! (peak unemploytient) 
1946 1950 1954 1955 1958 1960 - - - - - -
·~03 4.39 ,.91 6.15 6.84 9.13 
axpanaion (ttough unelll>loyment) 
1947 1951 1953 1956 1959 196~ -- - - - -
2.43 2.87 3. 76 4.95 7.8? 4.72 
•source: (31, P• J). 
As already noted, the volume and the ra e of uneitploy-
wnent have fluctuated over a wide ran e during t'tle period and 
have followed a clear increasing pattern. owever, the 
deco~poaition of this total unemployment by age group and by 
aex l• int ere at ing and indlcatea who are ttut ain cont ribu-
tora to this une ployment. In order to investigate this as-
pect, a brief analysis of differential unemployment by age 
and sex ia u•eful . Statlatica are not available to make a 
siaultaneous analysis of age and sex at the provincial level. 
The ob jectives of the differential analysis are to ascertain 
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the differential pattern that may be observed, to aee Whether 
the pattern of unecploJllent h•• varied under different rat•• 
of une ployment aa well as under the different economic con-
ditions, and finally to f iad if there la a differential 
vulnerability toward unemployment. 
Differential Unecployment 
Differential emplo!!Cent J2I .!!! 
over t e entire period tbe rate of unemployment of male• 
waa always higher than female unemployment. Prom a low of 
2.s per cent in 1947, m e uneavloyment rate roee to a high 
level of 4.2 per cent in 19~3 thiilo fe ale unemployment rate 
roae fromn 1.7 per cent to a level of 2.2 ~•r cent in 19,3. 
From 1956 to 1960, it increaced fro ~-' to 10.5 per cent 
for malea and fro 3.1 to 4.8 per cent for feaalea. During 
the laat expanalon, male une ployment rate decreaaed fro a 
high level of 10.~ per cent in 1960 to a level of '·4 per 
cent in 1966, wtiile fe ale unemployment rate declined frlm 
4.3 per cent to J.O per cent. 'Ilte data ahow that in a per-
iod of large recession, fe ale unemployment did not increaae 
(in ter~• of rate and in terms of amount) aa uch aa ale 
unemployment did. The reverse is true in a period of expan-
sion. During the period of succeaaive receaaiona, 194'4-1960, 
the male unemployment rate waa nearly alwaya two timea 
higher than the female unemplo ent rate. hen the percent-
age di tribution of total une vloyment aex is analyzed, the 
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aame conclualon can be drawn1 that ia, ln a period of recea• 
aion male unemployment increaaea lta ahare of total une•-
ployment. Bxcept in 1957, When ••1• unemployment compoaed 
89.2 per cent of total unemployment, male une•ployaent com-
posed 86 to 88 per cent of total unemplo111ent in a period of 
receaaion and between 81 to 8~ per cent in a period of 
pro1perity. 
JJeapite thia r~~ative stability of the coavoaitioa of 
unemployment by aex, it re aina that aale and female unem-
ployment are two typea of unemployment. Thia stability 
reflecta a flexible female labor force and an inflexible 
male labor force. Thoug~ the participation of f ecalea i• 
alwaya increaains, women are more reaponaive to variation.a 
in deaand for labor. 
While the an:alyaia of unemployment by aex •••• to 
indicate that malea are •o~e vulnerable to v•xiatJona in 
demand for labor than females, no definite concluaion can 
be reached aince f eaalea pref er to leave the labor force 
rattler than become "job aeekera". ID fact, they are probably 
unemployed but they are not counted. 
Differential une ploYment !!! age 
Aa it was expected, the rate of unemployment of the 
14-19 age roup was always t e hig e~t unemployment rate. 
T is ia true in a ~eriod of recession ond in a period of ex-
pansion. ID 1960 it reached the highest level (16. o er 
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cent). Aa far aa t~e pattern of unemployaent for thla group 
ia concerned, lt follow• the aame pattern aa the total wiea-
ployaent rate, that ia, an increasing trend from yeak to 
peak aa well aa from trough to trough during t e period . 
Por lta contribution to or lta proportion of total unemploy-
ment, it aeem• that there ia a all opposite trend. In 
1946, thia group coapoaed 23 . 2 per cent of total UD.eaployaent 
While in 1955 it waa 21.4 per cent and 19.2 ~er cent in 196,. 
Sven in yeara of hi&h unemploy ent, although it alway• in-
creaaed in ter•• of number• and ratea, the proportion waa 
alwaya decreaaing (1948, 29.4 per cent1 1931, 26.1 ~er cent1 
19~, 26 .0 per cent). Thia amall decreaae took place wtli:le 
the group experienced an increaain unemployaent rate. Thia 
la due to a decreaaing partic~pation rate of t~ia group and 
the lncreaae in achool attendance, aa well aa to the tre-
•ndoua increase of total unemployment. 
The age group 20-a4 had a lent uneaplo)"lleot rate in 1947, 
1948, and 1949 but thereafter it never decreased below 5 per 
cent except in 1953 and 19.54, when it waa 4.64 per cent and 
4.21 per cent reapectively. However, ita l argeat increaae 
occurred between 1955 and 1961. UUring thia period it varied 
between 1 and 11.87 per cent. Durin the laat expanaion, 
1961-1966, it decreaaed fro 11. J per cent in 1961 to S.89 
per cent in 1966, While the age roup 14-19 decrcaaed fro 
16.26 per cent in 1961 to 8 .62 per cent in 1966. a a percent-
age of total uoomvloyeeot, t he proportion of the age group 
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20-24 decreased from 24.0 per cent in 1946 to 20.0 per cent 
in 1966, pasaing by lower proportion in very good year• of 
de and (1956, 17.5 per cents 1958, 17.6 per cent; 196~, 17.4 
per cent). It aeema that the labor aarket offer• more 
op~ortunitlea for thl• crouw in t~e year• of very large 
increase in demand for labor, but a de and which la aaeoci-
ated with rapid increaee in teehnical vrogresa. The year 
1956 i• one of thoae year a. However, it ia not posaible to 
teat thla hypotheala. It re•aina that thi• group ••• a 
major component ln the increase of total unemvloyment. Alao, 
the unemployment rate for thia group ahowa an increaaing 
trend, comparable with the increaaing trend of total wie -
~loyment . 
The thk d major contributor 11 the age grou of 6.5 year• 
and older. A e la an i portent factor controlling j ob re-
cruitment . Thia la true for the two previous groupa (14-19 
and 20-a.) aa well aa for the group 6S and over. Dut the 
difference between one extre e and the other ia as follow•. 
Young peovle h•v~ a better chance to take a job the older 
they become, but old people have a decreaain probability of 
beco ing employed aa they set older. The unemplo}'llent rate 
of older people ia oat of the time below the total une ploy-
ment rate. It waa very hig in 1946 at 9.30 per cent and 
then decreaaed to a low level of 3.38 per e~nt in 19.54. Dur• 
ing the period 19,5-1964, it remained above 6.00 per cent 
except in 1961. A few characteriatica are obvious. Pirat , 
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the unemplo,.ent ~ate of thi• grou h•• a tendency to lead 
ln peak une plo,.ent <•• ta t~e caae ln 1952, 1958, and 1962) 
and it h•• a tendency to la ""'en ottter une loyment rates 
decline. In ot~er words, it takee a very em 11 decrease lo 
deaaod for labor to increase the une ployment rate of thi• 
group, While it takea a very important and sustained in-
creaae in t e demand for labor to hire older workera. Sec-
ondly, the acount of uneaplo ent of thla group •• a per cent 
of total uneasployment la tf,e lowest. ;tille the uneq>loyunt 
rate or t~i• roup haa a tendency to increaae fro veak to 
peak - alt ou h the vattern of lncreaae d!ffera from ot er 
pat tern• - •• pro1>0rtlon of total une~ployment it ~·• a 
tendency to decrease. Prom it• hi ~eat proportion of total 
une plo nt in 19A6 (7.4 per cent) lt dacreaaea to a low 
le val of 1. per cent in 1961 and 1. per cent in 196S. It 
ae • t~at t~e proportion lncreaacra in a riod of prosper-
ity and decreases in a period of lOMCr demand for labor. Por 
exa 1•, during ttte last expansion, 1962-1966, it atart• froa 
a low of 1.2 per cent in 1961, a year of receaaion, and 
thereafter 1ncreaaea to J .O per cent except in 1965. T~e 
aace la true in the 19.52 expansion and the 1956 expansion 
(ending in 1952 and in 19!56). 
com ariaon of t~e uneaptoycent rate of the two r alning 
age rou a, 25-44 and 45- 4, reveals an im~ortant ahlft ln 
ositlon of unemployment and a change in une plo ent 
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rate. Pirat, both have ttie familiar increasing treed. Com-
parison reveals, however, that the rate of the age grou 
45-6• waa very low aa COlllP&red to the rate of the age groui; 
25-44 at the beginning of the period• but higher at the end 
of the period. lilis can a.,e checked either by taking the 
abaolute difference of t e t o ratea Which la decreasin , or 
by coMparins the two amount• of unemployment aa a per cent 
of total unemployment. In 1946, unemployment of the a e 
group 25-44 made up 38.S per cent of total unemployment While 
t e remaining group had 9.a per cent. In 1954 (a year of 
recession) the proportion• were 33.3 and 14.2 per cent re-
spectively. In 1959 (another year o( recesaion) they were 
39.1 per cent and 20.2 per cent. In 1961 they were 37.5 
per cent and 21.2 per cent. Consequently, t~e age grouv 
45-64 has become ore vulnerable to unemployment than the 
age group 25-44. no.ever, in year• of recession, the une -
ployeent rate, aa well aa the proportion, tend to be lower 
for tbe group 4'-64. Thi• la probably due to the ayatee of 
aeniority Which blocks completely the proceaa of layoff and 
put a into effect the "bombing process" Wfl ich af fccts the 
younger croup (25-44) and lncreaaea its unemploywtnt rate. 
Vulnerability to Une p loyment 
The laat part of the analyaia of differential unemploy-
ment by age reveal• that t~ere are three groupas the two 
extreme groups, 14-24 and 65 and over, and one major group, 
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25-64. Within these groups it is possible to conivare and 
analyze une '>loyment rates but due to different work experi-
ences, seniority rules, and other rules of an inatitutional 
labor market, uny comparison outside of these grou~a ig not 
very eaningful. Until now the differential analysis of 
unemployment has been conduct~d in terms of unc ployment 
rate and proportion of unem~loJQent. This type of analysis 
akea it voasiblo to cle$::ribe •Dd to 111ake particular inf r-
encee and so e i portant ded"1ctions. It has vrob bly bean 
noted that no mention has been ade of how f aa theae unem-
p~oyment rates increase and decrease. The percentage change 
(year to year) analyaia should reveal grosaly how vulnerable 
ttle particular grou1J• are in relation to each other . If tbe 
t&te of cban e i• higher for certain s roupa, it is posaible 
to inf e r that these group& are mare vulnerable than the 
ot ~rs. In years of recesaion, le une plOJll!ent rate in· 
crea~· faster than female unelllploy nt rate. This ia a 
normal pattern since females h&\e a tendency to lea e the 
labor force. It ean be seen fro Table 5 that there ie a 
changing ~attern of vulnerability easured by the rote of 
cttange during the period . The rate of change for the age 
grou 14-19 remains the loweat in general but the rate of 
the age grouva 20-24 and 25-44 decreased from one recession 
to tbe other ~ile increasing for the group 45·6'· Each 
r~eeaalon year has a new tructure of the rate of chan1e and 
for thi• reason the above inferencea are not valid 
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Table s. Percentage change from preceding year of unemploy-
ment by sex and age• 
Beceaalon <veak unemp loymeat)b 
1948/47 19.52/51 ~95~/.54 19!>8/51 1960/59 
Total 41.1 56.1 48 . 9 2.9 12.3 
Males 44 . a 8.6 183.0 48.8 l"f .3 
Fecalea 20.0 -a1.2 8.3 72.7 29.4 
14-19 20.0 69.2 4.5.4 33.J 3.S 
20·24 ,J.8 33.J o.o 5.0 12.0 
25 .. 44 42.8 63.1 85.7 3.2 12.9 
45-65 4.5.4 71.7 iso.o 31.5 67.8 
65+ 10.0 -a,.o 100.0 -133.0 -JJ.J 
§i!£?•naion (peak unemployment)b 
1947/..46 1950/..49 19SJL!S2 19.59/..58 1962/..61 1966/_65 
' Total -38.8 -Jl.3 -a1.s -23.S •ll.7 s.a 
Males -37.1 -3,.8 -40.6 - 9.5 - 3.0 • S•J 
Pemalea -44.4 -20.0 -.so.s -10., -1.s.o - 0. 1 
14-19 -JJ.J -21.4 -30.1 -34.J -17.6 ..... .,, 
20-24 -J8.4 -40. 0 -54.S -11.1 -16.6 -1$.2 
·2,-44 -41.(> -Jo.o 10.0 -30.3 -10.0 -11.6 
4~-6.5 -20.0 -4.5.4 o.o -.58.6 17.6 -ll.6 
63+ so.o -33.3 -100.0 -44.4 -so.a 50.0 
•source: (31, p. 6). 
bseaaonally adJuated 
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but only an indication of a chansing vulnerability to unem-
ployment. 111e aa e atatement la true for the percentase 
decrease in unemployment, - during year of expansion. Men 
have a hisher decrea•lng rate than wo en. Coaparlaoa 
between age• ahowa that t~e rate of decrease in un*mvloyment 
ia lo.: r at the end of the period than at the beginnin of 
the p~clod for all groups. nowever. the age grouv 20-2.t aa 
aintalned a relatively high rate of decrease While the 
aroup 6' and older shows very largo variations. 
Apart fro the effect of a different intenaity of busi-
ness cycle fluctuations Which were not taken into account 
during the analyaia of differential une ploywient, no mention 
vaa ade of the lntonaity of the lnbor force participation, 
t e c1'anging atructure of the vo.vulation, or the changing 
structure of the labor force. To juatify this method, it can 
be aald that t e analysi• of vulnerability to wieaployaent ia 
free fro these variables aa long aa it deacrlbea the pbenos-
enon. The pre•ent analyaia trle• to describe ao~• aepecta of 
thia phenomenon of difference in une ployaent rate. The•c 
other variable• affectins total unem loJlllent rate will be 
used later to analyze the pattern of uneaployment under a 
changing economy. Thia latter section ia included in the 
research for the cauaes of unemplo}'11!ent. Aaide from these 
relationahlpa Which v111 be indicated later, three aubjecta 
re ain in the analysis of differential un ploymeot : 
1) An overall view of the changin atructu~e of the 
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co ¥oaition of uneavloyment by age, as can be 
indicated by Lorenz curves. 
2) T e study of de iation of each particular une -
ployioent from the o~erall rate of unemployment 
rate for each year. 
3) The discussion of the ca acity of this ty~e of 
differential an lysis of one loyment to exvlain 
the increasing trend of total une~ployment between 
1953-1961 and t e slow decre ae of total unem loy-
ment rate durin the 1 st period of prosperity 
which can be t r .cc:1 a "prosperity unemv loy11ent". 
The Changing tructure of t~c Co vo ition of Une~vloyment 
by Age (Lorenz Curve Analysia) 
The relative com oaition of total unemployment by age 
h•s already been analyzed. Although this per ita an exa ina-
tion of the structure of unel'lployment, thia procedur e does 
not erait an examination of the c an ea of this atructure . 
A Lorenz curve analysis gives another view of the yhenomenon . 
All Lorenz curves were t1lotted by vutting t'°'e cu ulative 
percentage distribution of total unemployceut (Y axla) by 
age in any given year against the coaulative percentage dis-
tribution by age of labor force of that year ex axia). 
Analysis of Picure 3 1 Wl'1ich contains the Lorenz curvea 
of selected years (19~0, 1955, 1960, 1965), reveals that 
t e curve of 1930 cut the three other curves. When t ia 
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Figure 3 . Lorenz curves of unemp loyment 
(selected years)a 
a 
Source: ( 31, p. 3 ). 
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oceura, the interpretation la difficult. Apart fr~ this 
anomaly, it can be aeen that the unemployment did not tend 
to becCll'le more concentrated below 4' per cent for the overall 
period , since the curve for 1965 is higher than the curve for 
1950. However , cowspariaon of each c~rve ahowa that whi l e the 
unemployment becaae less concentrated between 1950-19~5 , it 
became more concentrated between 19,5-1960 and 1950-1960. 
Between 1960-196' it becaae leaa concentrated. Therefore, 
unemployaent of the age roup 14-19 and 20-24 h•• a larger 
ahare of total unemployment in 1950 than in 1955 but a lar er 
share in 1960 than in 1955. The ahare of the group 65 ano 
older did not tend to increase. Though the analyaia or the 
comparison of theae curvea indicates t~e changing atructure, 
it doe• not make it poaalble to tell how large the change 
waa . It ia poag{bl• to calculate the coefficient of con~en­
trat lon of each Lorenz curve but t he vork involved is not 
worth the reault. The next section ia concerned with an 
approxiaate meaaure of t~e •~ift. 
The Index of Ois~ersion 
The index of diapcrslon la the mean aum of square of the 
deviation of each type of unemp.J.oymen-t from the total unem-
ployment rate. It haa been calculated for the entire perioc.'l 
1946-1966 and for t~ree separate periods, 1946-1953, 19.54-
1960, and 1961- \966. The first aubperiod correaponda to a 
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changin econo y fro a war econo~y to a peace economy, the 
second la a eriod of a ort buaineas cycle fluctuations, aod 
the third is a period of pro• erity. If the index decreaaea 
or increases, ~~la reveal• a changing pattern of uuem~loy­
ment. Specifically, if it increaaes lt eana that the 
group la more affected by the uu~mployment level. The fol-
lowing table contains the index of diaperaion. 
Table 6 . Index of diaperelon of unemploJEent by age and aexa 
1946-66 1946-53 1954-60 1961-66 
ale a 1.178 0.06.5 2 .413 1.466 
Pe te.al e a 6 . 89S 1.062 10.484 12 • .5.53 
14-19 20.120 6.809 2.5 .731 31.5~6 
20-24 2 . 250 1.6!S2 3 .653 2.507 
2, .... 1.007 0.813 2 .701 1.146 
4.5-64 2 .107 2 . 489 1.846 2.604 
6~+ 6.271 10.548 3 .215 4.960 
*Source: (31, v. J) . 
The concluaiona Which can be derived fro t~e index of 
di•peraion contradict acme reaulta of the Lorenz curve anal• 
yaia, at leaat to a certain •~tent, but iaprove othera. 
Pirat, t he index gives an idea of the shift in unemployment 
by aex. It can be aeen fto Table 6 that female uneaployment 
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has a tendency to become ore dlaperaed over ti~e. Thia la 
aignif icant aince the unemploJllent of women haa always been 
leas than t~e unemployment of men . The increase in the 
index is mainly due to the increase in total unemployment. 
Def lnltely it see a that wo en are leaa vulnerable than en 
to unemployment. 
It has been concluded t~at the unemvloyment did not tend 
to become mor' concentrated in the period 1961•1966 below 45 
per cent or in the two age groups 14-19 and 20-24 . Thia i• 
atill true but t~i• conclualon ~·• to be corrected. In fact, 
t he une~ployment did become more concentrated for the age 
grou l~-19, but decreaaed for the aga group 19-20. T~e 
index increaaed also for the group 65 and over and the group 
43-64 during t~e two perloda 19,4-1960 and 1961-1966. A 
concluaion already reached can be conf ir ed by the be a vior 
of the index: that there waa a change in the structure of 
unemployment. Por example, the index decreased for the age 
~roup 25-44 between 1954-1960 and 1961-1966 while it increaaed 
for t e srouv 45-64 during the aame period . The reverse waa 
true for the period• 1946-1953 and 1954-1960. Consequently, 
aie can infer that the age group 45-64 haa become aore vul-
nerable to uneaployment than the age group a'-4.4 or, in 
t~r•a of gtructure, t~at there waa a chan c in the structure 
of unecploy eot. 
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The Utility of this Ty~e of Analysis to llxplain 
t e Rlghet Unemplo)'l1ent nate and the Necessity to 
nave a ti ore cauaal Type of Anal yaia 
It ahould be possible to explain the increaalng trend 
in total unemvloyment by a differential analyaia of unem-
ployment by sex and age, but f lrat the cauaea and decompo-
ait lon of each unemployment sroup cuat be found and ex-
plained. Thia la not poaalble. Total unemployaent by age 
and aex can be decoapoaed but it ia clear that this decoa• 
position cannot be uaed to explain total unemployment aioce 
each unemployment group haa to be explained. There i• no 
causal acJieme between unemployment of a group and tot al 
unemployment aince this is an "ad<!lng•up proceas". There-
fore, it ia necessary to find another type of decom oaition 
to ex..,1ain the increaaini; trend in total uneaployment. It 
is obvious t at this "otlier type of decompoaition" lltiic haa 
been referred to ia the decompoGition of unemployaent by 
"economic types of une•ployment" auch •• aeaaonal une!!ploy-
ent, frictional unemployment, aggregate d•~•nd or ahort-ter• 
une.:ployment, atructural un ployment and finally long-term 
une ployaent. A lars • part of t e rest of ttie theaia is 
devoted to thia decomvoaition. However, before beginning the 
.. alysls, oach type of unemployment mentioned abo e will l>e 
described as well as the general ethodology ueed to decom-
pose tti.e total unemployment r ate. 
seaaonal uneaployment i• the amount of uneaployaent due 
to the aeaaonal variation• in the level of economic activity. 
Frictional unemployment ia the une•ployment accounted for by 
the functioning of the labor market. Short-tera unemploy-
ment la the result of a decreaae in aggregate demand and, 
conaequently, of the deaand for labor. 9'ort -ter~ une ploy-
tient takes place in recession years. structural unem loyaent 
ia the une•ployment resulting fro a changing economic atruc-
ture. It can take many fonna and h•• ••ny cauaee. All 
typea of une~loyment can take vlace sl~ultaneou1ly and, 
t ~refore, total unemplo ent in any g i ven year can be t e 
aua of many types of unemploy ent. Study of thia complex 
to~io ia difficult and alwaya tentative. There are many prob-
leaa of def lnltlon and •eaaure ent •• well •• co•pooent of 
each type of unemployment. The present decompo•ition ia more 
than tentatives firet, •• far as la known this ia t he fir•t 
attewpt to decoapoa• total u.ne loyment of the Province of 
Quebec and, second, there 1• no aetttodology to decoapoae 
total unemployment. 
Since there la DO met~od or decom~sing the total une•-
ploymeot, part of it haa to be proposed and t~e other part 
borrowed. The starting point of the analyaia can be atated 
•• followa1 if it really exists aa a type of uneaployment, 
i~ ahould be poaaible to find !ta main source. Given this 
hypothetical main aouree, {t •hovld be poaalble to eatiaate 
the equivalent unemployment rate. However, general type• of 
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unemploycent have •ore than one 1ource and it 1• not certaio 
that the component• or the source• can be added. Many other 
problem• related to this topic are commented uyon during the 
analyala Which decompose• total unemploysent. 
Given the deco•~oeition of unemployment, lt can be used 
to aate atatiatieal infereneea such aa total uoe.ployaent 
and price level, frictional unemployment and price level, 
etc. Pree the reaulta of atatistical inference it 1• po&-
alble to derive aome policies toward total unem~loyment aa 
well aa toward specific groupa of une ployment aad type• of 
unemployment. But it ia not sufficient to solve t~e prob-
lem (i.e., to find the cause) of unemployment and , therefore, 
uneaployment policies are only one aet of policiea . They 
•ve to be accoapanled by manpower polielea . Thia wlll be 
dlacuaaed ln the chapter on pollcie• which follows the 
chaptera of the decoapoaitlon of unemployment. 
The Decomposition ot the Total Unemployment Rate 
There la obviou1ly a direct relationahip between the 
level of employment and the level of econ ic activity or 
changea in the output of good• and service•. However, ea-
ployera often cope with variation• in demand without either 
hiTing or laying-off worker• by reducing or increaaing over• 
time and boura . In other M>rda, though there ia a direct 
relationahip, it ia not alway• •eaaured by the off iclal ata-
t iatica. The variation• of the demand for labor muat be 
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large enough to appear in the statistical aeries. The aa .e 
la true for unemployment. T e foll ing deco position of 
t"e unemploy111ent rate is concerned with the large variations . 
The most regular variations in econ ic ctiv!ty Which 
produce variations in the e~ployment level and unemployment 
arc ac sonal variations. Consequently, any deco oaition 
of the unemplo ent rate ha to evaluate t e contribution of 
seasonal variations. The second major factor controlling the 
variations of ttie unemployment level ia the .echaniam of the 
labor arket. Thouc there are many sources of this type of 
variation, they are usually grouped under the title of 
frictional une ploy ent. The following analy i will tty to 
eati ate t e contribution of frictional une ployment to 
total une£lPloy~ent. There reaain two types of unemploym nt: 
aggresete demnnd and structur 1 unemployccent. The aggregate 
d and une .ploycent 1a similar to the cyclical variations of 
unemployu,ent . ~ ile it is difficult, at least in the short 
run, to distinguish between unemploy ent due to variation 
in t e level of econo ic activity. or aggregate demand , and 
unemployment due to structural changes, an effort has been 
aade to estimate each. 
The following deco poaition ia uaed to test the hypoth-
eais that the secular riae in the uneaployment rate ia due 
to one of these typos of unemployment or to all of them. The 
main conclusions are aa followaa the aeasonal unumploy ent 
declined between 1946-1966 and, conaequently, waa not a 
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cause of the aecular rlae in unemployment. However, it re-
mained a •ajor contributor of unemployment. Bepecially the 
rlaea in t~e une•p10Y11ent rate in the trough unemployment 
of 1959 and in the peak. unemployment in 1960 ean be explained 
by a substantial riae in the level of seasonal unem~loyr.ent. 
As far as frictional unemployment ia concerned, it contrib-
uted to the riae of secular une ployment during t e period 
19,J-1963, although ttle rise in total une loyment cannot be 
explained by this contribution. An extenaive analyeia of 
structural e~angea was made, covering many types of 
ctiangea, but lt does not see t at the~ was a large amount 
of structural unemployment during the period or t at there 
waa a riae in a ructural unemployment cavable of explaining 
t e riae in ~ne ployment tot 1. Consequently, the rlae of 
total uneeployment haa to be explained by the aggregate de-
mand hypothesis. An analysis of tt,e level of economic 
activity reveals that this ia valid. 
Tables 7 and 8 &how the reault of the dee ~o•ition of 
total unemployment rate. 
The Dec om oai t ion of Unemployment by Ti~ >er iod 
The ti e di enaion is p resent in any econo le variable 
and in any economic problem. Tliia is also true for the gen-
eral problem of une~p1oyment aa well •• its pheno enal rlae 
over tlwie . Since Alfred M•rahall, econOWJlata divide the till• 
into three periodat the ahort-tera, t e intermediate- tera, 
Table ?. Decompoaition of the total uneaployaent rate 1949-
1966• 
1949 na 
19.50 na 
1951 na 
19~a na 
19.53 3.77 
na 
na 
na 
J . 37 
4' . 39 
2 . 87 
.... • = 0 .. 
ti 
'~ 
na 
na 
na 
0. 10 
0.60 
0.40 
n 
na 
na 
na 3 .78 na 0.20 na 
0.01 1.16 o.ao 0.10 o.&3 
ua 
na 
na 
na 
0.93 
"" .... •• t ~ .. ... 
• u 
t;;C a 
a .. 
0 .. 
~ 3 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na 
na na 
0 .10 1.94 
1954 S.86 -0.05 , . 91 1.78 0 . 10 0 . 92 1.02 0. 10 3.01 
1955 6 .16 0.01 6 .15 o.9, o.~o 0.01 0.,1 o.Jo 4.39 
19,6 4.92 -0.03 4.95 0.71 0 .40 0 .14 0 • .54 0.40 3.30 
1957 6 . 00 - 0 .04 6.04 1.37 0 . 30 0.48 0.78 o.,o 3.39 
1958 s . s1 - 0 .03 a . 84 0 . 9, 0 . 20 o. s2 o.1a 1.50 .5.67 
1959 7.87 0 . 00 7. 87 1. 14 0. 20 0 . 26 0. 46 1.00 S. 27 
1960 9.10 -0.0J 9. 13 1.46 o. 0 0 . 59 0 . 79 1.10 5 . 78 
1961 9 . 13 0 . 37 . 83 2 . 07 0 . 20 1 . 80 2.00 1.10 3 . 66 
1962 7.35 -0.15 1 . 50 0 .78 0.20 1.41 1 . 61 0 . 70 4 . 41 
1963 1.43 o.oJ 1.40 0.52 o.•o 1.ao .ao o . lo 4 . 38 
1964 6. 79 0.44 6.35 0 . 81 0.40 1.,7 1.97 0.30 3.21 
1965 S.43 0 .04 .5.39 0.51 0.40 1.~ 1.46 0.30 3.12 
1966 4.71 -0.01 4.?2 0.24 0.40 1.00 1.40 0.20 3 .88 
asource1 (31 , pp. J, 8 , 39). 
Table 8. Decomposition of the number of unemployed 19SJ-196 • 
., .... .. "" = a c: ...!! • • • ... ... " ... .. c: 'O t. ... e. ~ as• • ... .. Pl40 Q• A w :I .. 
• 0" ...... t1 0"' • 0 0" o• .s~ QI .. • :S""'4Pl4 Cl+- ~ ....... d .... ...... ...a .. u tllD'O 
~Qi• O• •t• o~ .. 0 ..... ...... I :I • = ... "gl~ ..... :s ..., G II u .0 ~I u .. ..o .. ti I ~ .... _, 0 If 41 .... ....o c:i .. 
~ ca .. •• 'O g., ~g ...... ... .a ....... ~! ., 2 i"" Cl) > < ...., a..- a.- g....., $SI 
19!53 58,080 80 58,00{) 12,300 1,538 12, 765 14,298 1,538 29,83!5 
19.54 91, 750 1S 91,000 27,800 1,562 14,370 15,932 1,562 47,016 
1955 98,160 16 98 ,000 lS,105 7,9SO 1,9 S,109 4,770 78,801 
1956 79,580 -42 80,000 11,672 lo ,4.56 2,2.59 3,TlS 6,4.56 53,261 • <J 
1957 101,330 33 101,000 23,098 s,oss 8,092 13,150 8,430 51,lSS 
1958 1~~.830 -17 lSJ, 000 16,473 3,468 9,016 12,-484 u,010 98,396 
1959 13 ,410 41 138,0-00 20,041 J,516 4,570 8,086 17,580 92,646 
1960 164',2!50 2S 164,000 26,323 3,606 10,637 14,243 19,833 104,212 
1961 167 ,soo 550 162 ,000 37,674 3,640 32, 760 36,400 ao,020 66,612 
1962 138, 580 -sa 138,000 1•,69.5 3, 768 26,564 30,332 13,188 83,083 
19 3 141,580 158 1•0,000 9,900 7,61 34,272 41,888 .5,712 63,394 
1964 123,SOO -50 124,000 15,795 7,800 30, 61.5 38,41.5 S,850 (!J, 765 
196 5 109,2~0 25 109,000 10,245 8,036 a2 ,19S 30,231 6,027 2,680 
1%6 99,830 100,000 
b 
29,750 60, 940 -17 5,078 8,464 (21 , 266) 4,232 
•source: (31, 
bEatiaated. 
pp . J, 8, 39). 
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and the long-teya. Obvioualy the aame can be done for the 
unemployment. Por any given year and for any siven aaount 
of unemployment or any given rate of unemployment, a 
a~cific rate of uneaployment can ce derived according to 
the tiae period or to the dlvlalon of the tlae period. For 
exam.ple, in 19,J the total unemployment (unadjuated) waa 6 . 3 
and can be decomposed into week• of unemploymen~: leaa than 
2 veeka of unemployment (2.2 pe r cent), between 3 and 4 weeka 
(0.7 per cent), between 5 and 8 weeka (0.8 ~r cent), be-
tween 9 and ll weeka (0.9 per cent), between 13 and 16 week.a 
(O., per cent), between 17 and 20 weete (1.3 ye r cent) and 
over ao .eek.a (O.l per cent). 
~ en aueh decompoaition of total unemployment la done 
over a period of time, it la clear that aa many type• of 
une~loyment •• are deaired can be derived. In Table 9 three 
large types of unemploycont are found. each of them aub-
divided into particular types of unemployment. Th••e main 
typea or each eubtype can be associated to a certain extent 
with another clasalfieation of unemploy ent, namely the 
claaalf1catlon V?tich W1ea both the level of econOllic activity 
and the mec~aniam of labor arket (aeaaonal unemplo,.ent , 
aggr•g•t~ demand, frictional unemployment, and atructural 
unemploycent). The intera:ediate-ter unamployment can be 
aaaociated with the aggregate demand unemployment; t e unem-
plo,.ent of 3 to 4 weeka can be aeaoclated with the fric-
tional unemployments the uneaployment of 20 week• and over 
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Table 9. Decomposition of unemployment by weeu• 
Total Stiort-term Intermediate Loog-ter• 
1-ab 
1 2 J Year 1-b 2-a 2-b J-a 3-b 3-c 
Unadjusted 
1953 6.3 2.2 0.7 0.8 0.9 o.s 1.3 0.1 
19.54 6 . 6 1.2 0.7 0.8 1.2 0.9 1.4 o.o 
19SS S.1 1.5 0.8 1.J 0.8 0.9 0.6 O.J 
1956 5.6 1.S 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.4 1.2 0.4 
1957 1.2 1.9 0.1 0 . 9 1.1 0 . 8 o.s o.s 
19~8 10.1 2 .J 1.0 1.1 1.4 1.0 1.5 1.5 
1959 8.5 1.8 0.9 1.5 1.6 0.8 o • .5 1.0 
1960 8 . 0 2 .1 0 . 9 1 . 2 0.9 0.8 0.6 1.1 
1961 8 .4 2 .0 0.9 1.4 1.41 0.8 o.s 1.1 
1962 6 . 9 1.9 0 .7 1.3 0.9 0.7 0.4 0 .7 
1963 6.6 2.4 2 .$ 2.s 0 .3 
1964 6 . 4 a.J 2.1 0 .9 0.3 
1965 s.a 1.9 2 .3 1.0 0.3 
1966 4.9 2.0 1.6 0.1 0.2 
Adjusted 
1953 3.7 1.9 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.2 1.0 o.o 
1954 ~.9 1.1 0.6 o. s 1.1 o.s 1.2 o.o 
195! 6.1 1.5 0.8 1.J 0.9 0.9 0.1 o •. o 
1956 4.9 1.4 o. s 0 . 9 0 . 6 0.3 1.1 O.J 
1957 6 .0 1.7 o.s 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.3 O.l 
1958# 8 . 8 2 .1 0. 8 1.6 1.J 0.8 1.4 1.4 
19,9 7.8 1.7 0.8 1.4 1.5 0.7 0.4 o.9 
1960 9.1 2.2 1.0 1.J 1.0 0.9 0 .1 1.2 
1961 8.S a.o 0.9 1.4 1.2 o.e 0.5 1.1 
1962 7.5 1.9 0 .1 1. 3 0.9 0.1 0.4 0 .7 
1963 7.4 2 .4 2.6 2.6 0 .3 
1964 6 .3 2.2 2 . 0 0.8 0.3 
196S 5.3 1.s 2 . 2 0.9 O.J 
1966 4.7 1.7 1.6 0. 6 0.2 
•souccea (31, p. 4-a). 
bcaaea: 1 • ahort-ter une plo~at, 0-4 week81 1-a • 
ery • ort-term, called period of human re ction, 0-2 weekaJ 
1-b • nor al short-term, called period of labor mark.et reac-
tion, 3-4 weeks; 2 • lntermcdiate-ter12, 5-12 weeks; 2-a • in-
termediate-ter•, 4-8 week•J 2-b • lntermediate-ter•, 8·12 
weekai 3 • long-tern, 13-20+ weeka; 3-a • lon -ter , 13-16 
weekat 3-b • inte.nnec1iate long-term, 17-20 weeka; 3-c • very 
lont-term un mployment or structural unem loyment, 20+ week.a. 
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is uaually termed t c long-tent une ploy ent or atructural 
unemployment. In fact, the present rate of structural 
unemployment ia the long-term unemployment. 
The only particularity with t~e classification pre-
sented in Table 9 concerned the aubdiviaion of the short-
term unemployment into two subperioda, one ter ed t~e period 
of hu an reaction, the ot er the period of labor arket reac-
t ion. By de!lnitio~, frictional unemploy nt has ~o be a 
short-t4r unemployment and it haa to be an une ployment due 
to the non-instantaneous functioning of t e labor ~·r~ t. 
Consequently, nothing is inferred about the behavior of the 
une p loyed worker. However, it seems that there is a dif-
ference between the human reaction of the work.er in an une•-
ployment situation and the labor market reaction. In other 
words, it depends on ~ow frictional une•ployment la de f ined 
and who are counted as ttfrictional une•ployed". In the 
preaent note it la aimply auggested that the definition of 
frictional une vloyment ahould not count those having two 
weeka of uneMploymeut (one week ia preferable but there are 
no atatiatica). During thia periOd it does not aeea that the 
worker ia either in the labor mar et or in the labor force. 
It apparently takes a few daye before 1) the workers realize 
the situation, 2) decide to search for a new job, and ) 
enter the labor market to compete with other job aeekera. 
However, the above comments are only a eum~eat ion. No 
effort has been made to relate theae different ty~s of 
unemployment with the elaaaificationa used in the study. 
There see a to be a relatively strong association between 
the two decOllpoaitiona. The next chapters are concerned 
with the seasonal and frictional une~,>loymcnt, the r lation-
s ip of obility and unemployment , the under-unem loyment 
proble aa revealed by the rural-urban •hift, t e atructur•l 
ch ngea in t~e econocy nnd the atructural unemployr.icnt , and 
fina l ly the aggregate ~c and hypotheaia . 
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Tnn A? ALYSIS OF SBASO AL Ull:mt1PLOYM£NT 
Introduction 
One of the five hypotheses f ormulat d to explain the 
rise in secular unemployment is that the riae in secular 
unemployment is due to a riae if aeaaonal unemployment. 
So e objections to this hypot eaia come to mind lamedlately 
and lo order to ju1tify thia point of view, it beco~e• 
neceaaary to explain it. Af er t~is juatification, seasonal 
unemplo)'Jlent vill be analyzed under three aubdiviaion•s 
1) amount, 2) be~avior, and J) effect. 
One of the objection& t~at can be foraulated against 
the abov~ ~ypothesia la the fact that the unemployment rate 
ia already adjuated for seasonal variations. Therefore, 
aeaaonal uneS91oyment c~nnot be a aource of higher una ploy-
ment . Although the obj~ction 1a valid, it is •ialeading alid 
ia not What ia siear1t. It la eaaential to adjuat stat iatical 
scriea aince auch proce~ure gives ttie "real" riae in i.lne•-
ployment. 
tTowever , the hypotheaia ie interesting and aaeful alnce 
even wit~ adjuated unemployment aeries, there remains a cog-
t inuoua rise of secular unemployment. If not adjusted, the 
rise of aeculftr unemployment aa well aa cyclical unemployment 
will be at diffeEent level. Thia can be seen in Table 10, 
columns 1 and 5, and Table 11, colu na 4 and 5, where yearly 
avera~s of adjusted and unadjusted data are compared . 
Table 10 . General statistics of seasonal une plo 4!nt 1953-1966• 
UD~djuated Adjusted Differences 
... .... .... .... Q = u = g 
., .. 
u " .. u ., GI CJ c: Q ti ..... u ~ s c: "" e. ... g. d I Cl .... u ... ~ ., 0 ... ... e. Q ... 0 ~! ., 0 ~ ., 0 ... ~ .... 0 4'0 .... 0 •O ~ .... ... o o. 0 ... c:: ... ... R ... M ~ ac 0 Q, 0 k • • ... 0 .. ~2' o~ 0 ... • • s .... B • & ... .8 .... " • Cl 0. .0 +I ., :! i" ~ ~~ c c:: ~! . ., ! Cll :J a ., o c:: • ., c • ~ ..J ~ :::s :n :s w ..J f-4 :s ell~ ~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
000 000 000 000 000 000 000 
1953 58, 080 .33 , 000 1,480 1 , .538 58 12 , 300 1,480 1,538 80 10 ,700 -o 0 
1954 91 , 750 24,700 1,454 1,.562 91 27,800 1,470 1,561 7.50 -3, 100 -16 1 
1955 98, 160 43,300 1,494 1,590 98 15,200 1,493 1,S91 160 28, 100 1 - 1 
19,6 79,580 38, 500 1,453 1 ,614 so 11,soo 1, .. 35 1,615 -420 27, 000 18 -1 
19!57 101, 330 41,300 1,.578 1 , 686 101 22 , 000 1,574 1,675 330 19, 300 4 11 
19.58 152 , 830 so,soo 1,,5' 1,734 153 16 , 400 1,572 1,730 - 170 29 , 200 12 4 
1959 138, 410 63,400 1,6:?1 1,758 138 20, 000 1,61J 1,752 410 36 , 900 8 6 
1960 164 , 250 60, ~00 1,643 1 , 803 164 26 , 300 1,630 1,796 2 50 33 , 300 13 7 
1961 167, 500 56,300 1,6 51 1 ,a20 162 37, 600 1,6•4 1,812 5 , 500 18, 700 7 8 
1962 138, 580 42,500 1, 720 1 , 884 133 14 , 600 1 , 703 1,841 -580 28, 600 17 43 
1963 141,580 40, 500 1, 7 59 1,904 140 9 , 900 1,751 1, 91 1,580 30, 700 8 1 3 
1964 1~3 , 500 39, 500 1, 856 1 , 950 124 1 5 , 700 1, 828 1 ,951 -500 23 , 600 28 - 1 
196 5 109 , 250 40, 200 1,912 ., ,009 109 10 , 200 1,912 2,021 2.50 29 , 700 0 -12 
19~6 99 , 830 u, 00 1,999 2 ,116 100 5 ,000 2,01( 2 ,116 -170 21 , 600 -17 0 
• s ource: (32 , pp . 23, 49, 71) . 
Table 11. General statistics of seasonal unemployaent rate 19Sl-196t• 
Seasonal unecplo}"lleot Total unemployment uifference 
~•djgste~-Y!!adJu1t,d) , 
a v 
Iii " " u s " C> ... ~ ... ... +1 .. ., ..c: • =· • • . " ~ d fS 'O = ... ::J ... ~ e.., s "' 11 :a \,t Cot " u " ~ ., ........ -c ...... """ .. c: ... "O g ... ... .. ., Clll ~ 
" " c: • :s c " = 0 " a ::J d " ... d., :J v ... 0 ... ~~ ... ...,o~ 18 0 l . ..., ... s ,,. .. e. t:I. "O., :a ., 'O • >- ~ .. a ci Cl "d 0 .....,.() .... 0 ...., .. 0 u ... •O " c " ... 'O " "'4 c: o .... "O o .... a:: Cl ~~ ;.... ::::> l'J ::lo <•~ :;) .. 0. "': .. 0. ~ ... 
1 2 J 4 s 6 
1953 1 . 49 o. ao J.77 J .76 0 . 01 0 . 69 tJl 
1954 1.58 1.78 5 . 8() 5 . 91 -o.os 0.20 
..., 
195, l. 72 0 . 95 6 .16 6 . lS 0 . 01 1.77 
1956 2.38 0 . 71 4 . 92 4 . 95 - 0 . 03 1.•1 
1957 2.42 1.37 6 . 00 6 . 04 -o . 04 1.05 
1958 2 . 93 0 . 95 s •. Bl 8.84 -0. 03 1.98 
1959 J . 61 1.14 7.'87 7.87 o.oo 2 . a1 
1960 3 . 35 1. 46 9 .10 9.13 -0.03 1.89 
1961 3.10 2 . 07 9 . 20 8 . 83 0 . 37 1.03 
1962 2 . 30 0 .78 7 . 35 1.so -0.15 1.5Z 
1963 2 .14 o. !52 7.43 7.40 O. OJ 1.62 
19(l.t 2 . 02 0 . 81 6 .79 6 . 3.5 0 . 44 1.21 
1963 l . 9S 0.51 S.4J 5. 39 0 . 0( 1.47 
1966 1.a6 0 . 24 4 . 71 4 . 72 -0.01 1 . 02 
asource: (32, pp. 23 , 49, 71). 
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Table 10 and Table 11 show that during the 14-year 
period analyzed, the unadjusted une p lo)'l'.lent rate is larser 
than the adjusted rate in aix years and they are equal one 
year, 1959. (See Tnble 11, column 5. } The difference is 
not grent but in terms of unemployed, the nu ber can be 
quite substantial. It can be aaid that the unadjusted data 
under sti tc t e unemployment. No reason for sue under-
estimation can be found. The difference ia ter ed the 
"seasonal variation". The same is t rue for employment and 
labor force data . A• far as the pattern of seasonal vari-
ation ia concerned, there is obvioualy no patt~rn for une -
ployment and e ploy ent but t ere ia one for labor force 
dat : an increase in t e seasonal variation. In other 
words, labor force data overeathtated the "rea1° 1 bor 
force. (See Table 10, col n 12.) 
Therefore, one can aay that the rise in secular unad-
justed wun:1ployaent ia co posed of 1) aeaaonal variation 
a11d 2) »a.djuated une p loyment". Por exa ple , in 19.51 unad-
juated uue ployment ia co ~oaed of (80) of seaaonal vari-
ation plu• (.58.000) of "adjusted unemployment". The tiypoth -
eaia can lie re•tated aa a large hypotheaia and two derived 
hypotheae• . The large hypotheaia atatea that the secular 
unadjusted unemplo)'ICent la due 1) to the pattern of aeaaonal 
variation and 2) to the rise in adjuatod unemploya:ent. 
The f ir&t derived hypotheeia ia concerned with aeaaonal 
variations: the pattern of aeaaonal variations ia due to 
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soae unidentified cauaea. (In fact, t ia study ls not 
interested in the factora of thia pattern. n,ia is an out• 
aide subject because the analyaia la restricted to adjueted 
unemployment.) 
The second derived ~ypotheaia concerns the rise in 
adjusted unemployment. The original •ypothenia can be re-
atated aa followa: the riac of t•real" or a~ju sted secular 
une vloycent is partly due to a rise ln seasonal unc~ploy-
ent. It l• obvious that thia hypot eais ia quite different 
froc t e first one and la not aubjected to t e objections. 
If t'1e validity of thia hypott\eai1 ia accept.ed aa it ia 
stated, it ia necessary to detail its eaning. The f irat 
atep requl~ed ia a clarification of the notion of seasonal 
une~ployment. seaaonal unemployment ia defined aa the unem-
ployment caused by seasonal fluctuations in t~e general level 
of economic activity and• therefore, by aeaaonal fluctuations 
in the labor aarket. Aa far •• the fluctuation• in the 
gene~al level of economic activity are concerned, they can 
be ne lected since aeaaonal fluctuation• in demand for labor. 
eatimated by seasonal em loyment, give an idea of the general 
level of econo ic activity. Given aeaaonal level of eflploy• 
ment (or de and) and aeaaonal level of t~e labor force (labor 
aupply), seasonal une ployment is obtalnea as a residual. 
(It should be noted that aeaaonal unemployment can be eati-
mated directly.) The above procedure to obtain aeaeonal unem-
ployaeut ia valid for unadjusted aa well aa for adjusted 
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aeries. season 1 une loyment is then defined aa the resid-
ual - or difference - bet een the two variables. To study 
the aecona derived hypothesis it ia necoasary to take only 
adjusted data. 
Analysia of the Amount of Seaeonal Unecploymen~ in 
Re lat ion to tho Secular iee of 1'otal Unemploya ent 
e of the Q&jor proble s wit sea onal unem loyment is 
the problem of measure. It is not t e object i Ye of t is 
atudy to find a genuine easure of t~is unemployment. T e 
measures uaed here are thoae proyosed by the United Statea 
D vartment of Labor ( 23 ) and ad pted by s ith aa follows: 
Baaenti llr the Qethod consists of identifying 
from an ina~ect on of the seasonal f actoTs the ~onth 
of ini um aeaaonal unem loyment, of assuming t at 
seaaonal une~ployment waa in fact zero in that month, 
and of estimating the amount of seasonal une ploy-
ment in each of the othe~ ontha in relation to the 
base Month . (JJ , p . 195) 
Given the minimum month of aeaaonal unemployment, sub-
tract the other month• fro it , au the difference and find 
the average. It should be noted t~at the m8thod can be 
appli d to both typea of dat : adjusted for aeaaonal vari-
ationa and unadjuated. To obtain the "real'' amount of 
aeaaonal unem~loyttent, t c adjusted data uat be used. 
h it~ the amount of aeaaonal une p loyment derived fro 
adjuated data, it ia eaay to find a a aaonal unemploY12ent 
rate, aa well aa the proportion of total unemployvtent Which 
is made up of aeaaonal wiemployment. Seasonal une ploJllent 
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rate la the ratio of the amount of aeaaonal unemploJllent 
rate to the labor force, While the proportioa of •eaaonal 
unemvloyment within total unemployment i• the ratio of ttte 
two variablea. The pattern of aeaaonal uneaploya;.ent depend• 
on the pattern of two v•riablea, labor force and employtnent 
(both aeasonal), since unemployment ia eonaidered aa a reaid-
ual between t~e supply and the d and for labor. The neces-
sary data are given in Table la. A year to year analyai• 
of the unemployaent is not necesaary1 lt i• euggeated tha~ 
coluan one of Table 12 be read. It can be aeen that t~e 
amount of aeaaonal uneaployment ia decreaains, but i a level 
ref lecta ttie level of econoclc activity. As far aa the 
seasonal unemplopent r te ia concerned, it stiowa a decreaa-
!ng trend with sparodic increase& in 1954, 1957, 1959, 1960, 
1961, and 1964. 
The analysis of the proportion of aeaaonal unemploy ent 
within total unemployment re~e•l• that thla type of ~nea­
ploymeut haa nearly the aame pattern •• the total unemploy-
ment (Table 12, col\llln 7), but the proportion aa declined 
by 400 ~er cent. If the diffftrence between the rate of total 
une•plo)'11ent and t~e rate of aeaaonal unemployment is taken 
an "adju&ted" tot al une ployment is obtained. The same can 
be done with the a ount of seasonal unemployment and t e 
amount of total unemployment (Table . 12, colullne 8 and 9). 
In general, except ln 1961, the total unemployment rate drop• 
Table 12. Adjusted amount of seasonal unem~loyment and other labor foEce statia-
tics 1953-19668 
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by leas t _an one per cent. But in 1963 , 1964 , and 1965 it 
dropped by only 0.52, 0 . 81 , and o.sl per cent res ectively 
(1966, o.~4 p~r cent). The concluaiona that can be drawn 
fro t e Quebec seaaonal un ployr~nt analysiE are opposite 
to the conclusiona reached by s ith ( 33) about the Canadian 
aeaaonal unc~ployment ratei 
T e riae in season 1 unc loyment raise the 
annual unemploy nt rate in Canada by more than one 
percentage point. C 3, p . 197) 
Reg rding the Quebec seasonal une vloyment, it c n be a i d 
that the secu1ar rise in total une ployment is not attrib-
utable to a rise in seasonal un loyincnt since it does not 
increase, but drop , between the beginnin of t he period and 
the end. ~owever , this ovor.ill view is mia leadin as far •• 
t he analysis ia concerned , th t la , a far as the hypotheaia 
ia concerned. For each buaineaa cycle, the trough of total 
unemployment is always hie er than the previoua troughs 
1947, 2 . 43 per cent; 1951, 2 . 87 per centa 1953, J .77 per 
cent ; 1956, 4 . 95 per cent; 1959 , 7.87 per cent. Consequently 
there la a rise in secular unemployment. The beh vior of 
the ae aonal unemploy nt rate for the period 1953- 1966 
(data for 1949- 1953 a re not available) i• different. In 
1955, a year of recession, it decreased froa 1 . 78 per cent 
in 1954 to 0 .95 per eeot in 1955; it decre .. ed fro 0 .9~ 
per cent in 195' to 0. 71 per cent in 19.56. During the recea-
sion, 1956-1958, it increased fro• 0. 71 to 0. 95 ver cent in 
1958 paaaing by a level of 1. 37 per cent in 1957, whil e total 
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unemployment increaaed from 4.95 peT cent iD 1956 to 8.84 
pet' cent in 1958 (1957, 6.04 per cent). Towever, ia 1959, 
n year of recovery, it continued to increase and reached 
a leve l of 1.14 per cent in 1959 while total unemployment 
deerease4 from 8.84 per cent in 19~8 to 7.87 ver cent in 
1959. Ourins the period 1959-1960, it increased fr 1.14 
to 1.46 per cent. Since 1960, it haa decreased to a low 
level of 0 . 24 per cent in 196 , ns own in Table lJ. 
Table ll. Total unemployment and eea on 1 unemployment 
ratea for selected year,P 
r.!il 12 £!!.! (recea8ion) 
19~ 195S 19.58 1960 1961 - - -
Total uneE loyr.ent S. 91 6 .1, 8.84 9.13 8.83 
Seasonal unemployment 1.78 0 . 95 0 .95 1.46 2.01 
Adjusted total for 4 .13 .5.20 7.89 ., .67 6 .74 
aeaaoaal 
Trough l2 trough <~-eanaion) 
J.953 19'6 1959 1966 -
Total uneSlll>loyment 3.76 4.95 1.81 4.1a 
Seasonal unemployment o.so 0.71 1.14 o. 4 
Adjusted total for 2 . 9 4.24 6 .13 •.~a seasonal 
a 
Source& (32, pp. 23, 49, 71). 
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In ot~er words, durin eriod of expanaion - from 
trou to trou - seaaonal unemplo)'lCent did not tend to 
rise continuously if one buaineaa cycle after t~e ot er ia 
taken, as did total une ploy~ent during 19S3-1960. During 
period of recession, it also did not tend to "peak · igher" 
While total unemp loyment did. Conaequently, it cannot be 
inferred that ttie riae fro ~ak to peak or fro trough to 
trough in total unetl~loyw:ient la due, in general and over the 
entire period (1953-1966), to a rise in aeaaonal uneaploy-
ent. If total unemplo ent ia taken, after elillination of 
aeaaonal unemployinent, the aa~e pattern fro peal to veak 
(except in 1960) and the • e pattern in trough to trough 
ie obtained. However, if one looka to a particular peak 
year and trough year, total unemployatent haa been partly 
due to a rise in aeaaonal uoe ploymeat. Aa far aa peak 
)1J•r• are concerned, this la the caae in 1960 becau.e in• 
stead of a rlae in ~e•k total unem loyment there is a drop 
if aeaaonal une•ployment i• eliminated. In the trough to 
trough phenomenon , the year 1959 is rem rkable because it 
can be said that t~e riae fro 4 . 95 per cent in 1956 to 
7.87 per eent in 19S9 of total une ployi:ent is co oaed of 
a riae in seasonal unem9loymont of 0.73 per cent (1.44 per 
cent of seaaonal unemployment in 1959 minua 0.71 in 19S6). 
In other worda, aaau ins that there waa no rise in seaaonal 
uneeploywnent - or keeping aeaaonal unemployment to ita 
level of 19.56 - the r iae in total uneaployment due to ttre 
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rise in aeaaonal unemvlo)"llent ia obt•ined. Consequently. 
the years 1959 and 19£0 ~ave seen l ar ge increases in 
seasonal une p loyment which contribute to "aha e" t'1e 
particular level of total .une loyment of thoae years. 
Though the analysis of aeaaonal unemv10111ent ia far 
from co plete, it p rovides one of the f irat indlcat1ons of 
the p~enomenon at the provincial level. Bapec i nlly lt 
rejects the ypotheala t~ t the secular rise in total 
unemployment ia due to a rise in seaaonal uaemplo.,.ent 
except in 1959 and 1960. The next chapter la concerned 
wit the frictional unemployment and the hypo1heaia made 
about the relationship of frictional unemployment and total 
uneaployaent. 
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TUB ANALYSIS OP PR I CTI O L UN&JPLOYMENT 
Introduction 
Prlctional unemployment haa been regarded ae a "catch 
all" term covering all types of ahort-term maladjustment• of 
the labor market. There are three aourcea of short-ter• 
aladjuatmente: one on the supply aide, one 011 the demand 
aide, and finally one on the labor market mate lng mech•n• 
i••· Unfortunately, the atatiatical aeries are not complete 
enoug~ to i't!rmit an exact evaluation of these different 
types of frictional unemploywent. Moat of the time the 
available data overeat! ate the pheno enon . Therefore , it 
will not be possible to evaluate each aource of unemployment 
to derive different ratea of frictional une ployment and to 
add the to find the total frictional unemployment. An 
effort h•• been aade to follow t~i• procedure but the re -
aul ta show a clear overeati ation of the frictional unem-
ployment. 
The important aectiona of the chapter try to test t~e 
hypothesis that the secular rise in total uneaploJ1Dent ia 
due to a riae in total frictional unemployment , itaelf due 
to a rise in lta components. To begin with, frictional unea-
ploymeat arlaing from the matching procesa of the labor mar-
ket estimated by t~e hiring and separation rate~will be 
analyzed. Section two will concentrate on the frictional 
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unem~loy ent w ich ia due to the job creation proce s and 
the job destruct ion process estimated by t e failure rate 
and the new fir~ rate. It hould be noted that the method-
ology used is more than tentative. However, the results 
show t~at this procedure i ht be an avproach. 
Labor Turnover as a Source of Prictional Unemployment 
Concepts 
Analysis of labor turnover rate permits a derivation 
of a type of frictional unemployment, the unemployment Which 
is due to the matching process of the labor arket. T is 
process 18 ade of two cOGlponents; the result of thia proc-
ess is the product of two economic agents, the errployer and 
the worker. On the one ~and , all fir a which operate in an 
expanding econo y and deal with mobile anpower .ust have a 
recruitment proceas by resortinc to a number of recruit ent 
atreamas t e une~.ployed, new entrants in the labor force, 
re-entranta, and job c~angera. This recruit ent atrea 
makes it possible for the employer to add new workers to 
his work force. Prom these new additions one can detive the 
hiring rate. On the other hand, there ia a tercination 
employment rate uaually called the separation rate. It la 
cade of persona Whose employment haa been ended with an es-
tablish ent and whose names haver been removed from the pay-
roll. Canadian statistics do not diatinnuiah separations 
by type such aa quitting or voluntary separation, discharge, 
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indefinite layoff, and other indefinite involuntary aepara-
tiona. These t~o rates giv a quantitative idea of the 
volu e of movement within the labor mark t . Thia move£ent 
ia uaually 8Ult arized by the turnover rate, w'hieb la defined 
aa being eit er the hiring or eeparatlon rate , whichever ia 
the lower. Turnover rate ia a eaaure of job ehangea, of 
cove ent in the labor arket and, to some extent, in the 
econ y. Given the concepts it is then posalble to comaent 
on t~e relationship• between turnover rate-level of 
economic actlvity-une ployment and to estimate the fric-
tional unemploycicnt rate. 
Labor turnover, level ~ ect\nomic ~ctiv~ty, ~ une .ploya:ent 
Por any given composition of the labor force and of 
cmploytr. nt structure (or compoaition of the supply of and 
deman~ for labor), change in the une ploy ent rate depend 
lar ely on labor turnover if s hort eriod of time is con-
sidered, t hat is, if frictional une ploy ent la considered. 
A mentioned above, labor turnover is composed of t e number 
of accessions and the nu ber of separation • Doth depend 
on the net rate of growth, the rate of addition to the labor 
force, t e rate of mobility within the labor market, the 
intensity of de and for labor, and the efficiency wit ~hich 
the labor ~ rket is or aniz d aa well aa the desire of work-
er• to ovc, changes in technology, ggre ate de and, and 
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apecific labor arket conditions. Little is known about 
the hiring and job separation proceaaes though these two 
~ave a treaendolla impact on the level and comvoaition of 
ahott-run unetnplo)'lllent. However, the echanis Which pro-
duces une ployment aeema to have three aspects. Given a 
certain de and for 1Qbor and the size of the labor force , 
an increase in labor turnover or a decrease in the eff i-
ciency of the labor market in handling the hirinc and separa-
tion process can cause a fall in employment and an increase 
in short-term unemployment. Since this last increase doea 
not result from a decrease in the •ugregate demand, this 
riae in total short-term uneeploy ent is considered as a 
chance in frictional unoaployment. Secondly, regardin 
turnover aa a type of obility, high level of mobility 
creates more positive attitudes on the part of certain wort-
ers to assume risk in movins fro one location to another or 
in ahifting from one occu~otion to another and from ono 
industry to another. Hach risk taken by me~bera of ~e 
labor force can result in higher unemvloyment level. How-
ever, the determining factor of the rel•tionahip between 
turnover and unemployment is the level of oconomic activity 
because it influences also the hirina and separation proc-
eaaes ae well aa the mobility. During receeaion, the turn-
over rate ia normally low, durinn recovery acceaaion rate 
ia hiGh, and finally in a poriod of proaverity both tbe 
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acceaaion and separation rates are hi h. In ot er wor4a , 
the level of econo ic activitJ controla both the une loy-
ment level and the turnover rate and there ia an invera 
relatlonahip between the turnover rat and the une~ployment 
rate . Superposed on the effect of cyclical fluctuations 
ia the long-ter trend of economic development. It ia 
clear that there is a relationship between turnover and 
unemployment. 
Labor turnover !.!. ! source .2f frictional une ployment 
It haa been seen in the above paragr ap s that th 
labor turnover ia eit er the aeparation rate or t e hirin 
rate depending on Which one ie the lower. The pure case 
of 2er o frictional unemploJlllent arising from labor turnover 
necessitates zero turnover. T is is not possible; there is 
always ome turnover. Ho ver, uot all turnover produces 
frictlon~l uue plo)'lllent and from this fact it ia pcaaible 
to derive an indirect index of frictional unempl oyment 
ariain fro thia source, if it is aaau ed that thoae 
peoples aeparatin f rOCJ their joba are equipped, willing. 
and t .. ediately available to take those vacant Joba p rtly 
revealed by the hiring rate. The aaaumption aakea lt poa• 
aible to aay that t~e nu ber of people aepar ted fro their 
job has to be equal to the nu ber of thoae hired if there is 
to be no une plo~ent. consequently, the frictional une~­
ployment arising from labor turnover - hereafter t rmed 
frictional labor turnover une ployeent - can be estimated 
by the absolute difference between the hiring and separa-
tion rate. The abaolute difference ia taken because if 
t e hiring rate i• higher than the separation rate, ttere 
la f rlctional shortage &Dd there la surplus if the reverae 
ia true. Bot in both caaea the type of labor ia not apec-
ifled and due to the complementaries it ia quite possible 
that frictional ahorta e also produces frictional surplus. 
The abaolute difference la shown in Table 14, colu11m 8, 
and the frictional labor turnover unemploy~ent in Table 7. 
It la aeen t~at the absolute difference, or frictional 
labor turnover uneaptoyment, haa an increaaing trend during 
the period 1949-1965 but that it remained stable du~ing 
19,8-1963 at a level of 0.20 per cent (point) and during 
1963-1965 at a level of 0.40 per cent (point). A• far •• 
the hypoth••i• ia concerned - thet a riae ln total une•-
ployment ia due to a riae ln frictional unemplo,.ent itaelf 
due to a riae in one of the different typea of frictional 
unew.ployaent - it ia ceaningleaa to aake inference at the 
present atage of &Daly•ia. It ls preferable to obtain the 
total frictional unemployment rate since the hypothesia 
deala with total frictional unemployttent. However, there 
la a relatively strong and atatlcally aignif icant negative 
relationahip between the aeparatlon rate and the level of 
uneaployment. The regreaaion give the following equation& 
Yi '·' • 0.16(X) 
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Table 14. Hiring , •eparation, and labor turnover rate• • 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1949 3.37 7.2 7.3 7.3 .. 0.10 
1950 4.39 31~2 8.0 11.1 7.4 1.3 7.4 •0.60 
1951 2 .87 -JJ.3 8.9 11.2 8.S 14.8 8.5 +0.40 
1952 J.78 2.3 a.s - 4.7 8 . 3 - 2.-4 8.l +0.20 
1953 J.77 - 6 .1 7.4 -14.8 1.5 -10.6 7.4 -0.10 
1954 2.69 -21., 7.2 - 2 .7 7.1 - S.6 7.1 +0.10 
1955 6.15 48.9 7.1 - 1.4 7 .(J 7.0 1.1 -o.so 
1956 4.95 -42.8 e.o 12.6 7.6 o.o 7.6 +0.40 
1957 6.02 48.7 7.J 9 • .5 7.6 o.o 7.3 -0.30 
1958 8. 81 2 . 9 6.4 -14.0 6 . 6 ·1~.l 6.4 -o.ao 
19.59 7.87 -23. !S 6.9 7.8 6.7 1.5 6.7 +0.20 
1960 9.13 12.3 6.9 o.o 6.7 o.o 6.7 +0.20 
1961 8 .83 - 7.3 6 .6 - 4.S 6.4 - 4 . 6 (, . 4 +0.20 
1962 7.49 -13.7 6 .9 4.!5 6.7 4.6 6.7 +0.20 
1963 7.40 - 1.4 6 .9 o.o 6 • .5 • J .O 6 . 5 +0.40 
1964 6 .3.5 -11.4 7.1 2 . 8 6.7 - J.O 7.1 +0.40 
196.5 5.39 -12.0 6.9 - 2.8 6., 3 .0 6.5 +0.40 
1966 ... 72 - 8 . 2 6.9 o.o 6 • .5 o.o 6.5 +0.40 
• Sources ( 31 , p . 39) . 
'Wt\ere Y ia t e total separation rate and x the total unem-
ployaent rate. The coefficient of correlation ls R: -0.62. 
In order to co1:plete the analysis of frictional une~ploy­
tent arlaiag from the job creation and job deatruction 
proceaaes eatl~ated by tbe new firms rate and the failure 
rate or the busineaa turnover. 
Du•ineae Turnover as a Source of Prictional Une•plo)'llent 
In an expanding and changing econo y t ere is always 
a certain amount of busineaa turnover. certain bu•inesaea 
are discontinued, plants are a1u1t down, while new plant a 
are o ned. TI\ere are many aapecte in the analy•i• of buai-
neaa turnover. The ••in objective is the evaluation of 
frictional unemployment ariaiug fro it. 
Concepts ~ relations~ips 
Assuming an econo y in Whlc~ there ia no change ln 
tuaineaa - that is, no failure and no new entry • there will 
be oo unemployment due to cl'\ange in busineaa ~ But •• aoon 
•• such c~angea occur in t~e form of failure or a new fir• 
t~ere ia a certain amount of une ployment produced and, 
mare specifically, a certain amount of frictional unem-
ployment since sue~ changes require i mediate adjust ents 
in ttie labor market . The larger the ch•nr.es, the 1·arger 
the expected unemployment rate. However. t e size of fir• 
discontinued or created ha• to be taken into account. Even 
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if i t ia assumed that the size of fire remains conat nt, 
there are any poaaible situations _,..ich vill produce dif-
ferent impacts on the demand for labor and give rise to 
different reactions from the supply of labor - for example , 
t e location, the skill required, and the skill discon-
tinued. It !a not possible to inveatisate all these situ-
at iona even if they a~ould have a relationship with the 
c01nposition of t he unemployment. Only a gross eaa~re of 
b~lneea turnover has been designed. Given the atatiatica 
on new f lrma in manufacturing and on failures in manufactur-
ing, it la possible to deacribe t~e trend in failure• and 
new firms aa well aa on job opportunitiea and job deatruc-
tion to evaluate the impact on unemployment. A useful 
meaaure to summarize theae two aerlea is to form the ratio 
of new firms in manufacturing to failures in manufacturing 
assuming t at the size ia held conatant. The ratio can take 
poeitive value on1y and had a value infinity Cif there la 
no failure the denominator ia zero) and between infinity aDc1 
one and one and zero. A value of one eana a pure f ric-
tlonal une ployment due to the other sources of frictional 
une ploycent Wf1ile it aceana no frictional unemployment 
arialng fr0t1 buaineaa tuEnover . A ratio greater than one 
a~owa a decline in unemployment wttlle a ratio of leaa 
t~an one wlll aee an increaee in uneaployaent. lowever , 
there can be another aet of hypotheaea aiallar to the "<1i•-
couraged worker and added worker hypotheae1tt. It ie 
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possible, for example, that the higher the ratio the higher 
the unemployment, more specifically the higher the fric-
t.b nal unemployaient. It ia poaaible that the creation of 
new firms induced a higher unemployment (frictional) though 
there will be a decline in total unemployment. In this 
case the rise in frictional unemployment is not shown 
because it is offset by the increaae in e ployment . 
In order to see which set of hypotheses is valid, the 
process is to regress the total uuemployment rate (Y) 
against the ratio new f ira/failure (X). Obvioualy thia ia 
a poor regreaaion but the rate of unemployment in manu-
facturing or the total frictional unemployment rate are 
not available. The regression between the two variables 
gives the following equation: 
Y: 5.193 + 0.419(X)J R: +0.18,Se:6.52 sbl:l.9 
Though the coefficient of correlation is low, it statically 
means that the higher the ratio - the higher the formation 
of new business relative to the failure - the higher the 
unemployment rate. Given the statistical reault there is 
no choice but to formulate the following general hypotheaia 
concerning the frictional business turnover unemployment. 
Pormation of new business in manufacturing puts pressures 
on the labor market such that the reault may be an increase 
in unemployment due to the increasing level of frictional 
unemployment. If the aign of the coefficient, b1, haa been 
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negative, it can be said t hat the higtier the ratio the lower 
the unemp loyment rate. It aeems that creation of new firm 
which creates new jobs puts pressure on the labor market. 
In the language of the discouraged worker theory, the "Job 
opportunity effect'' offsets the "job destruction effect". 
While the statistical relationship ia rather weak, the 
dnta to obtain it are also weak. This is because 1) they 
are not adjusted for the size of firm (measure by the em-
ployment), 2) the job loser from failure may not be able to 
enter the new labor market - take the new job, 3) the data 
are those of t e manufacturing sector only. Given this 
relationship it is posalble to estimate the frictional unem-
ployment arising from business turnover and to describe 
briefly the behavior of the ratio of new firm to failure . 
The behavior of the ratio of new firm to failure 
......,_, - ~ ...... ----- ,.,..,._, ---- ----
The ratio of new firm to failure has varied over time. 
It is influenced by seasonal, cyclical, and secular factors. 
'nlere is a lack of data on the seasonal fluctuations. It 
can be seen from Table 15 that there is an increasing trend 
in the ratio. This increasing ratio reveals an expanding 
economy and a high and rapid rate of industrialization, at 
least during the period 1961-1966. In fact, there are two 
secular trends, one from 1953-1958 ""!ch is decreasing, and 
the other from 1959-1966 Which is increasing . 
The ratio of new firm to failure shows a cyclical 
Table 15. New busineas, failure, busineas turnover, and frictional unemployment 
rate• 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ~ 
Q) 
1953 3.7 337 286 2.41 Sl 0.17 0.83 
1954 2.6 -27.6 352 4 .4 323 12.9 1.12 -115.1 29 -7S.8 0.08 0.92 
195.5 6.1 48.9 543 54.2 270 -19.6 2.01 79.4 273 841 . 3 1.01 0.01 
1956 4.9 -42.8 436 -24.S 234 -15.3 1.86 -8.0 202 35.l 0.86 0.14 
1957 6.0 48.7 368 -18.4 241 2.9 1 • .52 -22.3 127 -59.0 0.52 0.48 
1958 8 . 0 2 . 9 377 2 .4 253 5.8 1.47 -3.4 122 -4.0 0.48 0.52 
1959 9.1 -33.5 439 16.4 251 -1.5 1.74 18.3 188 54.0 0.74 0 . 26 
1960 8.8 12.3 487 10.9 186 -33.5 2.so 43.6 299 59.0 1.59 0.54 
1961 7.4 -7.3 624 28.l 164 -14.6 3.90 56.0 460 53.8 2 .80 1.80 
1962 7.4 -13.7 645 3 .3 189 15.2 3.40 -14. 7 456 0 . 8 2.41 1.41 
1963 6.3 -1.4 836 29.6 220 16.4 3.80 11.7 616 35.0 2.80 1. 80 
1964 6.3 -11.4 693 -20.6 194 -13.4 3 .SO -8.5 499 -23.4 2.57 1.57 
1965 4.7 -12.0 620 -11.7 202 4.1 3.00 -16. 6 418 -19.3 2.06 1.06 
a Source: (31, p . 39). 
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sensitivity. The receaaiona produce a drop in the ratio 
(1954, 1957, 1958, but not in 1961). While new firm and 
failure and their ratio have diverging trends, the differ-
ence between new business and failure - which has been called 
the net business increase - shows an increasing trend exrept 
in 1957, 1958, and 1959 wt.ich are years of instability. In 
those years, net business increment is still positive but in-
crease at a slower rate. 
Business turnover .!.! ~ source £.!. frictional unemployment 
It has been said earlier that a ratio of one can be 
associated with zero frictional unemployment arising from 
business turnover. Consequently, any difference of the ratio 
from one means frictional business turnover. However, given 
the above statistical relationship, it is preferable to use 
the ratio net business increment over failure to c~~luate 
the frictional business turnover unemployment. The differ-
ence of this ratio from one gives the frictional business 
turnover unemployment rate. The results are shown in Table 
15, column 12. 
Given both types of frictional une ployment, it is 
assumed thst they can be added to find the total frictional 
unemploY111ent. It should be noted that the shortcomings of 
this type of analysis are apvarent, but it gives an idea of 
the frictional level of unemployment. 
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Total frictional Unemployment 
One of the hypotheses to explain the secular rise in 
total une•ployment waa the rise of frictional unemployment. 
itself due to the riae of the componenta of frictional unem-
ployment. It haa been aeen that both components of total 
frictional unemployment have increased during 1953-1966. 
Consequently. it ia quite poseible that the rise in total 
unemployment i• due to a rise in frictional unemployment. 
In Table 16 the total unemployment. the total frictional 
unemployment. and the component of frictional unemployment 
are shown; in Table 17 a peak to peak and trough to trough 
analysis ia performed. 
Table 16. Total unemployment and frictional unemployaent 
rates 19~3-1966a 
Total unem-
Year ployment rate 
1953 
19.54 
1955 
19.56 
1957 
19.58 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
3 . 77 
5.86 
6.16 
4.92 
6.00 
8.81 
7.87 
9.10 
9.13 
7.JS 
7.43 
6 .79 
5.43 
4.71 
Frictional 
labor turn-
over rate 
0.10 
0.10 
o.so 
0.40 
0.30 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
8 Source: (31, p. 39). 
Prictional buai• Total 
nesa turnover frictional 
rate unemp. 
0.83 
0.92 
0.01 
0.14 
0.48 
0.52 
0.26 
0 • .59 
1.80 
1.41 
1.80 
1.57 
1.06 
na 
0.93 
1.02 
o.~1 
0 • .54 
0.78 
0.12 
0.46 
o. 79 
2.00 
1.61 
2.20 
1.97 
1 . 46 
na 
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Table 17. Total unemployment rates and frictional unemploy-
ment for selected years• 
Peak Unemployment Years 
1954 fill 1958 ~ 1961 - -
Total unemployment rate S.86 6 .16 8.81 9.10 9.13 
Total frictional unemployment 1.02 0.51 0.72 0.79 2.00 
Dif f erenee 4.84 5.65 7.09 8.31 7.13 
Trough Unemployment Years 
1953 ~ ~ ~ 1965 - -
Total unemployment rate 3.77 4.92 7.87 6.79 S.43 
Total frictional unemployment 0.93 0.54 0.46 1.97 1.46 
Difference 2 .84 J.38 1.•1 4.82 3.97 
•source: (31, p. 39). 
It can be seen from Table 17 that total frictional unem-
ploym.ent haa been a major contributor of total unemployment in 
certain yeara. However , the increase in unemployment from one 
peak to the other cannot be explained by the frictional unem-
ployment aince only the peak of 1961 is eliminated. It should 
be noted that this peak has already been eliminated by aeaaon-
al unemplo~ent. On the other hand, the increase in trough 
to trough cannot be explained by the increase in frictional 
unemployment. Rowever, the alow decrease in unemployment from 
1961 to 1966 aeema to be due to the frictional unemployment. 
During thia period there waa • tremendous new business but a 
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high level of total une~ployment. It ie hypothesized that 
the higher uneaployment can be due to a rise in total fric-
tional unemployment; that is, the "job opportunity effect" 
Which creates frictional unemployment offsets the "Job 
destruction effect" wtiich creates total unemployment. To 
summarize the behavior of frictional unemployment, it can 
be aaid that the higher the level of economic activity the 
higher the frictional unemployment level, alnce during time 
of prosperity workers take more risk, employers more eas i ly 
change their work force, labor force members are more 
willing to change their atatua and to enter and leave the 
labor market. If these aourcea of friction are added , a 
certain amount of frictional unemployment can be obtained 
which la quite substantial. 
However , and unfortunately, all of the above analysis 
ia baaed on a set of ''heroic" assumptions which can be re-
jected. For this reason one should not be too confident in 
the explanation of the rise of total unemployment rate by a 
rise in frictional unemployment rate. 
The two following chapters are devoted to the now clas-
sical hypotheses: the structural hypothe8is and the aggre-
gate demand ~ypothesis . As is well-known, the structural 
hypothesis haa been reject~d by moat economists. It seems 
that students of unemployment in recent years have used -
narrow frame of analysis. The present analysis proves, as 
far as it can prove, that this might be true. 
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It is not possible to bave short-term structural change 
even When the structural change ie qualified of "rapid 
atructural change•"· Moreover , the structural hypothesis ia 
far from realistic . The world la in a period of rapid evolu-
tion . Both the structures of the society and the men living 
in this society experience this evolution. The important 
question ia to determine if the evolution of the men ia 
"pulled" by the evolution of the structures or if the 111en 
"puab" the evolution and "pull" ttte at ructurea. Thia ia the 
wtiole dieenaion of the structural hypotheaia. The atructur-
aliata argue, in fact, that the evolution of the a~ructurea 
ia more rapid than the evolution of the men. Thia ia the 
case for the productivity etructurea, the aldll requirement 
structure, etc. In other words, they underestimate the 
capacity of men to adapt themselves to the changing struc-
tures of a system as well as their capacity of "pulling" the 
structures . Thia ia not realistic. Men are capable of 
adapting themaelvea to the changes in the structures and of 
"pulling" the structure. But they may not know how to do it. 
Thia is the meaning of the frictional unemployment Which, in 
fact, reflects aa always the malad j ustment proceaa rather 
than the capacity of the individual. The above analysis of 
frictional unemployment proved poaaibly one thing: the labor 
market may not be organized to handle the adjustment proceaa 
and the workers have to find the beat way. Since thia cannot 
be done simultaneously, there is more frictional unemployment 
than ever but there is not necessarily more structural 
unemployment. It will be proved by a lengthy analysis of 
structural changes that there is no apparent rise in struc-
tural unemployment. However, before analyzing these prob-
lems, some comments are made on another source of unemploy-
ment, unemployment due to the lack of mobility . 
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}.tQBILITY AND UNBMPLO'YMBNT IN QUBBBC 
The Mobility in General 
Given the assumption that the Province of Quebec has a 
labor market, it is evident that this labor market is 
characterized by a type of imbalance, a surplus labor mar-
ket or unemployuient. Another characteristic of the labor 
market ia its flexibility. Mobility provides one form of 
flexibility in a labor force necessary to meet changes in 
labor requirements in a labor mark.et. Obviously, mobility 
is a factor influencing labor utilization under any condi-
tions. The economy ia dependent on the ability of ita work-
ers to change jobs or to move to different locations to meet 
labor requirements. Without mobility the rate of unemploy-
ment would be much higher. Therefore, there are two facts: 
there is unemployment and there is mobility. The problem is 
to examine why there ia unemployment even with mobility and 
how mobility can be related to the increasing trend in unem-
ployment . Since mobility took place in the Quebec labor mar-
ket simultaneously with unemployment , two things could have 
happened . 1) There was not enough mobility, or 2) there waa 
too much mobility. In both caaea, one can analyze the timi ng, 
the type, and the categories of movers and aak, for example , 
if the timing was good. It ia not possible to define and to 
tell When there ia too much or too little mobility. A core 
precise formulation of the relationship mobility and 
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unemployment could be derived if there waa more information 
on mobility than is now available. However, it ia clear 
that the degree of mobility la a major factor in the eff i -
cient use of manpower resources. Since to a certain extent 
human resources are scarce, their mobility becomes a matter 
of primary concern to modern economy quite apart from the 
problem of une~ployment. When coupled with unemployment , it 
ac~uirea a double importance. A direct analysis of the 
relationship mobility-unemployment ia not possible since data 
on movers do not specify the job seekers, and since aeries of 
unemplo}'11lent do not mention if they move. However, a gross 
idea of the mobility that took place during the period 1951-
1961 can be given and related to unemployment . First the 
rural-urban shift, considered as a type of mobili ty , will be 
studied . 
T~e Rural- Urban Shift 
The mechanized economy introduced by the industrial 
revolution included many aharp changes in the system of pro-
duction and in the distribution of employment . The easiest 
example of a large scale mobility in the Province of Quebec 
caused by the proceaa of industrialization was the shift from 
r ural areas to cities. This phenomenon involved massive 
employment ahifts during the period 1946-1966 from the agri-
cultural and other primary industries to manufacturing and 
service industries . The ma j or causes of t his shift were the 
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technological improvement, the changing pattern of the con-
sumer demand, the drop of agricultural exportation as well 
aa the decrease of interprovincial exportation from Quebec 
and the increase of Quebec's agricultural importation, it-
self due to the changing demand. It is not the purpose of 
this section to make an extensive analysis of the rural-urban 
shift. Only those aapecta related to the unemployment prob-
lem will be considered. 
As far as the movers are concerned, they are identified 
by sex and age group, 0-14, 15-19, 20-24, 25-44, 45-64, and 
65 and over. They are classified by type of residence: 
rural (ru~al-farm and rural non-farm) and urban total, urban 
centers: 100,000 and over, 30,000-99,999, 10,000-29,999, 
2,500-9,999 and 1,000-2,499. By order of importance, the 
movers between the census years 1951-1956 were those living 
on the farm and one age and sex group living in non-farm 
areas. Naturally there was an increase in urban centers, 
while total rural residents included some decreasing groups 
and some increasing groups . Therefore, it can be aaid that 
between 1951-1956, certain groups of movers from rural-farm 
did not Move directly to urban centers but chose to remain 
in rural areas aa non-farmers. T~e same general pattern ia 
observed for the period 1956-1961, but the overall movement 
waa larger and the movers were not necessarily the same age 
and aex group. Comparison of the two periods is more inter-
eat ing than the analysis of one period after the other. The 
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number of people living on tbe farm in 1951 was eatimated at 
766 , 910 (407,430 men and 359,480 w0111eo) while in 1956 it was 
740,387 (391,716 men and 348,671 women). Thia la a decrease 
of - 3.3 per cent (-3.9 per cent for men and -3 . 0 per cent 
for women) . ntia decEease ia small relative to tbe one that 
took place between 1936-1961. In 1961, total farm residents 
were estimated at S64,S26 (320,778 men and 264,041 women), a 
decrease of -29.9 per cent c-22 . 0 per cent for men and -31.8 
per cent for women) . Thia is obviously a tremendous decrease 
and •~v analysis of Quebec's unemployment has to take it into 
account. Rowev~r, apart from identification of movers by sex 
it ia interesting to identify them by age and sex. This can 
be doac briefly by preaenting tbe percentage changes between 
the farm population cenaua of 1951-1956 and 1956-1961 aa 
seen in Table 18. 
All groups bad movers during 1951-1956 except the age 
group 45-64 and the females of the age group 14-19. Rcwever , 
not all groups had movera out of rural-farm during 1956-1961 
since the age group 25-44 had increased its farm population 
by 28. 6 per cent (30.0 per cent for men and 27 .o per cent for 
women), but this time the age group 45-64 decreased by -18. 8 
per cent (-19.S per cent men, -18.4 per cent women) . It 
would be interesting to comment on this change in movement 
from rural to urban areas, but it is not part of the aubject . 
However , considering this change, it can be used to partially 
explain the change in the composition of unemployment 
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Table 18. Percentage changes of farm population classified 
by sex and age 1951- 1956, 1956-1961. 
Total Male a Female a 
1951-19.56 Total -3.3 -3.9 -3 . 0 
G-14 -1.8 -1.7 -1.8 
14-19 -2.4 -4 . 5 o.o 
20-24 -8.9 -9.6 -12.0 
25- 44 -7 . S -9.4 -6.6 
/ 43-64 o.o o.o o.o 
65+ -S.4 -9.5 o.o 
1956-1961 Total -29.9 -22.0 -31.8 
0-14 -34.5 -34.9 -34.1 
14-19 -12.6 -10.s - 1.5.6 
20,-24 -41.6 -27.0 -57.0 
25-44 28.6 30.0 27.0 
45-64 -18.8 -19 • .5 -18.4 
65+ -34. 6 -26.6 -36.3 
aSource: (31, P• 10). 
mentioned earlier. During this period the unemploJl!lent rate 
of the age group 45-64 increased. Thia ia a general phenom-
enon since all unemployment rates increased, but it increased 
relatively more than the r ate of the age group 25-44, Which 
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did not experience a rural-urban shift. Consequently, it is 
possible to infer that the pattern of shift from rural areas 
to non-rural areas for these age groupa 25-44 and 45-64 pro-
duced the decrease in the difference of unemployment rate 
and that the non-rural labor market was not large enough to 
absorb tbe increment due to the ahi ft of age group 45- 64. 
naving identified the movers and made some particular 
inferences, it is possible to comment on the probable impact 
of the rural-urban shift on unemployment and the general 
relationship between the rural-urban shift and the level of 
unemployment. This can be done by explaining the mechanism 
of the ruzal-urban shift , and by pointing out the causes of 
the shift. The causes can be classified as "pull" and "push" 
causes; that is, it seems that rural reaidents are pulled 
into urban centers and urban labor markets by the attr&J.; t ion 
of better job opportunity and an increasing demand for labor 
While they are pushed by the technological progress to leave 
farm occupation. In the first case the primary deter11inant 
is the job opportunity while in the other case it i& the 
opportunity costs for each sex as well as for each age group. 
Bven if there is no way to estimate the costs for each 
group, it is obvious that ttie magnitude of the shift reveals 
it. T~e higher the costs of farming, the higher the move-
ments from rural to urban area. Given the magnitude of the 
movement for each group, there are a few clear effects. 
Pirat, there is a change in the consumption structure since 
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people living on the farm and people living in the city have 
a different consumption pattern. second, the changes of the 
consumption function produce a change in the production of 
the non-agricultural sector. These changes of production 
necessitate changes in the emplo)'llent and more generally in 
the dell&nd for labor. The problem of the relationship be-
tween the shift from rural to urban area and unemployment ia 
concerned with these changes in the demand for labor due to 
the urban-rural shift and with the increasing supply of la-
bor due to the same shift. 
If the rural-urban ahift causes a larger lncreaa~ in 
demand for labor than the increase in the supply of labor, 
there will be no unemployment, if one ia willing to assume 
that this "new non-agricultural supply of labor" wants to 
take jobs in the non-agricultural sector and if it filled the 
Job requirements. 
There ia strong presumption that this ia not so. Moat 
of the agricultural manpo..er is unqualified to take joba in 
other aecto ra. iioreover, it aeema that moat of the movers 
from rural to urban areas are not rich enough to Change the 
consumption function and consequently the demand for labor 
does not increase, or if it increases, it does not increase 
enough to absorb the new aupply. A.a a result, the ahift from 
rural to urban areas probably contributed to the increase in 
the unemployment rate during 1951-1961. 
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Though it is not possible to investigate completely this 
hypothesis, a few examples can be given. If the relationship 
between rural-urban shift and unemployment is valid, then the 
larger the shift the larger the unemployment. During the 
period 1951-1956 the average rate of total unemployment was 
4.49 per cent while the average decline in rural-farm resi-
dence waa -0.6 per cent. But during 1956-1961 the average 
total unemployment was 7.3 per cent and the average decline 
of rural-farm was -S.9 per cent . It seems that there ia no 
relationship during the 1951-1956 period between the rural-
urban shift and the unemployment rate. However, during the 
1956-1961 period, the relationship seems to extst as shown 
in Table 19. 
Table 19. Average unemployment rate and average rural-farm 
decline by age and sex 1951-1956, 1956-1961• 
19.51-1956 1956-1961 
Average Average Average Av. rur. 
unemployment rural-urban unemployment urban 
Total 4.49 -0.6 7.30 -5.90 
Males 4.78 -0.7 8.40 -4.40 
Females 2.94 -0.6 3.82 -6.30 
14-19 7.10 -o.s 12.62 -2.50 
20-24 .5.09 -1.7 9.34 -8.30 
25-44 2 .92 -1.5 6.19 -4. 70 
25-64 3.12 o.o .5.89 -3.70 
65+ 5.61 o.o 7.37 -6.90 
asource: (31, pp. 3, 10). 
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Apart from the rural-urban shift taken as a type of 
mobility, it is possible to interpret this shift aa a 
structural change in the economic structure, but because it 
involves so much movement of the population, it is better 
to examine it as a type of mobility. Aside from this type 
of mobility there are three other types of mobility Which 
can be analyzed under tbe title of geographical mobility. 
It can be subdivided into interprovincial mobility, inter-
regional mobility and intermunicipal mobility. Bach type 
can influence the unemployment rate; unfortunately, not all 
types can be analyzed. 
Interprovincial Mobility and the Share of Quebec in 
Relation to Unemployment 
The interprovincial mobility ia very important in Canada 
aa far as the labor ••rketa are concerned. It i• one of the 
poaaible aolutiona of a surplus labor market such aa in the 
Province of Quebec since the Province haa an above average 
unecployment. On the one hand. it is possible that the inter-
provincial migration has increased its labor supply too much 
compared to the demand for labor or, on the other hand, the 
population of Quebec does not move to other Provinces but 
prefera to live in a surplus labor market. 
Total in-migration from other Provinces totalized 32,283 
males and 32.600 females, the two major age groupa being 5-14 
(8,600 malea and 7,100 females) and JS-44 (6,000 males and 
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5,200 females). of th.e 32,283 men who moved in Quebec, 
28,900 moved in urban centers and the rest in rural areas. 
The same pattern is observabl~ for women (27,500). The 
great majority of the 32,283 ~en originated from contiguous 
Provinces (25,400), While 25,000 women from contiguous 
Provinces moved in Quebec. Most of them came from urban 
centers (21,800 men, 21,700 women). Those from non-contig-
uous Provinces came alao from urban centers (7,800 men, 
7,600 women). Though these figures do not give the complete 
pattern of the share of the Province for the interprovincial 
migration and mobility, they reveal where the movera came 
from, Who they are, and where they go. 
In relation to une111Ployment, it is possible to partially 
analyze the direct relat ionahip between unemployment and 
interprovincial migrations. But to measure the changes, it 
is necessary to know how many persona left the Province. 
Table 20 reveals that the Province of Quebec ia a net ex-
porter of population and manpower. Consequently. it is not 
possible to formulate the hypothesis that the in-migration 
has caused a riae in the unemployment level via an increase 
in ttie aupply of labor. However, one can say that the inter-
provincial migration during 1956-1961 had an adverse effect 
on the level of unemployment; it decreased it. The net out-
migration of Quebec is an indication of a surplus labor mar-
ket. It can also be said that the i .n-and-out-migration haa 
changed tbe structure of the labor supply and poaaibly 
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Table 20. lnterprovincial in-and-out-migration of Quebec by 
age and aex group 1956-1961 8 
In-tiigrat ion Out-migration Net 
Total males 2.5,4i3 36,904 11,481 
S-14 6,503 11,257 4,754 
15-19 1,608 2,413 BOS 
20-24 2,394 3,972 1,578 
25-29 3,.525 !5,680 2,1.55 
30-34 3,322 S,406 2,08 .. 
35-44 4,659 7,951 3,292 
45-64 2,832 S,130 2,298 
65+ 580 1,374 794 
Total females 25,04.5 43,487 18,442 
.5-14 6, 176 10,860 4,684 
1.5-19 1,777 J,223 1,446 
20-24 3,26.5 S,094 1,829 
25-29 J,658 !5,620 1,962 
30-34 2,747 5,178 2,431 
35-44 4,087 7,052 2,965 
4.5-6-i 2,602 4,742 2,140 
6S+ 733 1,775 1,042 
•source: (31, p . 13). 
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created structural unemployment because of complementaries . 
An out-migration of engineers, for example, could cause 
structural unemploytnent of unskilled. nie hypothesis can-
not be tested. 
Aside from the rural-urban shift and the interprovin-
cial mobility, it would be possible to examine the inter -
regional and intermunicipal mobility. However , the rate of 
unemployment for each region and each city is unknown. 
Therefore, it is not meaningful to investigate the relation-
ship of regional mobility and unemployment and intermunicipal 
mobility and unemployment . The same can be aaid for the 
industrial and occupational mobility. 
The two following chapters will exaroine the struct ural 
and aggregate de and hypothesis. 
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STRUCI'URAL CJTANGBS AND UNEMPLOYMBNI' 
Introduction • 
In the following analysis the relationship between 
une~ployment and changes will be investigated. Changes 
occurring in a society can be the subject of an analysis 
of functional changes or of an analysis of structural 
changes. Functional changes are the product of the actions 
of persons and the ways they act aa well aa the way they 
react. However, they behave and act within a framework or 
a structure. Structural changes are the movements of thia 
framework during the period While functional changea are the 
movements of the components of the structure. Structural 
changes occurring in any economic system produce changes in 
other sectors of thia system, engender reactions from the 
members of the system, and necessitate a readjustment of the 
total structure. The following analysis is concerned pri-
marily with structural changes that took p lace in the 
regional economy and secondly with the reactions of the 
members - the economic agents. 
In any given social system many types of structural 
changes can take place. An economic analysis has to be con-
cerned with structural economic ch angea only. It ia believed 
that in this analyaia of unemployment only the following 
changes are relevant: industrial and occupational distribu-
tion of manpower, production, consumption, income, and 
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employment. Given the changes that took p lace in the economy 
it will be possible to study the reactions of the economic 
agent and evaluate the structural unemployment. 
Changes in the Industrial and Occupational 
Manpower Structures 
Changes in industrial and occupational structures are 
very important since they provide useful indications about 
the stages of economic development and the necessary changes 
made by the labor force to adapt itself to this development. 
These manpower structures are defined in terms of broad 
occupational groups . The main sources of the data are the 
Census of 1951 and 1961 (2, 3) . 
Occupational distribution !![. manpo er 
Up to 1941, agriculture waa the chief occupation of the 
male labor force (251,539 in 1941) While services were the 
main sources of jobs for women (126,846 in 1941). In 1951 
the manufacturing industry had outdistanced agriculture and 
accounted for the highest percentage of the occupied male 
population. Women were still occupied mainly in services 
although a small drop occurred. Given these main shifts from 
1941 to 1951, the changes which took place in t~e occupation-
al structure during the 1951-1961 period can be e.x.mined by 
sex, age, age and aex and education. 
Of a total of 1,471,840 membera of the labor force, 
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there were in 1951, 341,646 women and 1,130,194 men. Ten 
years later there were 1,768,119 members of the labor force 
distributed in 1,289,425 men and 478,694 women. In other 
words, in 1951 there were 38 per cent of women and 62 per 
cent of men. Men increased by 17.1 per cent and women by 
40.1 per cent. Comparison of the occupational distribution 
by sex, as measured by the percentage distribution, reveals 
that there were significant changes. 
All primary occupations experienced a loss When the 
totals of both sexes are considered. Manufacturing occupa-
tions had 27.4 per cent of the male labor force in 1951 and 
30.9 per cent in 1961, while manufacturing occupations had 
22.5 per cent of the female labor force in 1951 and 18.0 per 
cent in 1961. Managerial occupations increased in propor-
tiron for males but decreased for females. In service, 
occupations of males increased their share more than f e-
males. It seems that the shift from agricultural to non-
agricultural occupations has been more equally distributed 
for male (occupation) than for females. 
As far aa age groups are concerned, it ia not possible 
to evaluate this type of shift in detail, percentage by per-
centage. However . the following paragraphs indicate the 
major shifts. 
The age group 14-19 probably has the greater total (male 
and female) shift. The major contributor to this shift were 
males, Who became more concentrated in clerical occupations 
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and in manufacturing, and less in primary industries. 
Females of this group show a net concentration in clerical, 
sales, and services. 
The distribution of total labor force of age group 20-
24 did not change very much except that it became leas con-
centrated in primary occupationa and a little more in 
clerical, salea, and service occupations. Males of this 
group more than doubled their share in manufacturing and 
professional. Here again females decreased their concentra-
tion in manufacturing and increased it in sales and in 
professionals. 
The age ~roup 25-44 had a relatively stable pattern 
except that it waa more concentrated in manufacturing in 1961 
than in 1951. The saae can be aaid for the age group 45-64 
wt.en the total of both aexea ia considered. However, the 
analysis of the total ia misleading. Men of this group 
experienced a major shift from primary occupation• to pro-
f eaaional and manufacturing occupationa. On the other hand, 
women became more concentrated in prof easional occupationa 
and experienced a sharp decrease in manufacturing and 
primary occupations. 
The group 65 years of age and over did not have any 
clear trend. However, it aeema that there waa a ahift toward 
profeaaional from primary occopationa although it waa not 
very important except for men. 
Another interesting set of data on occupations ia the 
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classification of manpower by sex and years of school. Work-
ers having between zero and four (0.4) years of achool expe-
rienced major shifts. The total of this group, both males 
and females, keep the same concentration in primary occupa-
tions but larger concentration took place in services and in 
manufacturing. Ttiat is, people having less than four years 
of school did not leave the agriculture. although their 
relative share decreased and the.y took jobs in services and 
manufacturing. "A priori" there is no re son for this type 
of shift. It cannot be inferred that service and manufac-
turing occupations require less education than before &ince 
these are very broad occupational groups. 
lorkers having between S-12 years of school remained 
equally distributed among occupations, except for the 
decrease in agricultural occupations. The group wiih more 
than 13 years of school quit the professional occupation 
and shifted toward sales occupations and toward "not atated" 
occupations. 
Industrial distribution ~ manpower 
An overall view of the manpower distribution reveals 
there were major industrial ahifta, Which are comparable to 
the occupational shifts, between 1941-1961. Primary 
industries declined more between 1941-1951 than between 
1951-1961, Wh i le the relative importance of industries of the 
secondary sector increased between 1941·1961. Finally the 
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tertiary industries increased their share continuously but 
more rapidly after 1951. These industrial shifts are shown 
in Table 21. 
a Table 21. Industrial shifts by large sectors in percentages 
1941 1951 1961 
All industries 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Priaary 25.6 17.9 11.4 
Secondary 32 • .5 35.8 33.5 
Tertiary 40.2 44.4 .52.1 
asource: (31, p. 18). 
Within these large sectors, the agricultural decline was 
the major contributor to the decline of primary industries. 
It declined from 21.1 per cent in 1941 to 13.1 per cent in 
1951 and 7.2 per cent in 1961. The secondary sector, though 
its total did not experience a comparable shift, sho~ed 
important shifts, especially in the construction and manufac-
turing industries. The tremendous growth of the last sectors, 
services, was not due to a particular shift but to an overall 
increase Which was caused by the increasing role of the 
government in education and health. Of the 240,000 new jobs 
created since 1953, more than two-thirda were in service 
industries. 
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Given these general characteristics of the industrial 
manpower shift, it remains to study these changed by age and 
sex. A more detailed analysis will be made when studying 
the production system, the supply of goods, the production 
function, and the demand for labor . As far as the industrial 
composition by sex la concerned, the proportion of all men 
declined in agriculture and manufacturing fro 16.5 to 8 . 9 
per cent and from 31.5 to 27.2 per cent respectively, be-
tween 1951-1961. These declines were equally redistributed 
in other industries but services inherited the larger part. 
Women distribution does not have the same aspect. T~ e pro-
portion of women in agriculture decrea1ed between 1951-1961 
While it declined more in manufacturing than the proportion 
of men e ployment, from· 31. 5 per cent to 27.2 per cent and 
32.4 per cent to 24 . 0 per cent respectively. This major 
decline was absoobed by services industr:itea in ""1ich t he 
proportion increased from 38.8 per cent to 42.3 per cent. 
The other induatriea shared equally the remaining 4 per cent. 
Consequently, the total of both aexea decreased in agricul-
ture, in some priaary industries, and in manufactur.ing. 
The age group 14-19 experienced a downward shift in all 
industries except in trade and aervicea for men and services 
for women . The manpower of this group waa more equally dia-
tributed in 1961 than in 1951. The males of the age group 14-
19 experienced a larger ahift than females of the same group. 
The same ia true for the males of the age group 20-24. 
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The proportion of the total males of this group increased in 
construction, trade, finances, and services and decreased in 
the other industries while proportion of females in thi• 
group increased in services, government, and transport. 
Consequently, there waa a shift for the total of thia group 
(both males and females) from agricultural and manufacturing 
industries toward services. The manpower of thia group was 
equally distributed among industries with a small concentra-
tion in services. 
The laat conclusion is even more valid for the age 
group 25-44 Which, in fact, did not experien~e major shifts 
except the well-known declines in agriculture and a small 
decrease in ••nufacturing. 
One cannot say the same of the last two grou a and 
especially for the group of 65 and over, Which had major 
ahifta between i951-1961. While the malea of the age group 
45-64 were relatively well distributed both in 1951 and 1961 
the f emalea became more concentrated in aervicea. The males 
65 and over had three main sources of employment: agricul-
ture, services, and manufacturing. There was a aubatantial 
decrease in services for the females of this group. The 
total of tbi• group had a major shift from primary industriea 
to manufacturing, transportation, finance, and trade. 
Although this type of analysis ia not perfect it provea 
as far as it can prove that there were substantial shifts 
among induatriea and occupations, not only of total 
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employment but also for each sex and age group. The analysis 
was primarily designed to indicate the direction of the 
latter shifts for each particular group and not to repeat 
that there were shifts from agriculture to manufacturing or 
from manufacturing to services. Theae phenomena are well-
known but their analysis doea not show the complete picture 
since the shifts are different for each sex and age group. 
The important factor is to know the relative ahift of the 
groups in order to be able to evaluate the relative impact 
of the shifts on the unemployment of each group. As far as 
the relationship between industrial shift of manpower and 
unemployment is concerned, it will be studied later in this 
chapter. 
Changes in Personal Income, ~agea, and Roura 
Personal income structure 
The following section i& concerned with the personal 
income structure. The posaibility exists of analyzing the 
level of economic activity, then the structures, or the 
level and the structures simultaneously. In the present study 
the structures and the changes of the structures are ana-
lyzed separately from the level. In good economic logic, the 
income should come after the analysis of production and 
before the analysia expenditures. The income, the expend-
itures, then the production, and finally the e111ployaent can 
also be studied. Thia ia a cycle since after the analyaia 
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of employment, the income can be re-studied. Given the 
information of the gross changes in the occupational and 
industrial structures, it ia possible to analyze the income 
firat, if the details of the employment structure Which 
underlied them are abstracted and if the description of 
large groups of employment (occupation and industry) are 
satisfactory. 
There were souie important shifts in the structure of 
personal inco~e. The shift from agriculture to manufactur-
ing caused a decline in the proportion of the total agricul-
tural revenue. It was 6.6 per cent of the total in 1946 and 
only 1. 7 per cent in 1966. This was obviously a major 
shift . On the other hand, the share of wages and salaries 
Sh owed an increasing trend , 63. 8 per cent in 1946 and 71. 9 
per cent in 1966. This overall trend can be divided in four 
subperioda: 1946-1952 (63.8-70.0 per cent), 1953-1956 (69,9-
71 . 1 per cent) , 1957-1961 (71.4-68. 4 per cent) , and 1962-
1966 (74 . 6-71 . 9 per cent) . These aubperioda revealed that 
the increase was not regular. However , the increase in the 
proportion is important enough to be noted. Revenue of non-
agricultural buaineae ahowed a steady decreasing trend. Prom 
10.6 per cent in 1946 the proportion decreased to 6 . 2 per 
cent in 1966 . Aa far aa interest are concerned, there is 
an increasing trend Which f ollowa a cyclical pattern. Thia 
source of revenue shared 8.5 per cent of the total in 1946 
and 10.1 per cent in 1966 . The last components of personal 
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income, tranafera, abowed mixed trends. It decreased from 
10.6 per cent in 1946 to 7.2 per cent in 1951 and increased 
thereafter to 13.0 per cent in 1966. 
Among the factor& affecting the amount and the composi-
tion of personal income are the number of hours worked, the 
wages and level of employment. In the following paragraphs, 
only wages and hours will be analyzed. 
wage structure 
The wage structure of any economy is important because: 
1) Wages are one of the major factor• influencing the 
level of personal income. 
2) It ia a very good economic indicator. 
3) The structure itself reveals the wage differential 
and the change in the wage differential. 
Except for agriculture the wages nearly doubled between 1949-
1964. The industrial composite average weekly wage waa 
$38.46 in 1948 and $88.62 in 1964. Table 22 ahowa the in-
crease and the rank of the wage for industrial groups. 
There were some shifts in the structure of wage between 
1948-1964. Agriculture, public utility trade, and services 
kept the aame rank. Forestry, mining conatruction increased 
their rank; manufacturing, transportation, and finance 
decreased it. Within manufacturing the pattern was stable. 
Chemical industriea were fourth in 1948 and first in 1964, 
While paper was first in 1948 and fourth in 1964. All 
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Table 22. Value and rank of average weetly wage by 
industrial group 1948, 1964• 
1948 1964 1964-1948 
$ rank $ rank $ rant 
Agricalture 21 .06 10 31.20 10 10.14 10 
Poreatry 34.89 7 89.09 ' 54.20 4 Mining 40.11 3 102.82 1 62.71 1 
Manufacturing 38.SO 5 83.70 7 45.20 6 
Construction 36 .87 6 9!5.60 4 58.73 2 
Tranaportat ion 45.55 1 97.88 3 .52.33 s 
Public utility 43.35 2 100.03 2 56.68 3 
Trade 34 .33 8 73.99 8 37.66 8 
Pinance 40.02 4 83.75 6 43.73 7 
Servicea 2.5.45 9 62.00 9 26.55 9 
8Source: (31, p . 28). 
others kept the same rank, for average weekly wage, between 
1948-1964. 
Hour a 
The number of houra worked ia a1eo an i~portant fac tor 
influencing t~e compoatt~on and the level of peraonal in-
COile. Any ahift in the atructure of hours lllOrked affects 
many other variables. Analyaia of houra differential can be 
made. Table 23 indicates the firat phenomenon, the 
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declining, While the second is described in Table 24, the 
table of difference in hours . 
Table 23. Hours and rank by lacge industrial sectors, 1951, 
1966 8 
19.51 1966 1951-1966 
Hours Rank Hours Rank Hours Rank 
Mining 47. 0 5 41.7 2 -6.3 1 
Manufacturing 43 . 5 2 41.8 3 -1.7 6 
C:onstruct ion 39.9 l 42.4 6 2.5 5 
Transport at ion 45.0 4 41.9 4 -J.1 4 
Communication 47. 9 6 42.3 5 -5.6 2 
Services 44.1 3 40.5 1 -3.6 3 
asource: (31, V • 29). 
Table 24. Hours differential by large industrial sectors, 
1951, 1966 8 
19.51 1966 1951 1966 1951 1966 19.51 1966 
= tie 0 
.9 = ~ 0 .. ... ori • :i .. ... 
~ u ... • 
t.o u ti 0 .,
a Cl! ... 0. u ... ~ .... '° ori c: :s IQ = t: ... Q a ct 
~ OS 8 ... t.I ~ £-" Cl) 
Mining 
Manufact uring -2.5 -0.7 
Construction -6.1 -0.1 -3.6 8.1 
Transportation -1.0 -7.4 1.5 0.2 .5 . 1 - 7.9 
services -1.9 -2.0 0.6 -1.3 4.2 -9 . 4 -0. 9 -1.5 
a 
Source: (31, p. 29 ). 
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There were major shifts among large industrial groupa 
between 1951-1966. Services were firat in 1966 and third 
in 1951J mining was second in 1966 and fifth in 1951; con-
struction industry waa sixth in 1961 but first in 1951. 
A complete study of hours differential cannot be made here. 
Without thia complete analysis of hours worked, it ia 
extremely difficult to make inference between hours worked 
and unemployment. 
Table 25 ahowa that within manufacturing the pattern 
is not as stable aa the pattern of wage. 
Table 25. Hours and rank of hours within manufacturing• 
1949 1964 1949- 1949 
1964 
Manufacturing 44.5 
Pood and beverage 48.2 
Tobacco products 41.9 
Rubber 44.2 
Leather 44.1 
Textiles 47 .9 
Knitting 41.6 
Clothing 40.9 
Wood products 49.5 
Paper products S0.1 
Printing 42.4 
Iron and steel 45.1 
Transportation (eqpt.) 47.J 
Non ferrous metal 44.1 
Blectrical apparatus 43.0 
Non metallic product 44.1 
Petroleum and coal 47.0 
Chemical 46.1 
•source; ( ~ ) .>l , p. 2 9 • 
Hour a 
41.2 
42.4 
37.6 
43.4 
39.4 
43.1 
42.3 
32.1 
4S.6 
43.1 
39.7 
43.6 
41.7 
41.8 
42.8 
36.4 
41. 3 
41.1 
-3.3 
-5.8 
-4.J 
-0.8 
-4.7 
-4.8 
0.7 
-8.8 
-3.9 
-7.0 
-2. 7 
-1.5 
-5.6 
-2.3 
-0.2 
-7.7 
-5.7 
-s.o 
15 
3 
9 
6 
4 
2 
1 
16 
17 
4 
10 
13 
6 
5 
6 
12 
1 
1964 1949-
1964 
Rank 
12 
3 
15 
4 
13 
11 
1 
17 
13 
5 
16 
8 
9 
10 
2 
7 
6 
4 
10 
16 
9 
8 
15 
1 
11 
3 
12 
14 
6 
13 
17 
2 
5 
7 
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Changes in the Structure of the Expenditures 
Introduction 
Two fundamental factors produced change• in 
the patterns of demand for labor. The first la an 
enormous expenditure in the paat 25 years on 
research and development , Which ha& given a new 
direction t o technological change. The second is 
the rising anfluence of the American peoples, Which 
h&a changed patterns of consumer spending. (26, 
p . 7) 
Thia quotation by ~illingworth (26) indicate• one of 
the major aourcea of changes. In order to understand the 
importance of the changes of this variable, it h•• to be 
replaced , first in a general economic context and second in 
a general historical context. The demand for labor ia a 
derived demand, and a shift in the production function pro-
duces a shift in the demand for labor. It ia poaaible to 
infer that the shift in the production function is the result 
of a reaction to the shift of demand for goods and aervicea 
although, to a certain extent, the reverse is alao possible; 
that la, an autonomous shift of production will affect the 
demand for gooda and services . Thia is the meaning of the 
quotation: on the one hand the demand for goods changes the 
production function Which in turn changes the demand while 
the new technology changes the production function and 
indirectly the demand for goods and the demand for labor. 
In the following aectlon it is assumed that the shift 
in the production function, if it occurred, is partly due 
to the shift in the consumption function. The chain of 
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eauaatlon is as follows: a shift in the consumption func-
tion was large enough to require a shift in the production 
function, Which in turn haa necessitated a shift in the 
demand for labor. 'nlis last shift was a source of struc-
tural unemployment aince the skill requirements and the 
location of expanding labor markets were different. 
Two historical events may have affected the consumption 
function, the depression of 1929 and more recently World 
War II. The first event, because of material scarcities 
and lack of purchasing power, affects both the general 
level of consumer spending and the coMponents (durables, 
non-durablea, and services). The second, because of public 
control of consumer spending, affects the level of spending 
to a certain extent but especially the type of consumption. 
As a result the normal pattenn of demand for goods and 
aervicea was shifted. These shifts will not be analyzed; 
the analysis instead will be of the reactions to thoae 
shifts. The reactions to the first event took the form of 
a hunger for non-durable goods While the second created a 
more important hunger for durable goods. When the demands 
for durable goods and services were satisfied, another ahift 
took place. The first was the restoration of the level of 
non-durable consumption, the &econd one can be called the 
ahift from non-durable to durable goods, and finally the last 
one is termed the shift from durable goods to services. 
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Conauaer expenditures 
Data are not available on the ccnsumer spending at the 
provincial level but it is possible to observe some changes 
by analyzing the retail trade expenditures. During the 
period 1946-1966 the item grocery and combination, Which is 
used to estimate food and beverage, had a relatively con-
stant proportion of the total retail expenditures. It 
always increased: 1946, 21.1 per cent; 1954-1959, 23 per 
cent; 1959- 1967, 25 per cent; 1966, 21 per cent. This 
increase was probably due to the increasing population and 
the 1ocation of this population, rural-urban shift. The 
second aajor item of non-d~rable goods , clothing, kept a 
constant proportion of total retail expenditures, 2 per 
cent. The remaining components of non-durable boods, drug, 
bazaar, ahoes, and fuels, bad also a constant share of the 
total (1-3 per cent). There was a small shift within non-
durable goods due to the increasing food and severage 
expenditures. As far aa durable goods are concerned, the 
shift was remarkable for transportation expenditures eati~ 
mated by the value of motor vehicle dealers and garage and 
filling stations. Starting with a proportion of 5 per cent 
' 
of the total in 1946, in 1966 it was 15 per cent (1949• 
8 per cent; 1950, 13 per cent; 1953, 17 per cent; and 1958, 
18 per cent). Home furnishing and lumber building material 
had constant proportion. It is obvious that the first two 
shifts are verified to a certain extent. It remains to 
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verify if there waa a shift from durable goods to aervicea . 
It is not possible to evaluate this shift from retail 
expenditures. Bven with better statistics , the real 
magnitude of this ahift ig not clear since many specific 
items of this group can change without being included in 
the statistics. An example is the tendency toward more 
consumption outside the home (preparation of foods and amall 
reparation). Many expenditures Which were domestic are now 
commercial. Apart from this hidden ahift in services there 
is another Which can not be counted directly aa a shift from 
goods to services made by the consumer1, considered as the 
spending units, but which is a shift in conaumer expendi-
tures if the consumer is regarded aa the "consuming unit". 
Thi• is the caae of education, health, and old age, all 
major services Which are both consumer and public services . 
There is a trend toward the transfer from individuals to 
govermaent agencies to organize these services . Therefore, 
the shift in consumer expenditures from goods to services 
does not take place directly but via government expenditures 
and revenue, that ia, via taxea. The next atep in the 
analysis of the changing atructurea of expenditures will 
atudy a type of consumer expenditures (taxea) and their 
uses, in other words public revenue and expenditures. It 
should be noted that this is not a study of taxation poli-
cies but an analyaia of the structure of taxation, taxes 
being considered aa an item of consumer expenditure as well 
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as a major source of revenue of government. Later the study 
of aggregate demand will take into account the level of 
taxation while the study of policy implication• will ana-
lyze the taxation policies. 
The c~ansina structure of eublic expenditures !!..!. .!!!!, !£.2!-
~ gt_ guebed, 1952-19§2 
The Province of Quebec on the wti ole followed the 
behavior of the other Provinces. Total expenditures Which 
increased slowly at the beginning of the period C01l1P•red to 
certain Provinces, later began to increase more rapidly. 
The average rate of increase was around 1~ .o per cent. 
The moat striking changes occurred in the fields of 
education, health, and transport. The Province spent less 
per capita in the early 19,0's but about the same amount 
in early 1960's. A complete analysis is not possible bot 
percentage of the total distribution for selected years in 
Table 26 reveals there were major shifts. 
Table 26 . Percentage distribution of provincial expendi-
tures for selected years• 
1952 1957 1960 1966 
Health 10.2 11.9 12. 7 22 .8 
Social welfare 9.8 13.0 14.9 10.2 
Education 16. 7 22.9 24.3 25.0 
Transport 34 . 6 25.9 23.5 15.9 
Natural resource 9.8 10.4 9 • .5 5.4 
Cultural 0.5 0.3 0.4 o.o 
8 Source: (31, p . 30). 
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As far as local governcent expenditures are concerned, 
there is a shift from local government to Provincial 
government aa the spending unit while there is no clear 
change in the structure of local government expenditures. 
There are two trends for certain fields. The proportion of 
health expenditures increased between 1952-1956 but there-
after declined . Social welfare expenditures ahowed a 
decreasing trend between 1952-1957 (1952, 2 per cent; 1957, 
0.8 per cent) but thereafter increased (1957, 0.8 per cent; 
1962, 1.2 per cent) . Bducation expenditures as a percentage 
of the total local government decreased alig~tly while the 
proportion of highway and road expenditures varied. 
The major effect of the changing structure of public 
expenditures ia to reinforce the shift from gooda to aerv-
icea employment and to a certain extent create structural 
unemployment. However, the direct effect cannot be 
evaluated. 
Capital expenditures 
The third most important type of expenditures ia 
investment spending . tt ia alao a very important {actor of 
the level of econo~ic activity of the Province at any time. 
Extensive changes may take place and had taken place from 
year to year in the level of iDVeatment and, because of this 
variability, capital expenditures from year to year form one 
of the moat dynamic factors affecting the level of e11lployment 
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and income in a region. Capital expenditures are those out-
lays made to replace, modernize, or expand the nation •• 
stock of physical capital Which is used to produce with 
greater efficiency the increasing volume of goods and gerv-
ices. 
Thia section is not interestcti in the amount of capital 
expen~itures (this will be the subj ect of analysis in the 
study of aggregate demand), but with the structure of capi-
tal expenditures. The amount of investment is important 
and alao its structure. It gives an idea of the expanding 
sectors and reflects the stated intentions of business, 
governments, and demand. Capital structure is one of the 
structures Which can be influenced aila indirectly can help 
to control the economy aa well as the other structures. 
There ia no clear change in capital expenditure wtien con-
sidering the total period 1947-1966, but dividing thia 
period in three aubperiods, it seems there were changes in 
th~ patterns of capital expenditures. Between 1947-1953, 
primary industries and construction showed an increasing 
trend . ' They had 9.3 per cent of total investment in 1947 
and 13 . 0 per cent in 1953. Prom 1953 to 1962, a aeries of 
fluctuations a~oun4 11.2 per cent can be observed, but from 
1962 it declined. Manufacturing investment lost its first 
place as the major (ield of investment during 1947-1962. 
Its percentage of total investment declined from 28.J per 
cent in 1947 to 20.4 per cent in 1953, fluctuated around 
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18.0 per cent until 1960, and thereafte r increased to 20.4 
per cent. Aa far as public utilities investments are con-
cerned, the percentage of total increased until 1953 (1947, 
20.3 per cent; 19SJ, 24.4 per cent), dropped sharply in 
1954, began to increase again until 1960 when it experi-
enced anotter drop from 26.1 per cent in 1960 to 23.9 per 
cent in 1961. Since 1961 it has fluctuated around 22 per 
cent. The aector including trade and finance followed a 
less clear trend than the othera. Over the period its 
percentage increased from 7.3 per cent in 1947 to 11.8 per 
cent in 1966. Housing investment showed cyclical varia-
tions. Its percentage of the total increased between 1947-
19,1, dropped in 1952, increased from 1953-1956, dropped in 
1957, but thereafter it declined except in 1962 and 1963. 
Public inveatment does not have an increasing trend aa can 
be expected. Moreover, it haa t he cyclical pattern, although 
the theory aaya that in years of recession, public invest-
ments have to be made, While they bave to be decreased in 
years of prosperity. However, it should be noted that this 
la regional public and institutions investment. 
It cannot be inf erred that there were ma j or changes in 
ttte. structure of investment, estimated by the percentage 
distribution of total investment, classified by large eco-
nomic sectors. .Bxcept for the declines in investment of 
primary i nduatriea, there are only small changes over the 
period although there are different cyclical behaviors. 
l~ 
Taking one of these sectors, manufacturing, which is 
the largest user of manpower, it aeems that the percentage 
distribution of the total manufacturing has changed. The 
industries Which have not kept their percentage in the total 
are food and beverage, and textiles, between 1947-1959 
(theteafter the percentage increased). Paper products have 
the same pattern as textiles. Wood products, iron and 
steel, knitting, clothing, rubber, leather, elect~ical 
apparatus keep the same percentage. Two induatriea show 
cyclical behavior, chemical products and non ferrous metal . 
Petroleum, transportation equipment, non metallic mineral 
products, printing and publishing have increased their per-
centage of total manufacturing . Consequently, it can be 
inf erred that there was a shift in capital spending from con-
sumer good industries (food and beverage, rubber, leather , 
and textiles) toward capital good industries and extracting 
good induetriea (non metallic mineral product and non 
fe r rous metal product). 
It ia not poaaible to estimate directly and even in-
directly the effecta of thia shift on employment , demand for 
labor (quantity and quality) aa well aa on production. In 
the caee of capital , it is probably more important to have 
the direction of the shift than a magnitude of the effect 
since the changing atructurea of capital expenditure do not 
have direct effects. If it bas some, it is within the frame 
of other related changes. However, even if these changes ar e 
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not believed to have direct effects, the analysis and more 
preciaely the indication of the changes are neceaaary in 
order to take into account this important variable. 
Changes in the Production Structure 
One of the major determinants of the change in emvloy-
ment ia the change of the production. Pirat, those factora 
have been analyzed which can affect the demand - income, 
wages, prices and hours worked - and secondly the shift 
that can change the production, that is, the rlemand for 
goods and aervicea. Given these changes occurring in the 
major variables, it is eaay to understand the changea 
that can take place in the structure of production. In 
turn thia will be used to understand the changes in the 
structure of employment. Two types of data are available 
to evaluate the shift of production: 1) the value of gross 
production, and 2) the value of net production. Pirat the 
atudy will be made of the changes among large industrial 
sectors. and second within mauufacturing. 
Leading the changes in production ia the shift from 
rural to urban location or the Mobility since to produce 
something different from agricultural products, it ia neces-
sary to relocate the population. Parallel to the changes in 
large industrial and occupational groups, and the changes in 
income and expenditures, the same shift took place in pro-
duction. The proportion of total production attributable to 
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agriculture declined ateadlly fro 8.3 per cent in 1946 to 
J.9 per cent in 1966, though the gross value of production 
always increased. The aame trend is observable for other 
primary industries. The proportion of forestry was 4.8 per 
cent in 1946 and 1.9 per cent in 1966. However, mining 
showed an increasing trend from 2.6 per cent to 4.7 per cent 
while trapping and fishing decreased. The proportion of 
electrical power had two opposite trends; it declined from 
2 .4 per cent in 1946 to 1.8 per cent in 1957, and then in-
creaaed to 2.8 per cent in 1966. A• far as the moat impor-
tant sector is concerned, manufacturing, there was a de-
creaaing trend but, first, it had a cyclical behavior and, 
second• the decrease waa relatively small, 71.8 per cent 
in 1946 and 67.9 per cent in 1966. On the other hand, the 
proportion of construction nearly tripled (1946, 6 .4 per 
centJ 1966, 18. 4 per cent). 
It should be noted that the same trends are observable 
When added value ia considered, but the proportion doe• not 
have the aame magnitude. The proportion of agriculture in 
terms of added value declined fro• 10.7 per cent in 1946 to 
S.7 per cent in 1960 instead of 8.3 per cent to 4 . 6 per cent 
in terma of groaa value. It declined more in terms of added 
value . Thia reflects an inereaae in costs of production for 
this aector. The same is valid for forestry, tbe proportion 
of Which decreased from 7.7 per cent to 3 .S per cent, a 
larger decrease than the decline in it& proportion of groaa 
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value. Fishing and trapping keep the same proportion of 
the total . The increasing trend Which was observed for 
mining gross value of production i& larger for added value 
by 0.2 per cent. The reduction in hours and the increase 
in average weekly wage were substantial in this sector. It 
can be said that these increases are due to an increasing 
productivity. The proportion of the electrical power showed 
the same two trends. Manufacturing added value increased 
its proportion (1946, 63 . 0 per cent; 1960, 64.0 per cent) 
While its proportion of gross value was declining. The 
increase of added value was 0.7 per cent. Obviously, there 
was a decrease in coats . Finally the proportion of con-
struction had increased between 1946-1960 from 10.l per cent 
to 17. 1 per cent While the gross value of production in-
creased from 6.4 to 16.2 per cen~, a diffGrence in percent-
age increment of 2.8 higher for added value. This shows a 
declining coat structure or an increase in productivity. 
Within the manufacturing sector, there were signifi-
cant shifts in the distribution of production. Except in 
two cases, knitting ~nd petroleum, the direction of change 
is the same for gross and added value of production. The 
induatriea Which increased their proportion are food and 
beverage, rubber, iron and steel product, non ferroua metal, 
electrical apparatus, non metallic metal, petroleum, chem-
ical. Those with a declining proportion are tobacco prod-
ucts, leather, textiles, knitting, clothing, wood products, 
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paper products, printing and publishing, and transportation 
equipment. The comments on the direction of changes in the 
structure of production give an idea of the shift from 
"light" to ''heavier" manufacturing production. Thia is the 
reflection of a changing consumer demand, from non-durable 
to durable goods, and government expenditures from general 
maintenance expenditures for the society to expenditures to 
build the inf ra-struoture. 
Changes in the Structure of Employment 
Since the sub ject of the analysis is unemployment, that 
is, the aurplua of the supply of labor over the demand for 
labor, it has been hypothesized that changes in labor re-
quirements (defined broadly) can yield a certain amount of 
unemployment. The main subJects of this section deal with 
theae changes or the factors causing theae changes. The 
above aections of the chapter have investigated different 
typea of changea Which are directly or indirectly related 
to change in the lat>or otructur~ or are the produce of these 
,tChangea (employment, income) or produce changes in aone other 
variables (demand, production, and employment). The present 
section studies the changes in the labor structure require-
ments aa the product of other changea . Following this 
section an overall analysis of structural changes will be 
made and the impact on unemployment calculated. 
' 
Considering the employment structure of the large 
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industrial sectors, the same shift from agricultural aector 
toward non-agricultural sector which was observed for pro-
duction, demand, and income ia present in the atructure of 
employment. In 1946 the proportion of total emplo)'W!nt in 
agriculture waa 21.6 per cant while in 1966 it was S.3 per 
cent. niia declining trend took place while there was an 
increasing demand for agricultural products and increasing 
gross value of production as well aa net value. However, 
the proportion of agricultural production waa also declin~ 
ing. Compari on of these two declining trends and of other 
variables reveals that this drop in agricultural emploYlr'ent 
is mainly due to the deellne in underemployment and to the 
increase in produc~ivity and capitalization. Measures of 
the decline in agriculture •re shown in Table 27. 
Table 27. Measures of the decline in agriculture 1946, 
1966a 
~ 1946 ~ 1966 ~ 1966-1946 
Income 6.6 2.6 -4.0 
Gros a production 8 .3 4.6 -3.9 
Added value 10.7 S.7 -.5.0 
Costa 2.4 1.1 -1.3 
Capital 9.3 11.2 +1.9 
Bmployment 21.6 S.3 -16.3 
•source: (31, pp. 22, 24, 27, 34). 
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As far aa forestry ia concerned, its proportion 
declined from S.4 per cent in 1946 to 2.7 pe r cent in 1966. 
Mining employment increased from 1.4 per cent of total 
eaployment in 1946 to a high of 1.7 per cent during 1956-
1962, then dropped to 1.5 per cent in 1966. Manufacturing 
employment showed an increasing trend between 1946-1956 
(1946, 27.8 per cent; 1956, 29 .0 per cent) and a decreas-
ing proportion to 24.0 per cent in 1966. It is obvious that 
the drop from agricultural emvloyment between 1946-1956 has 
been ahared by manufacturing, construction, aervicea and 
not stated. After 1956 the shift from agriculture was 
reinforced by a shift from manufacturing. The aajor inheri• 
tors of these two declining sectors of employment were 
services and not stated. The former increased its propor-
tion from 16.1 per cent in 1948 to 17.7 per cent in 1956 and 
from 17.7 per cent in 1956 to 23.3 per cent in 1966, While 
the latter increaaed from 20.0 per cent in 1946 to 28 .3 per 
cent in 1956 and to 34.9 per cent in 1966. The "not stated" 
industry ia a residual value. Given the total employment of 
any years, the other sectors for Which data are available 
are subtracted. It is not possible to know exactly the 
composition of this amount. The construction industry 
showed a small increasing trend but it had cyclical behavior. 
Prom 6.7 per cent of total employment in 1948, it increased 
to 8.3 per cent in 1952, from 7.2 per cent in 1953 it 
increased to 8.3 per cent in 1957, from 7.9 per cent in 19~8 
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it decreased to 7 . 3 per cent in 1961, from 8.1 per cent in 
1962 it increased to 8. 3 per cent in 1965 but decreased to 
8 . 0 per cent in 1966. 
Among these larger sectors, only manufacturing employ-
ment can be detailed. The shift within manufacturing 
employment is comparable to the shift within manufacturing 
production. Bleven of the 18 industries increased their 
proportion, While nine of them had increased their propor-
tion, of manufacturing added value. Beverage and foods, 
rubber, iron and steel, transportation equipment , non fer-
rous metal, electrical apparatus, non metallic metal, and 
other induatriea bave increased both their production and 
employment. The proportion of employment was increased in 
leather and paper products and transportation equipment 
While the proportion of production was decreased . The pro-
portion of employment decreased in chemical and its pro-
portion of production was increased . Clothing had a 
constant proportion of total employment but its proportion 
of total J,>roduction declined. The re.maining industries, 
tobacco. textiles, knitting, woods. printing and publishing 
decreas 2 d both t~eir proportion of total employment and pro-
duction. 
Thia analysis of the changing structure of industrial 
employment has many pitfalls. Among others, one can only 
tell the direction of changes. In order to evaluate the mag-
nitude of the change, ita causes, the stability of the 
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production and of the employment system as well as the 
imvact of these different changes on unemployment, it ia 
necessary to have an overall view of these changes. The 
following paragraphs will investigate this aspect of the 
relationship unemployment and structural changes. 
Given the percentage distribution of production, added 
value, coats, capital, hours, wages, employment of manu-
facturing in 1949 and 1964, it ia possible to have a better 
idea of the changes occurring in the employment syatem. 
Tables 28, 29, and 30 contain the percentage distribution 
of the above variables, the ranka of the percentages for 
each of the years 1949 and 1964, and the profile of 
changes. Prom these tables it can be seen first that the 
changes described for any one of the variables are those 
described earlier. Second, it ia obvious that many changes 
took place during the period. Third, and this is the moat 
important point, the pattern of change for any of the 18 
industries ia different for to have the second important 
changes one can consider the changes in the employment aa 
the product of the changes of the other variables and ex-
plain the changes of this vsriable. for example, the 
changes in the proportion of food and beverage employment 
seema to have been caused by the increase in the proportion 
of total production to the decrease in the proportion of 
coats and, therefore, to the increase in the proportion of 
added value. 
Table 28. Proportion of manufacturing for selected variables in percentages, 1949, 
1964& 
Production Added value Costs Capital ttours Wages Employment 
1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 
lb 18.6 19.1 12.4 15.9 6.2 3.2 12.1 9.1 44 . 5 41.2 41.5 83.7 10.6 12.1 
2 2 .9 2.0 3 . 0 2.1 0.1 0.1 1.3 1.2 48. 2 •2.4 38.0 78.9 2 . 2 1.4 
3 0 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 0.2 0.2 0 .8 1.1 41 . 9 37.6 40.3 91 .5 1.6 1.4 
4 2 .5 1.6 2. 6 1.8 0.1 0.2 0.9 0.6 44 . 2 43.4 35.1 65.0 4.8 3.5 
s 9.2 7.3 9.7 7.1 o.s 0.3 12.0 8.8 44.1 39.4 29 .6 56.8 11.2 9.0 
6 l.S 1.6 1.9 1 . 6 0.4 o.o 0.3 0.1 47 . 9 43 .1 37. 4 71 . 0 2.7 2.S 
7 9.4 6.9 10.1 7.8 0.8 0.9 4 .3 2.1 41 . 6 42.3 30.5 70.3 14.0 13.3 
8 5.1 2.6 5.2 2.8 0.1 0.2 4 .4 2.4 40. 9 32.1 31 . 3 55.0 8 . 2 s.o 
9 12.0 10.4 13 . 2 9.6 1.2 0 . 8 16.5 21.4 49.5 45.6 35.5 66 . 8 8.0 8 . 0 
... 
N 
10 2 .7 2.9 4.1 4.4 1.4 1.5 2 . 6 s.o 50.1 43 .1 52.7 101.0 4.1 4.6 (II) 
11 7 .0 6.S 9.4 9.2 2 .4 2.7 8 .5 4.4 42 . 4 39.7 47.0 9.5.5 9 .1 9.5 
12 5.4 3.9 5.9 4 . 6 0.5 0 . 7 5.1 4.0 45.1 43 . 6 45.7 95 . 5 7.0 S.2 
13 8 . 3 3.8 5.9 4.5 2.5 0 . 7 5 .7 7.4 47.3 41 . 7 49.7 101.9 3.8 4.9 
14 3.1 4.5 4.2 5.1 1.1 0 . 6 3.5 3 . 2 44.1 41.8 47.3 104.0 4.0 5.1 
15 1 .8 2.8 2.3 3.7 0 • .5 0.9 3.7 7.1 43 . 0 42.0 47.9 99.0 2 .0 2.9 
16 4 . 2 4.2 1. 8 l. q 2.4 2.3 7.5 2.9 44.1 36 . 4 44.3 95.2 0.8 0.5 
17 4 .4 S.3 S.2 6.8 0.8 1.5 8 .0 8.4 47.0 41.3 44.2 94.2 4 . 0 4.3 
18 1 .1 2.2 1.5 2. 6 0.4 0.4 na na 46.l 41.1 46.8 107.0 na na 
a Source: (31, pp. 23 , 25 , 26 t 28, 29, 34) . 
bl= aanufacturing ; 2 • food and beverage; 3 = tobacco; 4 = rubber; 5 = leath-
er; 6 = textiles; 7 • knitting; 8 = clothing; 9 s wood; 10 = ppper ; 11 • printing 
and publishing; 12 = iron and steel; 13 =transportation equipment; 14 = non ferrous 
metal; 15 =electrical apparatus; 16 • non metallic metal vroducts; 17 =petroleum 
and coal products; 18 = chemical and allied. 
a Table 29. Rank of selected variables (manufacturing) 1949, 1964 
Production Added value Coats Hours Wage a Employment 
1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 
capital 
1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 1949 1964 
lb 
2 1 
3 12 
4 17 
s 14 
6 4 
7 16 
8 3 
9 8 
10 2 
11 13 
12 6 
13 7 
14 .5 
15 11 
16 15 
17 10 
18 9 
a 
b 
1 
14 
17 
15 
3 
15 
4 
13 
2 
11 
s 
9 
10 
7 
12 
8 
6 
2 
12 
17 
13 
4 
15 
3 
8 
1 
11 
s 
6 
6 
10 
14 
16 
8 
l 
13 
17 
1.S 
5 
16 
4 
12 
2 
10 
3 
8 
9 
7 
12 
14 
6 
17 
l 
4 
1 
6 
5 
9 
1 
12 
13 
14 
6 
14 
11 
6 
14 
9 
17 
2 
3 
3 
6 
1 
11 
3 
10 
13 
16 
8 
8 
1 
11 
15 
13 
2 
11 
16 
15 
3 
17 
10 
9 
1 
13 
4 
8 
7 
12 
11 
6 
5 
2 
14 
15 
16 
J 
17 
13 
12 
1 
7 
8 
9 
5 
10 
6 
11 
4 
Source: (31, pp. 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, and 34). 
15 
3 
9 
6 
4 
2 
1 
16 
17 
4 
10 
13 
6 
s 
6 
12 
1 
12 
3 
15 
4 
13 
11 
1 
17 
13 
5 
16 
8 
9 
10 
2 
7 
6 
11 
10 
14 
17 
12 
16 
15 
13 
1 
5 
7 
2 
4 
3 
8 
9 
6 
11 
10 
15 
16 
12 
13 
17 
14 
4 
7 
6 
3 
2 
5 
8 
9 
1 
3 2 
14 15 
16 15 
8 12 
2 4 
13 14 
1 1 
5 8 
6 .5 
9 10 
4 3 
7 6 
12 9 
10 7 
1~ 13 
17 17 
10 11 
1 = aanufacturing; 2 z food and beverage; 3 • tobacco; 4 ~ rubber; 5 = leath-
er; 6 = textiles· 7 = knitting; 8 = clothing; 9 =wood; 10 = paper; 11 = ~rinting 
and publishing; 12 = iron and steel; 13 = transportation equipment; 14 = non ferrous 
metal; 15 • electrical ap~aratus; 16 = non metallic metal products; 17 = petroleum 
and coal products; 18 ~ chemical and allied. 
~ 
'° 
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Table JO. Profile of ranka of aelected variables 
(111anufacturing)8 
d " .. ::s 0 ... Q 
~ .... ~ cu ... .. I> ... ~ ~ u C1 0 .,, • :s ~ '° ..., tO • ::s ~'8 cu .... "" cu ... ... 'Q 'Q " 0. tie :s ~ = Mk 'O 0 ., .. 0 ~ t!) 0. < u u ~ -.... -
Pood and beverage • + • = • + + 
Tobacco and products • :II 
Rubber a • + + + 
Leather ... • :I: D 
Textile a + - :: • • 
I.nit ting + + • + 
Clothing a: = 
Wood product a + 
Paper products = + = + + 
Printing, publishing + + • + 
Iron and ateel products + + + + 
Transportation equipment + + + 
Non f erroua metal products + + + + 
Blectrical apparatus + + + + - + 
Non metallic metal product - + + • + + 
Petroleum and coal product + - • + • 
Ctiemical and allied + + + 
•Source: (31, pp. 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, and 34). 
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In general it seems that those industries which in-
creased their proportion of total employment have also 
increased their proportion in other variables. The reverse 
is also true. When this ia not the case, there were larger 
productivity chan~es in these industries relative to the 
others. This is the case for printing and publishing , and 
transportation equipment. It seems that there were struc-
tural c~angea. However, this is not the important point 
since it is insufficient to have structural changes to have 
structural unemployment. The following &ection will explain 
why these structural changes did not necessarily produce 
structural unemployment. 
The Relationship Between Structural Changes and Unemployment 
The previous analysis of the structures of the system 
is far from complete since st~uctural characters other than 
economic characters were only mentioned. It is obvious that 
the political and juridical structure of the system can be 
the subject of a deeper analysis than the one made in this 
study. The same comment is true for the psychological and 
sociological structures as well as for the technical and 
demographic structures . In f&ct , it all depend& upon the 
point of view. In the above chapter, an economic angle was 
adopted. To have a complete analysis of the structural 
changes, it is necessary to choose each structure, one after 
the other, as the dependent variable and the elementa of 
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this structure, while selected other structures were con-
sidered as the independent variables. Moreover, one set of 
elements of the economic structure was consid~red aa the 
dependent variable, namely the variables of the labor mar-
ket: the demand for and the supply of labor, their imbal-
ance. Within thia framework the concern is with the changes 
of thia set of variables aa the product of the changes in 
other selected atructurea. Until now the concern has been 
only with the changes in the other selected structures and 
it has been proved that there were changes in these selected 
structures. Before analyzing the relationships between the 
changes in the set of variables and the change of other 
structures, it ia necessary to analyze the possibility. the 
meaning, and the mechanisms of such relationships . 
For the possibility to exist, it ia necessary to ver-
ify that there were changes in the unemployment level, amount, 
composition, and behavior; that ia, that there were changes 
in the supply of and in the demand for labor Which were due 
to changes in other structures or in the elements of the 
economic structures. Thia ia one of the hypotheses of the 
study: that the rise in secular unemployment ia due to 
changes in the structures of the system. This ie the well-
known, but now always well-understood, structural hypot hesis 
of unemployment. In thia hypotheaia, the unemployment struc-
ture, composed of the level, amount,, behavior, and compon~nta 
(both personal characteristics of sex and age, and type of 
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unemployment), is supposed to be dependent on both the 
econoeic atructure and the changes occurring in thi• atruc-
ture and in other structures. It ia obvious that non-econom-
ic atructurea can change without changing the unemployment 
structure directly or indirectly. It is eaay to formulate 
a "chicken and egg" problem. Therefore, the f irat limit at ion 
of the atructural hypothesis is the causality scheme as to 
what comes first. Since thia problem must be solved if one 
wanta to teat the hypothesis, there is no choice but to 
aaaume that changes of the unemployment structure come after 
the other changes and are caused by them. Consequently, the 
Whole structural hypothesis ia based on an unverified prin-
ciple. Apart from this first limitation one can explore a 
aecond "chicken and egg'' problem. 
The structural hypothesis states that structural 
changes product structural unemployment. However , it does 
not state the type of causation, that is, if they cause 
unemployment directly or indirectly. In the latter case, one 
can formulate the hypothesis that unemployment ia due to the 
cyclical variation• of aggregate demand, Which in turn are 
the product of structural changes, and consequently the 
unemployment ia indirectly produced by atructural changes. 
That ia, the principles and the cauaea of cyclical variation• 
of demand are caesed by the structural variationa or one can 
forinulate the hypothesis that unemployment is due directly 
to structural variations themselvea caused by cyclical 
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variations of aggregate demand. Here again is a "chicken and 
egg" proble111. It is believed that to test the structural 
hypothesis, one must aaaume the first scheme of causation 
and the second sche e to teat the aggregate demand hypoth-
esis. In other words, When on~ tests one of the hypotheses, 
the other must be taken into account. Thia is only the 
application of an elementary principle of economics: the 
interdependence principle. 
Given these two limitatione and their possible solu-
tions, it is easy to see that the structural hypothesis about 
unemployment is valid for specific structural periods of 
change only, since the notion of structure refers to the aet 
of stable ele•enta. However, it ia not excluded that this 
set of stable elements does not have a cyclical behavior com-
parable to the cyclical pattern of non-structural elements . 
Therefore, cyclical unemployment can be the product of: 
1) Cyclical variation• of non-structural elements. 
2) Cyclical changes of structural elements. 
3) Both cyclical variations and cyclical changea. 
Long-term cyclical changes can be aaaociated with the stage 
of economic development, While short-ter• cyclical changea 
can be aaeociated with short-tern mutation• of the equilib-
rium of the ayatem. On the other hand, long run cyclical 
variationa are oscillations around long-term position of 
equilibrium. The problem of structural uneaployment is a 
problem of dynanica since long-term and short-term mutations 
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necessitate changes ln the equilibrium position of the aya-
tem and a new position of all the structures aa well as of 
all the elements within each structure. To prove that 
there is atructurA 1 unemployment, one must prove that 1) 
there were mutations (long-run and short-run) in the system, 
and 2) the mutations were large enough to produce a dis-
equilibriU111. Thia is quite difficult since, though there 
can be large mutations, not all can be strong enough to 
engender a diaequilibrium in the economic system and more 
precisely in the labor market. (Many of the structural 
changes cancel each other 10 they cannot be added.) To 
prove that the postwar rising trend of secular unemployment 
was due to successive structural changes, one has to prove 
that the unemployment was a non-ho eostaaia variable;. that 
is, unemployment did not return to it• initial level after 
each permenent short-term mutation. The homeostasis condi-
tion is usually illustrated by organic examples . If the 
temperature in the environment of an organism falls, the 
fall will cause heat to drain more r~pidly from the organ-
ism Which, in turn, will activate a mechanism Which will 
increase the body ' s generation of heat, ao that unless the 
fall i .n external temperature is too great, the temperature 
of the organi sm after a temporary fall returns to normal. 
Given this general model and the previous analysis of 
the changes in each selected structure, it remains to ver-
ify the hypotheeis that the riae in secular unemployment 
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during 1946-1966 was due to structural changes , or in terms 
of homeostasis, that the unemployment does not fill the 
homeostasis condition during the period analyzed. 
As far aa the long-term mutations are concerned, it 
seems that the Province of Quebec experienced a second take 
off. Therefore, it is possible that the change fro• one 
stage of economic development to the other baa produced a 
certain amount of structural unemployment. It is iapoaaible 
to infer that the increasing trend of total unemployment ia 
due to this type of mutation since on the one hand the same 
pattern of unemployment _prevailed in Canada and the United 
States (assuming that they are at a different stage of 
economic develop~ent) and on the other hand the new position 
of equilibrium may not be reached by now. If this latter 
argument is true, it is possible to say that the rise in 
unemployment is a "temporary long-term situation" . As far 
as short-term mutations are concerned it is difficult to 
verify t~e hypothesis since in all structures analyzed, the 
changes were slow intermediate and long-term changea. Thia 
ia true for the demographic atructures, expenditur es , income, 
wages, prices, and production. It is not poaaible to have 
ahort - term struct\lral unemployment since it tak.ea sharp and 
rapid struct ural changes to produce structural unemployment . 
However, if one wanta to couider the structural tranaforma-
tiona as short-term tranaf ormations, the proposed frictional 
hypothesis will be verified. 
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Apart from these two possibilities of the model, it re-
mains to analyze another source of structural unemployment. 
It ia possible to have hidden structural changes and creep-
ing structural unemployment. For example, it is believed 
that each of the long-term structural shifts (rural-urban 
shift, decline in fertility, etc.) aa well as each of the 
short-term structural Shifts (variation in the composition 
of demand and production), though they did not produce large 
amounts of structural unemployment, can have produced each 
year a creeping amount of unemployment not accounted for by 
the statistics. When these particular amounts are added up 
a total structural unemployment for any given year is 
derived . Tiie model requires that each type of unemployment 
be added up but this ia not necessarily true since many 
hidden structural changes will cancel out and since there 
is a certain amount of flexibility in the system. The last 
possibility cannot be verified. 
It should be noted that the above analysis does not 
reject the structural hypothesis, that of having higher 
secular unemployment due to structural changes. It simply 
does not verify it directly nor indirectly. 'nte app r oach 
used is quite different from the approach used by the United 
States Joint Economic Committee on nigher Unemployment Rate 
(35), structural transformation or inadequate de and, 1957-
1960. The aain reason for the different approach is the lack 
of atatiatical series. The approach of the Joint Bconomic 
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CoWlnittee appears too narrow for the period analyzed, though 
it mig~t be excellent for a very short period. 
A weak indicator of structural unemployment ia the 
long-term unemployment rate Which has been evaluated earlier 
in the note on the decomposition of the unemployment rate by 
tl•e period. Table 31 shows the evolution of the long-term 
unemployment - or structural unemploJllent - aad total 
une111ployaent rate. 
Table 31. Structural unemployment and total unemployment 
rates• 
Year 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
Total unemploy-
ment rate 
3. 76 
5.91 
6.15 
4.9!5 
6.04 
8.84 
7.87 
9.13 
8.83 
7 • .50 
7.40 
6.JS 
S.39 
4.n 
•source.• (31 pp 3 4 ) ' • ' -a • 
Structural unem-
ployment rate 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0.36 
0.30 
0.32 
1.41 
0.90 
1.26 
1.16 
0.79 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.20 
It can be observed that the structural unemployment is 
Quite stable over the period 1953-1966 t hough there is a 
sharp rise between 1957-1961. This rise is not high enough 
to explain the rise in total unemployment and the method used 
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to evaluate the structural unemployment - that is, the long-
term unemployment rate - i& only an indication of tbe 
phenomenon. It seems that t he same conclusions can be made . 
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AGGR BGATB DBM.AND AND UNfillPLOYM.BNI' 
The Aggregate Demand Hypothesis 
The previous chapter was concerned with structural 
ch anges in the economy. These shifts i n the structure of 
the society and in its econ~mic components have affected the 
employment . However, the above analysis was mainly a type 
of neutral analysis since it only describes the structural 
changes. To have a posit ive analysi s, the two sides of the 
process must be conside red, namely: 1) t he reduction in 
employment in certain occupations and industries, and 2) the 
increase in employment elaewtiere. The laat two sections 
have proved, as far as tt1ey can prove, that there was no 
structural unemployment . Thia may be t rue, but in fact thia 
ia a meaningless statement and should not be considered aa a 
definite conclusion about the causes of the riae in secular 
unemployment . There waa, in fact, structural unemplo'yllent, 
at leaat a certain amount, but it was hidden in the Whole 
process. Changes in the conditions of demand and supply, in 
the volume of output, in its distribution between industries, 
changes in the method of production, as well as changes in 
the supply of labor and in its sources, in other words, the 
ser ies of structural changes as described above may be the 
causes of an increase in the demand for labor, though there 
can be declines for specif le demanda . Prom this point of 
view, structural unemp loyment ia possible only if another 
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condition is fulfilled: the reduction of employment caused 
by structural shifts via declining demand for labor must be 
greater than the increase in employment itself due to the 
structural changes via the increase in productivity. Thia 
is the case in ~. ricultural employment. One can analyze the 
structural changes and say there was structural diaemploy-
ment or reduction ~f employment, but since structural dises-
ployment is not equivalent to structural unemployment, it 
cannot be inferred that as soon as there is structural change 
there is structural unemployment. Therefore, the conclusion 
of the previous chapter that there was no visible structural 
unemployment should not be suryriai~g. It is true that there 
was a large amount of structural disemployment caused by 
large shifts in the structure of the economy, but the~e were 
larger, or at least equal, increases in emplo:ment ~ae to 
the same shifts. The present chapter ia concerned with this 
increase and the cause of this increase, that is , the aggre-
gate demand . However 7 it is convenient to differentiate 
between certain types of increase. Some are the product of 
tbe shift only, while others are the result of both the 
shifts taking place in the economy and the growth of the 
economy, and finally others are due only to the growth of 
the economy . Por example, the changing rural-urban structure 
increases the demand for goods and services (the non-imputed 
demand) since those living in rural areas and on farma have 
a different pattern of consumption. On the other hand , the 
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increase in income cauaea an increase in demand while the 
ahift in the atructure of production givea rise to a higher 
productivity, higher wages, higher income, and finally 
higher demand. In the f irat caae the increaae ia due to a 
shift only, While in the ~econd it ia due to the economic 
growth of the economy, and in the third case the increaae 
is due to both the ahift and the growth. Thia chapter, 
though it ia concerned with all increases, will focua 
mainly on the iBcreaaea due to economic growth. In other 
words, the concern ia with the usual aggregate demand 
hypothesis about employment and unemployment. 
The Economic Growth of the Province of Quebec, 1946-1966 
During the period 1946-1966, the economy of the Prov-
ince of Quebec experienced a tremendous growth as shown in 
Table 32. Over the 21-year period, the personal income 
increaaed by 384.0 per cent While the diapoaable income 
increased by 350.0 per cent, but the taxea (direct) went up 
by 550.0 per cent. The increase in income ia reflecte d in 
the consumer expenditures, estimated by the retail atore• 
expenditures, Which increased by 318.0 per cent. Between 
goverDJDents, municipal government expenditure• rose more 
alowly (237.0 per cent) than the provincial expenditures 
{561.9 per cent). Unfortunately, the amount of federal ex-
penditures in the Province of Quebec is not available. Aa 
far as inveatment expenditures are concerned, they increased 
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Table 32. Province of Quebec selected economic indicators 
of growth, 1946 and 1966a 
Income 
Taxes 
Personal income 
Disposable income 
Per capita 
Incoae tax 
Bxpenditurea 
Consumer 
Capital (new) 
Provincial government 
Municipal government 
Total 
Production 
Wages 
Grose value 
Added value 
Coat a 
Total income (wages) 
Average weekly 
Hourly 
Prices 
Consumer 
Wholeaale 
Hour a 
Demogr aphy, employment 
Population 
Labor force 
Participation rate 
Bmployment 
1946 1966 Per cent 
000 
$2,339 
2,141 
645 
198 
1, 342 
1,005 
313 
246 
553 
3,473 
1, 786 
1,686 
1,493 
($34 .44) 
($· 0.74) 
( 77.50) 
(138.90) 
( 46.10) 
3,636 
1,337 
( 54 . 00) 
1,282 
000 
$10,830 
9,652 
1,88S 
1,188 
5,610 
4,509 
2,072 
809 
2,68l 
15,443 
6,.505 
8,939 
7 , 792 
($90. 62) 
($ 2 . 16) 
(143 . 90) 
(259 . 60) 
( 41.80) 
S,810 
2,116 
( 53.30) 
2,016 
change 
384 . 3 
350. 8 
292.2 
sso.o 
318 . 0 
348. 6 
561. 9 
237. 0 
420. 9 
344 . 6 
264.2 
430. 1 
421. 9 
163.4 
191. 8 
85 . 6 
86.8 
-9. 3 
60. 0 
58.2 
- 0 . 1 
.57.2 
a 
Source: (31 , pp. 1, 3 , 22, 25, 26, 27, 28, Z9, 30, 
34, 37) . 
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by 348.6 per cent. It is nearly matched by the increase 
in groaa (value) production (344.6 per cent). However, the 
added value did not have the same rate of growth since the 
costs increased more rapidly than the gross production. 
Total wage income increased by 421 . 9 per cent While average 
weekly wage increased by 163.4 per cent. A certain part of 
the inczeaaea in wage incane is due to the increase in 
emplo}'1Dent and to the fact that different concepts are 
represented: average weekly earning ia a composite index, 
wtiile the total wage income ia the estimation of a tyve of 
income aa given in the national account. The increase in 
wagea took place while there was a decrease of -9.3 per cent 
in hours worked. Consumer price index went up by BS.6 per 
cent and the Wholesale price inde~ by 86.8 per cent. 
Given this information on the aggregate demand and on 
the resulting income, the supply of labor can be considered. 
The population increased by 60.0 per cent, the labor force 
by 58.2 per cent, and there was a decrease of -0.1 per cent 
in the participation rate. The employment showed an increase 
of 57.2 per cent, that is, a smaller increase than the 
increase of the labor force. There waa one per cent differ-
ence between the rate of growth of the demand for labor 
(employment) and the supply of labor {labor force) during 
the period 1946-1966. However, it cannot be inferred that 
this resulted in a one per cent unemployment due to the 
aggregate demand since there can be a too rapid growth of 
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the supply of labor due to the rapid growth of the popula-
tion. 
Although this description of the growth gives an idea 
of the behavior of certain economic variables, it does not 
constitute a test of the aggregate demand hypothesis. The 
first approach to test the hypothesis should be the analy-
sis of the set of major variables year after year in terms 
of number, percentage changes. Since this requires lengthy 
analysis, it is not possible to make this analysis. How-
ever, an analysis of the same variables will be made for 
each buaineaa cycle measured by the unemployment rate only. 
Peak unemployment rates are equivalent to peak years of 
recession, While trough unemployment rates correapond to 
trough years of expansion. Given the unemployment during 
the period 1946-1966, four recession (peak) yeara are ob-
tained: 1950, 1954, 1958, and 1960; and four expansions: 
1947, 1951, 1956, and 1966. The percentage changes from 
the preceding year for these years and for the major vari-
ables (available) appear in Table 33. Average percentage 
changes have been calculated from one trough (included) to 
the other peak (included). 
It can be seen from Table 33 that the aggregate demand 
hypothesis explains the increasing total unemploycent rate 
and obvioualy it explains also the total unemployment rate 
tllhen the latter is adjusted for other unemployment, that is, 
after elimination of other types of unemployment. The 
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Table 33. Rate of growth of selected econ01llic indicators of 
the aggregate demand for selected yeara• 
P.BA.tb 
Income 
Personal 
Disposable 
Taxes 
Direct 
Expenditure• 
Conaumer 
Capital 
Government 
Municipal 
Provincial 
Production 
Groaa 
Added value 
Coat a 
Parameter a 
Wage inc ollle 
Average weekly 
Consumer price 
Wholesale price 
Hours worked 
Supply of labor 
Populat d.on 
Labor force 
Participation 
Demand for labor 
Bmployment 
Surplus of labor 
Unemployment 
1950 -
8.3 
9.6 
.5.1 
16.6 
6.8 
na 
na 
na 
1.7 
11.8 
6.3 
6.6 
4.1 
2 . 9 
6.S 
o.s 
2.2 
0.7 
-1.1 
-0.4 
Per cent change, number 31.2 
Per cent change, rate 30.2 
Unemployment (rate) 
Unemployment (number) 
4.3 
63.0 
1954 -
3.9 
4.1 
2 . 2 
1.4 
-6. 7 
1.5.2 
18.6 
12.S 
3 .4 
1.4 
a.s 
2.7 
3 . 3 
0.6 
-1.6 
-2.J 
2.8 
2.1 
-0.9 
-1.0 
27.S 
S0.9 
S.6 
92.0 
1958 -
7.9 
7.3 
s.1 
4.8 
1 • .5 
6.0 
3.6 
8 .0 
-3.3 
o.s 
-S.9 
3.2 
4.0 
2.6 
o.o 
-0.9 
3.3 
3.2 
0.9 
0.8 
51.4 
46.3 
1960 -
6.6 
5.2 
16.4 
4.3 
-1.3 
16.1 
5.9 
24.6 
1.8 
S.1 
-1.1 
4.7 
3.4 
1.1 
0.1 
0.7 
2.3 
2 • .5 
-2.6 
1.0 
12.3 
16.0 
8.8 9.1 
153.0 164.0 
Source: (31, pp. 1, 3, 22, 2.5-30, 34, 37). 
bPercentnge change from preceding years. 
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Table 33 (Continued) 
TROUGHb 
1947 1951 1956 1960 - - -Income 
Personal 11.4 13.4 9.7 7 . 3 
Disposable 12.s -19.6 10.1 8.1 
Taxes 
Direct -1.1 71.6 3.7 11. 8 
Expenditures 
Consumer 20.7 11.9 10.s 10. 6 
Capital na 21.2 10.7 9 . 0 
Government na na 8.9 na 
Municipal na na 9.5 na 
Provincial na na 8 . 4 14 . 1 
Production 
Gross 18.2 22.0 10. 7 5.7 
Added value 16.8 18.J 9.3 4.8 
Costa 21.1 26.1 15.1 9.2 
Parameters 
Wage income 17.6 17.7 13.0 12 . 7 
Average weekly S. 8 10.4 5.S 9 . 1 
Consumer price 9.4 10.4 1 . 7 3.7 
Wholesale price 17.5 13.7 3.2 12.2 
Hour• worked -1.s .-3 .2 o.o o.o 
Supply of labor 
Population 2.2 2.2 2.5 1.8 
Labor f oree 1.4 2.0 1 • .5 4 . 7 
Participation -0.J 0.1 -o.s 2.0 
Demand for labor 
Bmployment 3.2 3.6 2.8 5.4 
Surplus of labor 
Unemployment 
Per cent change, number -58. 8 -33.3 -22.S -9. 0 
Per cent change, rate -65.8 -52.9 -24.2 -14.1 
Unemployment (rate) 2.4 2.8 4.9 4.7 
Unemployment (number) 34.0 42.0 80.0 100. 0 
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Table 33 (Continued) 
PBA~ !.Q TROUGHc 
1947-50 1951-54 1956-60 1961-66 
Income Pe7:sonal 9.S 8.8 6 .7 6.9 
Disposable 10.1 11.1 6.4 7.5 
Taxes 
Direct 7.8 22 .1 13.5 12.S 
.Expenditures 
Consumer 13 . 0 6.4 1.0 6.4 
capital 30.8 7.5 4.2 10.4 
Government na 11.7 10.3 na 
Municipal na 6.1 13.5 40.0 
Provincial na 8.4 12.0 na 
Production 
Gross 9.2 8.8 J.3 7.1 
Added value 11.2 8.1 2.9 6.9 
Costs 1.5.7 8.2 J.O s.o 
Parameters 
Wage income 10.7 9 • .5 9.0 9.3 
Aver.-ge weekly S. 5 7.0 4.4 .5.0 
Consumer price 7.4 3.5 1.5 2 .1 
Wholesale price 12.2 S.8 1 . 1 2.0 
Hours worked -0.6 -1.8 -0.1 0.1 
Supply of labor 
Population 2.2 2.5 2.6 1.8 
Labor force 1.7 2.2 2.4 3.1 
Participation o.o o.o 0.6 0.7 
Demand for labor 
Bmployaent 1.6 1.6 1.8 4.1 
Surplus of labor 
Unemployment 
Per cent change, number 4.1 0.7 -14.8 -11.0 
Per cent change, rate 0.6 8.1 9.0 -13.4 
Unemployment (rate) 3.0 3.7 6.7 6.6 
Unemployment (DUllber) 42.0 54.0 114.0 130.0 
cAverage percentage change. 
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period 1947-1950 has an average rate of unemplo'f1lent of 3.0 
per cent or 42,000 unemployed While in term• of percentage 
changea the rate change• by 0.6 per cent and the number of 
unemployed by 4.1 per cent. One source of this unemployment 
is the supply of labor. The population increased on the 
average at a rate of 2.2 per cent, the labor force rose at 
a rate of 1.7 per cent, l!fhile the demand for labor increased 
at a rate of 1.6 per cent. There was no change in the par-
ticipation rate. Therefore, about 0.1 per cent of change of 
unemployment can be accounted for the difference in the 
average rate of increase in the supply of and demand for 
labor. This is a negligible proposition. The demand for 
goods and servicea went up by 13.0 per cent on the average, 
While total investment increased by 30.8 per cent. Aa a 
result of these large increaaea in demand, consumer prices 
rose by 7.4 per cent and wholesale prices by 12.2 per cent 
on the average. Therefore, the slow percentage increase in 
unemployment was obtained at the expense of a large per-
centage increase in prices. On the other hand, the increase 
in prices is reflected in the coata of production and in 
wages (15.7 per cent and 10.7 per cent reapectively). Assum-
ing that there is a causal scheme between inveatment-produc-
tion-e'llployment, it can be aeen that a 30.8 per cent increase 
in investment results in a 9.2 per cent increase in produc-
tion Which, in turn, givea a 1.6 per cent increase in employ-
ment. However, the large percenta ge increment in investment 
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is an abnormal situation. It reflects the change from a war 
economy to a peace economy. 
Compariaon of this period 1946-1950 with the following 
period 1951-1954 reveal• that on the supply aide ( of labor) 
the average increase was larger during 1951-1954 than during 
the period 1946-1950 (2.2 per cent and 1.7 per cent re-
spectively). There was no difference in the particip*tion 
rate {O.O per cent) as well aa in the percentage change of 
employment (1.6 per cent). 'nlerefore, it should not be 
surprising to observe an increase in the unemployment rate 
from 3 . 0 per cent (on the average for 1946-1950) to 3.7 per 
cent (on the average for 1951-19.54). The percentage changes 
in the rate of unemployment of 8.1 ver cent can be compared 
with a 3., per cent change in the consumer price index and 
5.8 per cent chonge in the Wholesale price index for the 
same period. It should be noted that the average increase 
in prices for the 1951-1954 period is half the increase in 
prices for the previous period 1946-1950 though the unemploy-
ae nt rate did not double (however, the percentage change in 
the unemployment rate increased from 0.6 per cent to 8.1 per 
cent). Aside from these changes are the increaaea of 9.S 
per cent in total wage income and 8.8 per cent and 11.l per 
cent in personal income and diaposable income respectively. 
On the demand side there waa a sharp decrease in consumer 
expenditures from 13.0 per cent to 6.4 per cent and a 
larger drop in investment from 30.8 per cent to 1.5 per 
lSl 
cent in 19~1-1954 While total government expenditures 
increased at a rate of 8.4 per cant. Since data on govern-
ment expenditures are not available for the period 1947-
1950, it cannot be said Whether this ia a good rate of 
increase for these items . The decrease in the average rate 
of growth of demand for goods and services produced a 
decrease in the average rate of growth in the gross pro-
duct ion. This is ref\ected by the drop in the average 
percentage change of groaa production, from 9.2 per cent 
in 1947- 1950 to 8.8 per cent for the 1951-1954 period . It 
seems possible to inf er that the increase in the average 
unemployment rate from 3.0 per cent to 3.7 per cent for the 
same period can be accounted for in the decrease of the 
aggregate demand. 
The hypothesis can be verified alao for the period 
1956-1960 which has seen an increase in the unemployment 
rate (average) from 3.7 per cent in 1951-1954 to 6 . 7 per 
cent in 1956-1960 While the number of unemployed persons 
passed from an average of 54,000 to 114,000. On the other 
hand, the population increased by 2. 6 per cent on the aver-
age as compared with 2.5 per cent for the previoua period. 
The average percentage of the labor force rose from 2.2 per 
cent to 2 . 4 per cent (change) and the participation rate 
from O.O per cent to 0. 6 per cent. These average in-
creases in the supply of labor were not matched by the 
increase in the demand for labor which on the average passed 
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from 1 .6 per cent in 1951- 1954 to 1 . 8 per cent for the 
19.56- 1960 per iod. The major causes of this alow increaae 
in the demand f or labor as estimated by the employment or 
the causes of the large increase in the unemployment are 
the decrease in income , investment, and production. 
Personal and diapoaable income increased by 6.7 per cent 
and 6 . 4 per cent on the average as compared with the 8 . 8 
per cent and 11. 1 ver cent of the preceding period 19Sl· 
1954. Though the average rate of increase in income de-
creased , the consumer expenditures rose and on the average 
were 7.0 per cent in 1956-1960 and 6.4 per cent in 1951-
1954 . As a result, it should not be surprising to observe 
a dec rease in production 'Which, in fact, declined from an 
average rate of change of 8.8 per cent to 3.3 per cent. 
However, this sharp drop in production rate of growth was 
mainly caused by the decrease in the rate of investment 
expenditures Wtiich dropped from 1.s per cent to 4.2 pet cent . 
It seems that between 1956-1960 there wae a definite choice 
between change in prices and change in unemployment. The 
former increased on the average by 1.5 per cent (consumer 
price index) and 1 . 1 per cent (Wholesale price index) as 
compared with 3 . 5 per cent and 5.8 per cent in 1951-1954 
while the rate of unemployment went up by 9 . 0 ~er cent on 
the average. 
'nle laat period, 1961-1966 , ia the largest period of 
expansion since World War II. However, the Province 
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experienced a "prosperity unemployment" aa did the rest of 
Canada and the United States. A large part of the recent 
literature on unemployment has tried to explain this phe-
nomenon of "prosperity unemployment". Although there was 
an overall expansion, the average rate of unemployment 
decreased by only 0.1 per cent (from 6.7 per cent in 1956-
1960 to 6.6 per cent in 1961-1966). As far as the supply of 
labor ia concerned, it continued to increase but at a 
slower rate of increase. This time the average rate of 
increaae of the labor force was lower than the average rate 
of increase of the demand for labor. The population in-
creaaed at a rate of 1.8 per cent, that ia, at a lower rate 
than in the other periods (1947-1950, 2.2 per cent ; 1951-
1954• 2 . 5 per cent; 1956-1960, 2.6 per cent; and 1961-1966, 
1.8 per cent). The average increaae of the labor force for 
the period waa J.1 per cent while the participation rate of 
change was 0.7 per cent. This increase in the supply of 
labor has been more than matched by the increase in the 
demand for labor Which rose at a rate of 4.1 per cent on 
the average. However, the increase did not affect the 
average unemployment rate though in terms of percentage 
change in the rate of unemployment it did. The rate of 
change of the unemployment rate declined by 13.4 per cent 
while in the rate of change in the number of unemployed it 
declined by 11.0 per cent. 
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These declines in unemployment are the results of 
larger investments Which have an av~rage rate of increase 
of 10.4 per cent ae compared with 4 . 2 per cent during the 
previoua period. Also, as a consequence of this rate of 
investment, the rate of increase of the gross value of pro-
duction went up from 3.J per cent in 1956-1960 to 7.1 per 
cent in the 1961-1966 period. As nsaal the drop in unem-
ployment waa followed by an increase in prices which on the 
average rose from 1 . ~ per cent (rate of change) to 2 . 1 per 
cent in consumer price index and from 1.1 per cent to 2.0 
per cent in Wboleaale price index. These increasea were 
matched by the increase in wages, coata, and income . 
It i• clear that the sharp increase in th4! unemployment 
rate between 1956-1960 ia largely the result of an inadequate 
demand, especially the inadequate rate of growth of invest -
ment Which in tenis of average percentage change dropped 
from 7 . 5 per cent in 1951-1954 to 4.2 per cent in 19.56- 1960. 
During the 1961-1966 period it rose from 4 . 2 per cent to 
10. 4 per cent. A summary table helps to explain the unem-
ployment level during the period 1951-1966 and to verify 
the aggregate demand hypothesis. Thia is shown in Table 34 . 
It seems obvious that the "prosperity unemployment" ia , 
in fact, an inadequate demand unemployment though the 
average unemployment rate remaina higher than it should be 
expected to aince the rate of growth of other variablea is 
high during the period 1961-1966 . First, it cannot be 
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Table 34. Summary table of the aggregate demand hypothesis, 
percentage rate of change• 
Investment 
Gross production 
Consumer price 
Labor force 
Participation rate 
Bmployment 
Unemployment (rate) 
1951-54 1956-60 1961-66 1956-60 1961-66 
19S1-S4 19.56-60 
7.S 4.2 10.4 -3.J +6.2 
8.8 J.3 7.1 -s.s +3.8 
3.S 1.5 2.1 -2 .0 +0.6 
2 .2 2.4 3.1 +0.2 +0.7 
o.o 0.6 0.7 +0.6 +O.l 
1.6 1.8 4.1 +0.2 +2.J 
3 .7 6.7 6.6 +J.O -0.1 
•source: (31, pp . 1 , J , 22 , 25-30, 34, 37). 
inferred that if a decrease of 3.3 per cent in the rate of 
growth of investment and a decrease of 5.S per cent in the 
rate of growth of production during 1951-1954 and 1956-1960 
had produced an increase of J.O per cent in the unemployment 
rate, a similar increase and even a higher increase in the 
rate of growth of these two variables will necessarily pro-
duce a comparable decrease in the unemployment rate, that ia, 
a decline of 3.0 per cent. Second, during the 1961-1966 
period, although the average increase of investment waa 10.4 
per cent as compared with 7.5 per cent during the 1951-19.54 
period, it remains t at the groaa value of production in-
creased on the average by only 7.1 per cent as compared with 
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8.8 per eent in 1951-19.54. Third, the average percentage 
change of 4.1 per cent in employment was j ust enough to 
keep the unemployment from rising, since the supply of labor 
rose by 3.1 per cent (labor force) and 0.7 per cent (partic-
ipation rate). The large increase in the rate of investment 
was, therefore, absorbed by the increase of the supply of 
labor. To have a substantial decreaae in une~ployment, it 
would have been necessary to have a rate of growth in invest-
ment of 15 per cent (approximately). Pourth, the type of 
investment also has to be considered. The difference in 
the rate of growth of investment (10.4 per cent} and the 
rate of growth in production (7.1 per cent) reveal.a that this 
factor explains the small decrease in unemployment. Fifth, 
a theoretical argument can be uaed to explain the so-called 
"prosperity unemployment". The underconsumption thesis 
states that total income is equal to tot al coat payment in 
an economy for any given period. As long as investment in 
every period (one year) fills the gap between income and 
ca:isumption, any employment level can be maintained indef-
initely. However, investment not only creates income but 
also adds to capacity in aubsequent periods . If next year's 
consumption and investment are identical to thia year's, 
excess capacity will appear. The existence of excess 
capacity discourages investment because it makes it possible 
for producers to meet the existing demand with smaller out-
lays of capital. As soon aa investment falls , employment 
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and income fall. The fall in income takes place until the 
excess capacity ia not absorbed. Aa soon as the economy 
swings up, the problem reappears. It is clear that What 
ia needed to absorb constantly the increasing capacity is 
a constantly increasing income, that ia, a constantly 
incre-eing investment since the demand for goods and serv-
ices ia relatively fixed. In other words, it is not enough 
for consumption and investment to repeat themselves period 
after period. They muat grow exponentially. But this is 
nearly absurd since very act of saving to increase invest-
ment cuts t~e demand for consumer goods while the uses of 
these savings, or investments, augment the auvply of goods 
and the capacity of production. The only po1aibility ia to 
have a good absorbing economic agent: the government. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to prove that the govern-
ments (all levels) did not play their role. There is lack 
of atatiatids on this subject which by itself ia a subject 
of research. However, it seems that the higher unemploy-
ment level during a prosperity period is due to the defi-
ciency of the government to act aa an absorbing economic 
agent. 
The next chapter is concerned with the concluaiona 
and the policy implications of the analysis. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND :OOLICY IMPLICATIONS 
Material presented in the preceding chapter• provided 
background for this concluding section. first, the diacua-
aion ha& to point out the main f acta oi conclusions regard-
ing unemployment. Second, it baa to answer the question of 
how these facts can be related to the aet of values, goals, 
means, and policies. 
Conclusions 
A judgment of the principal conclusions to be drawn 
from the analysis inevitably depends upon one ' s point of 
view. However, the previous atudy has potentially three 
different types of concern: 
1) Methodology about the problem. 
2) Information and description of the problem. 
3) Analysis of the caueea of the problem. 
Thia preaent chapter adds another one: certain policy 
implications of the problem. 
As far as the methodology is concerned there was no 
attempt to improve the existing methodology which has been 
for•ulated between the early 1930'• and 1966 . 'nle major 
sources of inspiration were Gilpatrick (24), the Subcom-
mittee Study (JS), and Staith (33). The methodology uaed 
can be summarized by aaying that the general problem of 
unemployment waa identified aa the surplus of the supply of 
labor over the demand for labor. Moreover, some comments . 
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were made about which supply and which demand or in other 
words, about which labor market. The Province of Quebec 
has been considered as a homogeneous region of Canada. 
Though the Province of Quebec can be a homogeneous polit-
ical region and even a homogeneous economic region, it does 
not follow that the Province formed a homogeneous labor 
market. However, it was aasumed that the Province ia a 
homogeneoua labor market. It waa aaaumed that both the 
supply of and demand for labor were reaponaive to the level 
of economic activity taking place in the national economy 
and regional economy. The last atate1tent is relatively 
important since the analyaia can be uaed to derive regional 
policiea aa well as the evaluating of poaaibilitiea of con-
trolling the employment level strictly on a regional basis. 
However , to evaluate poaaibilitiea or to derive policies , 
it ia necessary to have the causes of the level of unemploy-
ment. 
Since 1953 the rate of unemployment has had a secular 
increasing trend. Bach recession produced a higher peak 
while each expanaion resulted in a decrease in unemployment . 
The trough unemploY111ent was always higher than the preceding 
one except for the last expansion 1961-1966. Thia pattern 
of unemployment ia the major cause of concern. Most of the 
recent literature has tried to explain it. Two main hypoth-
eses have been set up to answer the puzzle: the aggregate 
demand hypothesis and the structural hypothesis. As far as 
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methodology is concerned these two hypotheses have not been 
found sufficient to explain the 15-year period of unemploy-
ment . An analysis of Quebec 's unemployment ha6 to consider 
two other aspects of this economy: 
1) The effect of its location and climate on the 
employment level Which is revealed by the level 
of seasonal unemployment. 
2) The recent wave of urbanization which is shown by 
the decline of the farm population. 
It seems obvious that the seasons have a certain impact 
on the level of employment. Therefore, it was "s priori" 
possible to investigate the possibility of a secular rise in 
unemployment due to the rise in seasonal unemployment. It 
seems that Quebec ' s seasonal unemployment is composed of two 
types of unemployment. A certain amount of unemployment is 
caused by the variations of the level of the aggregate demand 
for labor, the rest being caused by the frictions Which take 
place in the labor market. For example, there is a certain 
amount of seasonal unemployment which is due to the movement 
of certain types of workers who become "forestry job seek-
ers'' during the winter, "fishery job seekers" during early 
summer, and "crop job seekers" late in the summer (tobacco, 
potatoes, and fruit). 
After many discussions most economists now agree that 
none of the members of the dichonomy composed of the aggre-
gate demand hypothesis versus the structural hypothesis 
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can explain alone the level of unemployment. For practical 
purposes a compromise haa been reached; they agree that both 
hypotheses are necessary. However, it is possible that 
there will remain a substantial amount of unemployment even 
after elimination of seasonal unemployment, aggregate demand 
unemployment, and structural unemployment because pure fric-
tional unemployment due to the functioning of the labor 
market bas not been counted. Therefore, there waa room for 
another hypothesis based on frictional unemployment. It was 
hypothesized that the secular rise in unemployment was 
partly due to the rise of frictional unemployment. It seems 
that this last hypothesis is as rich as the structural 
hypothesis. Structuralists claim that the present period 
of economic development is a period of rapid technological 
progreas and of rapid change in the structure of the soci-
ety and of the economy. Most of the students of unemploy-
ment agree on that point. It can be argued that these rapid 
changes are more likely to produce friction in the economy 
than large long-term structural transformation Which by 
es.sence takes time. In fact, it is possible that the pro-
ponents of the structural thesis have misused the fact of 
rapid change. Consequently, the analysis is based on five 
hypotheses. 
1) Ia the secular rise in unemployment due to a rise 
in seasonal unemployment? 
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2) Ia the secular rise in unemployment due to a riae 
in frictional unemployment? 
3) Ia the secular rise in unemployment due to an 
inadequate mobility? 
4) Ia the secular rise in unemployment due to a rise 
in structural unemployment? 
5) Is the secular rise in unemployment due to a rise 
in aggregate demand unemployment? 
Bach hypothesis yields a certain amount of unemployment 
and obviously a certain rate of unemployment. Both aets of 
data are available in Tables 7 and 8. Bach amount and each 
type of unemployment have been analyzed. The major result• 
are aa follows. The moat important cause of unemployment 
waa the level of economic activity. In other worda, the 
aggregate demand hypothesis waa verified. Secondly, it 
seems that the two next sources of higher unemployment are 
the frictional unemployment and the movement of the farm 
population toward urban labor markets coupled with an 
already existing population pressure . The labor market 
uechaniam was not able to . handle these frictions and to 
absorb this surplus of manp01!fer. Aa far as aeaaonal unem-
ployment is concerned, the . rise in unemployment in 1959 and 
1960 ia partly explained by the riae in aeaaonal unemploy-
ment ~ile the other years can be qualified of nearly normal 
aeaaonal unemploflilent. Moreover, since 1961 the aeaaonal 
unemployment rate has been very low. Finally, it see~s that 
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although there were many structural changes, they were 
smooth and long-term transformations except for the move-
ment of the farm population already counted as a mobility 
phenomenon. Consequently, the rise of atructurai unemploy-
ment did not take place. It should be noted that three con-
ditions have been formulated to have structural unemployment. 
The structural changes Which are observed must produce 
structural labor market disequilibrium and structural unem-
ployment, the bomeoataaia condition muat be satisfied, and 
the diaemployment caused by the structural change muat be 
greater than the resulting increase in the level of employ-
•ent. Conditions one and three were not aatiafied. Con-
dition two cannot be teated directly but it aeema that it 
was not satisfied since on the one hand the structural 
transformation can be considered aa long-term and, there-
fore, it cannot be inferred that the homeostasis condition 
ia aatiaf ied or ie not aatiaf ied since the new equilibrium 
ie not reached. On the other hand, if one conaidere the 
structural transformation as a short-term phenomenon, the 
proposed frictional hypothesis will be verified. Aa it waa 
said earlier, apart from theae poeaibilitiea, it ia impoa-
aible to have hidden structural changes and creeping atruc~ 
tural unemployment. However, this aub-hypothesia waa not 
verified. 
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Policy Implications 
Given these hypotheses and the results of the study 
baaed on them, it is poaaible to derive policies. Two 
diffe aent sets of policies have to be proposed: the em-
ploJ111ent policies and the manpower policies. The firat aet 
i1 concerned with the level of employment or the level and 
type of demand for labor, while tbe second ia concerned 
with the supply of labor (quantity and quality). However, 
apart from the technical aspects of the policies, there are 
some very important problems which have to be examined 
before proposing any policy at all . Bapecially for the 
present caae, that ia, the une~ployment of the Province of 
Quebec, it is iaportant to consider the system of value of 
the Province, ita goals, its means, and its capacity for its 
own employment and manpower policies separately or within 
the framework of the national economy. 
Aa far as the ayatem of value is concerned, it is 
changing aince Quebec's society is changing. This is a 
general phenomenon. 'nte problem is rather to specify exactly 
what the system of value was and to discover the trends and 
emerging patterns and developments. This is a problem for 
sociologists . However, assuming that this information is 
given to the economiata who can add to them tbe economic 
trend, it ia possible to fix some of the economic goals. 
'nte moat obvious trend of the society is the increasing eco-
nomic dependence of local areas upon a money and market 
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economy with loss of self-subsistent local economies. The 
introduction of government and political authority is 
another significant phenomenon of the postwar development. 
The increasing mobility of people is capable of producing 
certain beneficial ef feet a but many families and workers 
experience net loss. There are many people Who cannot move 
by themselves and, therefore, cannot compete with others. 
The intcoduction of new technology in agriculture and in 
other industries has produced substantial long-term trans-
formation though this transformation is not complete. 
Due to the pressures of certain groups and to the lack 
of information, there was a time when the Province of Quebec 
did not accept these trends nor the changes in the system of 
value which a society has to make to keep up with others. 
This was the case of agriculture. Not too long ago it waa 
believed th at the Province of Quebec should be and should 
remain a region of farmers.. How a society deals with its 
agriculture can be critical to its economic progress and 
political structure. Despite widespread emphasis on indua· 
trialization at the present time, the success of economic 
development w.ill depend largely on how the farm problem is 
handled. Thia is probably the first general goal of the 
whole set of goals. In fact, it seems that this is a pre-
requisite to successful employment and manpower policies . 
There are many reasons underlying thia position. If the 
same rate of decline is projected for the next 15 years, 
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there will be relatively few people remaining on fania. 
Thia might produce poaitive as well aa negative effecta. 
The next paragraph concentrates on the negative effect• 
since this ia llltlere the policies are needed. 
The decline of the farming industry, though it will 
increase agricultural productivity per capita, will probably 
require more importation of food. This ia an empirical 
question. The problem ia to determine the minimum manpower 
needed in agriculture Which will per it a stable equilibrium 
between the agricultural productivity, the supply of food, 
and the population. Given this equilibrium point, it will 
be possible to make employment and manpower policie •· That 
is, the policies should be concentrated on the difference 
between the actual au9ply of labor in agriculture and the 
needed supply of labor. The growth of the population, nation-
al income, and industrial productivity muat be conaidered. 
This difference ia nothing other than the number of poten-
tial movers from rural areas to urban centers. Statistical 
aeries of the sources of aupply of manpower reveal that the 
moat important source is the migration from rural areaa to 
cities. The population growth and the immigration are also 
involved, but these two sources do not aeem to have the 
capacity of creating a surplus of the supply of labor over 
the demand for labor becauae: 
1) The major eff ecta of the "baby booms" have been 
absorbed by the increasing level of education or 
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according to all indications will be absorbed 
soon. 
2) 'nle rate of natural increase begins to decline. 
3) The immigration is cont rolled and the immigrants 
are selected before they arrive. They do not 
constitute a problem since the number is limited 
and the quality is probably as good as those liv-
ing in Quebec now. Most of them have a respectable 
level of education or are professional . 
This la not the case for the rural-urban migrants. Moat 
of them , due to their lack of education and training, will 
becoi:ie unemployed if there is a rather large variation of 
the demand for labor. Specific policies have to be designed 
to prepare the passage from farm to urban centers and urban 
labor market. They have to change their way of life , certain 
values, as well as learn a trade. On the other hand, joba 
have to be created. It is not the place here to design these 
policies but the above comments point out the necessity of 
both employment and aanpmter policies toward this group , the 
rural-urbau movers. One can argue that these policies are 
policies to eliminate structural effects. However, they 
will fit better under e framework of policies toward mobil-
ity since the fir~t effect of this structural change, the 
decline of agriculture, is the shift from rural areas to 
urban areas or a mobility effect. 
Apart from this aet of policies, Which ia directed 
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toward the group of movers, there must be a set of policies 
directed toward the functioning of the labor market . In 
this regard, it is essential to control or at least to be 
able to influence the rate of mobility, that is, the rate 
of departure from the agricultural and rural labor market 
and the rate of arrival in the urban labor market. This is 
essential because it might happen that the urbanization 
phenomenon will be more rapid than the industrialization 
process which by nature is a long-term process . If the 
rate of urbanization ia larger than the rate of industrial-
ization of the cities, especially of certain cities like 
Montreal and Quebec, the society will be confronted not 
only with a labor market problem but also with an urban 
problem. Urbanization outstripping industrialization simply 
transfers rural poverty to urban centers while the presence 
of large numbers of people who have not been integrated to 
the economic institution may create more friction in the 
labor market and even a disequilibrium in the labor market. 
In turn, a large group of workers who become d~pendent upon 
the society due to the lack of employment produces negative 
effects. Labor markets have to be organized, shaped, and 
extended if the new manpower is to be absorbed. 
The above policies are mainly concerned with the two 
causes of higher unemployment: the decline of agricultural 
manpower and its effect on the urban labor markets. 
However, the analysis haa shown that the major source of 
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unemployment is the aggregate demand. The set of policies 
which can be designed to eliminate the unemployment due to 
this cause is usually made up of monetary policies, fiscal 
policies, and international policies. As far as these 
three general types of policies are concerned, there is 
not much to say if one considers the Province of Quebec as 
an economic region of Canada. These policies are controlled 
by the federal government though the Provinces influence 
them via the system of inter-provincial conferences . In 
other words, it is obvious t hat the major source of unem-
ployment cannot be controlled by any one of the regions 
unless the actual system is changed; that is, unless the 
monetary authority is decentralized and unlesa the fiscal 
system is based on a provincial level. This is an empirical 
question if one wants to know if decentralized policies and 
systems will have better effects or if a more centralized 
system will. It seems that the solution of this problem ia 
to be found in a better coordination of all policies what-
ever they are. However, at the provincial level there is a 
major problem. "A priori" it seems that the de1?1and for 
labor is influenced for all practical ~urposes by the f eder-
al government via monetary and fiscal policies while the 
supply of labor is influenced by the Province via ita system 
of education, allocation of the social welfare expenditures, 
and other social investments. Consequently, the major 
problem of coordination can be translated in terms of 
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supply and demand terminology. They have to be matched. 
There are aome experiences Which indicate that they were 
not matched. 
Even with the best set of policies and the best anal-
ysis of the causes of the unemployment, there always 
remains the overall problem of coordinating the policies 
with the means and the system of value. The policies have 
to be acceptable, but the policy makers have to decide for 
whom they are acceptable: for all? for the workers? for 
the employers? for the consumers? 
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